Étude et analyse numérique d’un jet chaud débouchant dans un écoulement transverse en utilisant des simulations aux échelles résolues

Des méthodes numériques sont présentées qui permettent la simulation de jets chauds débouchants dans un écoulement transverse aux grands nombres de Reynolds et aux rapports des vitesses faibles. Différentes approches pour la modélisation de turbulence, c’est-à-dire URANS, SAS, DDES et ELES, sont validées par comparaison à des données expérimentales pour une configuration générique, soulignant la nécessité de résoudre les différentes échelles turbulentes pour une prédiction correcte du mélange thermique. L’analyse de la solution instationnaire permet l’identification de processus dynamiques intrinsèques ainsi que des phénomènes de mélange et l’application de l’analyse en composantes principales révèle l’ondulation latérale du sillage de jet. Du fait du caractère multi-échelles qui se manifeste dans la simulation d’un jet débouchant sur une configuration avion, l’approche séquentielle basée sur le modèle SAS est mise en place. Comme les résultats pour la sortie d’un système de dégivrage de nacelle sont en bon accord avec les données d’essai en vol, cette approche est finalement appliquée à la sortie complexe d’un système de pre-cooler, mettant en valeur sa capacité à être appliquée dans un processus industriel.
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Numerical Investigations on a Hot Jet in Cross Flow Using Scale-Resolving Simulations

Numerical methods for the simulation of hot jets in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers and small momentum ratios are presented. Different turbulence modeling strategies, i.e. URANS, SAS, DDES and ELES, are validated against experimental data on a generic configuration, highlighting the necessity of scale-resolution for a correct prediction of thermal mixing. The analysis of transient flow simulations allows the identification of inherent flow dynamics as well as mixing phenomena and the application of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition revealed the lateral wake meandering as being one of them. Due to the multi-scale problem which arises when simulating jets in cross flow on real aircraft configurations, the sequential approach based on the SAS turbulence model is introduced. As results for the exhaust of a nacelle anti-icing system comprising multiple jets in cross flow agree well with flight test data, the approach is applied in a last step to the complex exhaust of a pre-cooling system, emphasizing the capabilities of this methodology in an industrial environment.
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<td>pressure</td>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The aerothermal design of air system exhausts is of crucial interest to the aerospace industry in terms of certification, reduction of weight and overall aircraft performance. A special challenge in this context is the simulation of a hot jet in cross flow (JICF) as it appears for instance at discharge locations of the nacelle anti-icing system. Even though generic configurations have been studied both experimentally and numerically, basic similarity parameters like the Reynolds number or the effective velocity ratio differ strongly from those which occur at aircraft related problems. Additionally, the appearance of large-scale turbulent structures as well as the mixing of hot and cold fluid are not yet fully understood and still a subject of debate in the research community.

To give an illustrative example, a sketch of a generic nacelle anti-icing system is shown in figure 1.1. Hot air circulates inside the nacelle’s leading edge in order to prevent the formation of ice on the outside of the engine’s air intake. A part of this fluid is blown out through an ejector grid containing several orifices. On the outside, this fluid interacts with the external flow and forms multiple jets in cross flow. The main challenges can be summarized as follows. Firstly, hot fluid directly impacts the wall downstream of the orifice due to the low jet velocity compared to the main flow. Assuming an equal structural load, the use of carbon fiber reinforced plastics allows the reduction of weight compared to metallic structures. The downside of these components however lies in the increased sensitivity when exposed to high temperatures. For this reason a thermal shield is typically installed behind the exhaust and the knowledge of the surface temperature distribution is of major importance for a correct dimensioning. The current design process is based only on wind tunnel correlations of generic configurations since existing simulation techniques are not capable of capturing the lateral spreading of the thermal wake. Reliable computational methods are thus needed for improved accuracy. Secondly, any air system integration introduces parasitic drag. Since the illustrated anti-icing system is operated during the entire flight regime, the
impact on aircraft performance needs to be as low as possible. This shows the necessity to investigate and understand both flow physics and mixing phenomena of a jet in cross flow as well as the need to accurately simulate this type of flow. Thirdly, the integration of the air exhaust into the global aerodynamic design of the airplane leads to a classical multi-scale problem. The flow over large bodies in the order of $10^1\text{m}$ as the wing or the nacelle has to be handled at the same time as the jet in cross flow with typical geometrical dimensions of $10^{-2}\text{m}$.

Finally, it shall be emphasized that apart from special aeronautical applications the simulation of a jet in cross flow is of great interest also in other industrial areas. An important example can be found in turbomachinery. In order to protect turbine blades from hot combustion gases film cooling is applied by injecting a coolant into the main stream, where a jet in cross flow forms. Due to its good mixing capability, jets in cross flow are frequently used in combustion chambers for fuel injections or in many areas of process engineering. The procedures developed in this work will therefore serve as a solid base to simulate also these types of applications.

### 1.2 Objectives and Rationale

The numerical simulation of this type of flow still poses a challenge to modern computational fluid dynamics (CFD) because of the emerging complex three-dimensional structures as well as their inherent transient and turbulent character. Additionally, the challenges of a heat transfer problem have to be coped with due to the temperature difference between jet and cross flow. Studies have shown that conventional approaches such as the application of statistical two equation turbulence models or even Reynolds Stress models fail when employed in a steady state calculation. On the other hand, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are capable of predicting this kind of flow. As high Reynolds number flows are going to
be encountered in jet in cross flow applications on aircraft, these types of simulations are out of question due to the need for excessively refined meshes and the correlating computational effort.

For this reason, the approach followed in this work is based on the assessment and validation of advanced turbulence models, which allow the resolution of at least a part of the turbulence spectrum in the area of interest and which will be here referred to as Scale-Resolving Simulations (SRS). The simplest SRS technique is the time-dependent solution of the Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations in combination with a conventional statistical turbulence model, such as the various formulations of the $k-\omega$ model. A second approach is the use of the Scale-Adaptive Simulation (SAS), which is basically an improved URANS formulation. Within this framework the von Kármán length scale enters the turbulence model equations and serves as a sensor for resolvable structures. In contrast to SAS, whose local length scale is defined by the flow field, a different class of approaches known as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) obtains its length scale information for resolvable structures explicitly from the underlying numerical mesh. Since for the considered case the resolution of structures is only desired in critical flow regions, two approaches are investigated that combine LES with standard RANS capabilities. The first one is termed Embedded LES (ELES), where only within a user specified region an LES calculation is performed and the rest of the domain is treated with a RANS turbulence model. The other approach is known under the formulation Delayed Detached Eddy Simulations (DDES). Within this framework, a shielding function is employed to keep attached boundary layers in RANS mode and an LES formulation is enabled within regions of inherent flow instabilities.

The first main objective consists in the validation of the proposed turbulence modeling strategies against experimental data for a generic single jet in cross flow configuration. As this also includes higher order time statistics such as fluctuating quantities and spectral analysis, the transient flow solution is validated as well. This is of great importance because real-time flow simulations then serve as a basis for a profound flow analysis. This leads to the second main objective, which is to gain a better insight into the underlying dynamics of jets in cross flow at small momentum ratios and high Reynolds numbers by identifying transport and mixing phenomena. The third main objective consists in adapting the developed process in order to be applicable to industrial configurations by taking into account the associated challenges of high Reynolds numbers, increased geometrical complexity and multi-scale problems. This is achieved successively by passing on to a still generic but more complex configuration comprising multiple jets in cross flow. Subsequently, simulations for a real aircraft application are carried out and compared to available flight test data. The final step consists in applying the developed methodology to a second and more complex real aircraft system, showing its capability to be employed in the aerothermal design process for air system outlets.
1.3 Outline

The outline of this thesis is given in the following. A bibliographic research is conducted in chapter 2 in order to evaluate state of the art knowledge on flow dynamics and proposed mixing phenomena associated to jets in cross flow as well as on existing simulation strategies. Following this, the employed turbulence modeling approaches are introduced in chapter 3 as well as the numerical solution procedure. Simulations are carried out on a generic jet in cross flow configuration at high Reynolds numbers and results are compared to experimental data, which is described in chapter 4. The influence of the numerical time step size is studied and special attention is paid to the applicability of different meshing strategies in order to prepare the transition to industrial configurations where complex geometries are encountered. The second part of this chapter is devoted to an analysis in order to examine dominant flow features, mixing phenomena and flow dynamics. Extended investigations concerning thermal boundary conditions and a multiple jets in cross flow configuration are regarded as well. An adapted simulation strategy is presented in chapter 5 which allows the simulation of multiple jets in cross flow on aircraft by complying with the constraints encountered in industrial applications. To show its capabilities, simulations are carried out on a nacelle anti-icing system, whose design is based on the generic multiple jets in cross flow configuration and where numerical results can be compared to flight test data. The second part of this chapter deals with the simulation of another real aircraft application, which is the exhaust of the pre-cooling system located on the engine’s pylon and which is chosen due to its challenging geometry and its interaction with a complex flow field. Finally, the results are summarized and an outlook for possible further investigations on this subject is presented in chapter 6.
Chapter 2

State of the Art

Since engineering applications comprising the jet in cross flow phenomenon are quite numerous, investigations on this subject date back to the 1930s and a vast body of literature exists. A general overview on the research activities until the 1990s is given by Margason [58]. This chapter begins with the general description of a jet in cross flow, including important similarity parameters and the influence of geometrical aspects. Flow dynamics, coherent structures and their origins are discussed. Focus is put on the thermal mixing behavior for jets with a temperature difference relative to the cross flow and different approaches for the numerical simulation are presented and discussed.

2.1 Description of a Jet in Cross Flow

A sketch of a generic jet in cross flow is presented in figure 2.1. The jet issues from a round orifice into the cross flow, where it is deflected and deformed due to the cross flow forces acting on its boundaries. The Cartesian coordinate system is placed in the symmetry plane at the windward side with the X-axis in cross flow direction and the Z-axis in jet flow direction. This convention will also hold for the generic test case considered later in this work. A jet trajectory can be defined as the line connecting the points of maximum velocity for every cross section. Alternative definitions of the jet path can be related to the maximum vorticity or to the streamline emanating from the center of the circular orifice. In the case of a hot jet, the trajectory of the local maximum temperature is of interest as well. While the derivation of an analytical expression for this path is rather complex, empirical formulations were developed to match experimental findings. Fearn & Weston [33] showed that the trajectory can be detected up to 15 jet diameters downstream along its path. The most robust formulation according to Margason is given by

\[
\frac{Z}{D} = \left( \frac{U_\infty}{W_j} \right)^{2.6} \left( \frac{X}{D} - \frac{1}{2} \right)^3,
\]

(2.1)
Figure 2.1: Generic jet in cross flow with jet trajectory and kidney shaped cross section

with the diameter $D$ of the jet orifice and the velocities $U_\infty$ and $W_j$ of the cross flow and the jet respectively. Even though studies exist for supersonic jets and/or cross flows, investigations are limited to subsonic flows throughout this work since the considered aircraft related configurations also operate in this regime.

A simplified explanation of the cross sectional deformation can be obtained by regarding a circular jet with a boundary pressure distribution similar to that obtained from a potential flow around a rigid cylinder. Due to the pressure minima at the lateral sides the originally circular cross section of the jet becomes elliptical. Additionally, the entrainment by the cross flow leads to a kidney shaped contour.

2.1.1 Similarity Parameters

Depending on fluid parameters and geometrical aspects, very different flow regimes can be distinguished. For this reason similarity parameters are defined which allow their classification. The most important influence on the establishing flow is given through the velocity ratio $V_R$ between the jet velocity $W_j$ and the cross flow velocity $U_\infty$:

$$V_R = \frac{W_j}{U_\infty}. \quad (2.2)$$

This velocity ratio is meaningful for configurations where jet and cross flow fluid have the same properties. If however fluids of different densities or temperatures, as in this work, are considered, this similarity parameter is insufficient. For that reason Callaghan & Ruggeri [16] extended the velocity ratio by their corresponding den-
sities $\rho_j$ and $\rho_\infty$, yielding the effective velocity or momentum ratio $C_R$:  

$$C_R = \frac{\rho_j W_j}{\rho_\infty U_\infty}.$$  

(2.3)

In order to account for strong density and temperature differences, Williams & Wood \cite{105} in turn proposed another parameter, which relies on the momentum flux ratio $R$ given by 

$$R = \sqrt{\frac{\rho_j W_j^2}{\rho_\infty U_\infty^2}}.$$  

(2.4)

In the case of vanishing differences in density all three expressions become identical. With the help of this parameter a division into different flow regimes can be established. For $R < 2$ the jet momentum is very small and the jet is not able to penetrate deeply into the main flow. In this case the jet rather attaches to the downstream wall and represents only a small obstacle to the cross flow. These ratios are typically found in turbomachinery applications such as film cooling, where the wall of turbine blades have to be protected from the hot cross flow. Other industrial applications such as fuel injection exhibit momentum flux ratios in the interval of 2 to 10. In this case the jet penetrates deeply into the cross flow and the jet interaction with the downstream wall decreases. The upper limit is reached as $R \rightarrow \infty$, which is known as a free jet in literature. It already becomes obvious from these findings that flow dynamics and coherent structures depend substantially on this ratio.

Furthermore, the development and characteristics of turbulent structures in the interaction region strongly depend on the Reynolds number. It is therefore useful to build the cross flow Reynolds number $Re_{cf}$ based on a characteristic length scale of the orifice, which in the case of a circular jet with the diameter $D$ can be written as 

$$Re_{cf} = \frac{U_\infty D}{\nu_\infty},$$  

(2.5)

with the kinematic viscosity $\nu_\infty$ of the free stream. In an early study by Callaghan & Ruggeri \cite{15} the Reynolds number showed only a negligible influence on the jet trajectory. However, for large cross flow Reynolds numbers in the order of $10^5$, which are usually encountered at aircraft related problems, the size range of turbulent structures, which appear in the interaction region, is wide and their influence on thermal mixing behavior is rather strong.

Another similarity parameter is of interest for hot jets with a temperature difference $\Delta T$ relative to the cross flow. The cross flow Richardson number $Ri_{cf}$ can then be defined as  

$$Ri_{cf} = \frac{g \beta_T \Delta T D}{U_\infty^2},$$  

(2.6)

with acceleration through gravity $g$ and thermal expansion coefficient $\beta_T$. This parameter provides information about the ratio of free to forced convection. In cases where $Ri_{cf} \ll 1$, buoyancy effects are negligible.
Figure 2.2: Influence of the cross flow boundary layer \[7\]

Beside these parameters, the displacement thickness of the cross flow boundary layer \(\delta_1\) influences the development of the jet in cross flow. Taking this effect into account, ANDREOPoulos \[7\] refers to the aspect ratio of the boundary layer thickness over the diameter of the round jet as another similarity parameter:

\[
\Lambda_{\delta_1} = \frac{\delta_1}{D}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

Figure 2.2 shows two different flow configurations where the influence of this length ratio becomes discernible. For the case on the left hand side, the jet turbulence will diffuse rather quickly inside the larger structures of the cross flow boundary layer, whereas opposite developments hold for the case depicted on the right hand side. As reported by FRÖHLICH ET AL. in \[26\], even if the initial boundary layers of both the cross flow and the supporting jet flow are laminar, a fully turbulent flow develops in the interaction region after a short transition.

### 2.1.2 Geometrical Considerations

The shape of the ejector has an important impact on the jet trajectory, i.e. the jet’s penetration into the cross flow. HAVEN ET AL. \[39\] as well as RUGGERI ET AL. \[80\] examined rectangular and elliptical ejectors with different aspect ratios in wind tunnel experiments. The main result is that the larger the distance between the two counter-rotating vortices the smaller the penetration, which is depicted in figure 2.3 with the term *lift-off* corresponding to penetration. This was confirmed more recently by wind tunnel experiments and complementing LES of SALEWSKI ET AL. \[83\]. Additionally, the use of sharp-edged ejectors facilitates flow separation and with this the formation of vortices, which finally leads to an enhanced mixing behavior but also to increased drag.
Weston & Thames [102] examined in their wind tunnel studies the same ejector installed on a flat plate and on a faired body respectively. It showed that these two installations produce quantitatively and qualitatively different results. This highlights the fact that installation effects have to be taken into account for numerical simulations. Almost all investigations found in literature deal with jets in cross flow on flat plates except Albugues’ experimental studies [4], where the ejector is installed on a three-dimensional wing profile under an adverse pressure gradient.

From a series of wind tunnel tests Andreopoulos [5] presents measurements inside the supporting pipe and its interaction with the upstream flow. It was shown that the pipe boundary layer can separate at the upstream part near the exit and that flow from the main stream enters the pipe. This was recently confirmed by a Direct Numerical Simulation conducted by Muppidi et al. [68]. Additionally, the range of influence of the pipe flow extends up to three diameters upstream the orifice. This emphasizes that for numerical simulations as much as possible of the supporting pipe should be included to obtain representative results.

In many engineering applications a jet in cross does not appear individually but rather multiple jets are aligned in a row. Experimental studies of these types of configuration have been carried out by Kamotami & Greber [48] as well as by Sugiyama & Usami [96]. One important observation was that each jet develops individually before it merges with its neighboring jets in the mid and far field. This led to the fact that research was focused primarily on single jets in cross flow.

2.2 Dynamics and Coherent Structures

Basically, the injection of a jet into a cross flow constitutes a free turbulent shear flow. As it already became obvious in the previous sections, flow dynamics as well as appearance of vortices and other coherent structures will strongly depend on the mentioned similarity parameters. Foremost, the question of global stability of the flow arises. Blanchard, Brunet & Merlen [13] carried out a number of experiments and constituted that stable jets in cross flow can indeed exist for small values of $C_R$ and $Re_{cf}$ as presented in figure 2.2. In recent investigations, Bagheri et al. [10] carried out a global stability analysis of a jet in cross flow based on DNS data for a small cross
flow Reynolds number revealing its globally unstable character. As the configurations investigated in this work will all feature very large cross flow Reynolds numbers, the following discussion is limited to unstable jets in cross flow.

Even if a large number of experimental and numerical investigations have been conducted, the range in examined similarity parameters is equally wide spread, which leads to very different flow characteristics. The starting point for the following description is a phenomenological view of the main vortical structures associated with the jet in cross flow. Figure 2.5 shows the most common illustration proposed by Fric & Roshko [34] containing four principal types of dynamics:

- Shear layer vortices
- Counter-rotating vortex pair
- Horseshoe vortex
- Wake vortices

It has to be emphasized at this point that the conclusions were drawn from experiments with velocity ratios between 2 and 10 as well as cross flow Reynolds numbers in the range from 3800 up to 11400. In the related literature a general consensus exists on this view. However, the origin and interaction between the vortices are controversially debated and the extension to low velocity ratios and/or high cross flow Reynolds numbers is questionable.
2.2 Dynamics and Coherent Structures

2.2.1 Shear Layer Vortices

An important aspect for the formation of coherent structures in a JICF is the existence of a shear layer, which is created by the difference in length and in orientation of the velocity vectors of jet and cross flow respectively. Due to its relation, some researchers tried to transfer the results obtained from free jets to jets in cross flow. It is well known that free round jets form closed ring vortices in the shear layer between the jet and the surrounding fluid at rest, which are caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, cf. for instance Danaila et al. [21]. In a free round jet however, the shear layer characteristics are independent of the circumferential position whereas for a JICF the shear layer strongly differs whether the upstream, the downstream or the lateral shear layers are regarded.

To gain more insight into the development of the pipe shear layer inside the cross flow, a simulation method based on vortex elements can be used, which was first employed by Cortelezzi & Karagozian [19]. In this method vorticity is introduced at the boundaries. With the help of the Biot-Savart law the velocity can be calculated at every point of the flow field, leading to the convection of the vorticity filaments. As it can be seen in figure 2.6 a) for an effective velocity ratio of 5.4, the emanating vortex sheet remains cylindrical and the formation of a vortex ring clearly becomes obvious. In figure 2.6 b) the vortex ring tilts due to the cross flow and it is much tighter.
packed at the windward side. In figures 2.6(c) and d) a secondary vortex evolves with its downstream part aligned with the jet trajectory, which can be associated to the formation of the counter-rotating vortex pair as will be discussed in section 2.2.2. The last two pictures of this sequence show the periodic behavior of the mechanism. More recent simulations based on vortex methods were carried out by Marzouk et al. [59, 60] and support these results.

On the other side, Lim et al. [56] showed in water tunnel experiments with an effective velocity ratio of 4.6 that no evidence for closed ring vortices exists. They rather observed that spanwise vortices form on the upstream and the downstream side of the jet, which are not connected. This is illustrated in figure 2.7. These experimental findings were confirmed by LES and DNS conducted by Yuan et al. [106], Kali et al. [17] and Sau et al. [84, 85] respectively. The LES of a round jet shows the development of Kelvin-Helmholtz rollers at the lee and the windward side, which are not connected. Additionally, the formation of these structures on the upstream side is much more regular and begins earlier than on the lee side. This is due to the presence of a favorable pressure gradient on the lee side, stabilizing the shear layer. The DNS computed for a square jet in cross flow shows comparable results. However, the Kelvin-
Helmholtz rollers are only visible on the upstream side. A possible explanation could be the different cross section of the orifice (square vs. circle) and the different cross flow Reynolds numbers.

### 2.2.2 Counter-Rotating Vortex Pair

As the jet is deflected by the cross flow a complex and highly transient flow field develops. The most dominant feature however is the formation of a counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) as depicted in figure 2.5. Its existence dominates the far field and experiments by Pratte & Baines [74] showed its presence up to 100D downstream the orifice. Due to its transient behavior the CRVP interacts and overlaps with the shear layer vortices. Nonetheless, despite the large number of experiments and numerical simulations the origin of the vortex pair is still subject to debate and no final answer has been agreed on yet.

Broadwell & Breidenthal [14] see the basic reason for its formation in the presence of the jet momentum, which is orientated perpendicularly to the main flow momentum. This assumption is supported by Muppidi & Mahesh [69], who proposed a two-dimensional model problem. According to their studies, the origination of the counter-rotating vortex pair is due to the formation and redistribution of vortices caused by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which are created in the shear layer between jet and cross flow. Regarding the temporal evolution of this problem, its results can be transferred to the spatial development within a three-dimensional jet in cross flow. It is interesting to notice that in this model problem the supporting pipe and with it the corresponding boundary layer vorticity has not been accounted for.

Andreopolous [7] and Coelho & Hunt [18] see the origin in the shear layer exiting from the supporting pipe. In their view the vortex sheet, i.e. the vorticity containing boundary layer emanating from the pipe, realigns to form the CRVP. Figure 2.8 portrays the reorientation of the vortex rings proposed by Kelso, Lim & Perry [49]. These rings fold in such a way that the plane of the upstream part becomes normal to the mean curvature of the jet, whereas the plane of the downstream part aligns tangentially with the jet trajectory and contribute vorticity to the CRVP. This mechanism is supported by the simulation based on the vortex method carried out by Cortelezzi & Karagozian [19] as depicted in figure 2.6.

Experimental studies conducted by Lim, New & Luo [56] show that the jet shear layer does not develop closed annular vortices, cf. also figure 2.7 in the previous section. The authors therefore propose a different origin for the formation of the CRVP, which is depicted in figure 2.9. In their view, the side arms of the lateral vortices align with the jet trajectory and form the CRVP as it becomes visible in section B-B.
Figure 2.8: a) Interpretation of the folding of the cylindrical vortex sheet and b) Entrainment and tilting of vortex rings as proposed by Kelso, Lim & Perry [49]

Figure 2.9: Interpretation of the originating of the CRVP by Lim, New & Luo [56]

LES computations by Yuan et al. [106] relate the very origin of the CRVP to hanging vortices at the lateral edges of the jet close to the wall. In these regions the high velocities of both the cross flow and the jet create skewed mixing layers. Within these areas quasi-steady vortices are observed. Vortical fluid from the supporting pipe passes through these vortices and is transported to the back of the jet. The breakup of the hanging vortices finally leads to the origin of the weaker CRVP. More recently, Sau, Sheu, Hwang et al. support this hypothesis in a series of publications [84] [85]
on a square jet in cross flow computation employing DNS. They clearly see the origin of the CRVP in the lateral jet pipe boundary layer as illustrated by figure 2.10.

As a concluding remark it has to be mentioned that the shear layer vortices and the CRVP interfere quite strongly with each other. The question whether the very origin of the CRVP lies in the skewed mixing layer as proposed by Yuan et al. or in the folding and stretching of the shear layer ring vortices proposed by Kelso et al. remains still unanswered.

### 2.2.3 Horseshoe Vortex System

The origin of the horseshoe vortex can be attributed to the adverse pressure gradient present at the wall upstream of the jet. Similar flow fields are identified for any wall-mounted blunt body, which might lead to the assumption that the horseshoe vortex resulting from a round jet in cross flow is identical to that of a rigid cylinder.

Kelso & Smits [50] however refer to the entraining vortex sheet, the formation of vortex rings and the flow separations inside the supporting pipe as differences, which lead to an unsteady behavior of the horseshoe vortex and cannot be compared to the flow around a wall-mounted cylinder. From water tunnel test campaigns the authors were able to classify the dynamical behavior of the horseshoe vortex into three regimes depending on velocity ratio and Reynolds number; i.e. steady, oscillating and coalescing. The steady regime is characterized by two vortices with the same sign in vorticity as the wall boundary layer, while the other cases show a third vortex. In the first unsteady regime the vortices oscillate in direction of the main stream, while for the
second unsteady regime (coalescing) the vortices advect downstream and merge with each other as a new vortex is formed upstream. This pattern is depicted in figure 2.11.

Additionally to this, a small oscillation is found for all three regimes due to the periodic formation of the shear layer vortices. The free ends of the horseshoe vortex can play an important role in the wake, which will be discussed in the following subsection. Since Sau [84, 85] reported only one vortex in their DNS of a square jet, the question remains whether Kelso’s and Smit’s classification is limited to round jets and a specific range of Reynolds numbers or effective velocity ratios.

2.2.4 Wake Vortices

The existence of shear layer vortices, a CRVP and a horseshoe vortex can be expected for a JICF even if the effective velocity ratio is small. Considering however the wake region, the development of coherent structures will strongly depend whether the jet remains attached to the wall or whether it is lifted up. Furthermore, turbulent interaction between the structures will be more important for small velocity ratios. From experimental investigations GOPALAN ET AL. [38] distinguish two different regimes with the demarcating velocity ratio around two.
High Velocity Ratios

Equivalent to the formation of the horseshoe vortex, a similarity might be expected between the wake structures of a JICF and those of a flow around a rigid cylinder. This analogy was examined by Fric & Roshko [34]. Height $H$ of the cylinder and penetration of the JICF should be of the same order to obtain comparable flow fields. In the studied case, the velocity ratio $C_R = 4$ for the JICF corresponds to a cylinder with an aspect ratio $\Lambda = H/D = 6$. The experiments showed however that the cross flow wraps around the jet, whereas the flow around the solid cylinder separates and forms an open wake. Additionally, an early formation of vortical structures is observed for the jet wake.

As illustrated in figure 2.5 upright vortical structures develop, resembling the vortices behind a cylinder caused by the shedding of vorticity, which is generated at the wall of the cylinder. If one considers the transport equation for vorticity $\omega$ in incompressible flows

$$\frac{D\omega}{Dt} = \omega \cdot \nabla u + \nu \nabla^2 \omega, \quad (2.8)$$

no explicit source term is visible, which means that vorticity can only be generated at wall boundaries [67]. Indeed, Fric & Roshko showed in their experiments that upright structures contain vorticity from the cross flow boundary layer. This is important to notice and additionally completely different to the vortex shedding observed from rigid cylinders. The authors propose an interpretation of the formation as illustrated in figure 2.12.

Due to an adverse pressure gradient, the boundary layer separates and vorticity is tilted and stretched to form upright vortices. If an alternate and periodic separation of the boundary layer takes place on each side of the jet, a structure very similar to the von Kármán vortex street appears. Kelso et al. [49] mentioned however that
this has not to be necessarily the case. A recent LES by Komuro & Tsukiji \cite{53} supports this statement as illustrated in figure 2.13 where no periodic pattern is visible regarding the orientation of the vortices. Finally, for very high momentum ratios, i.e. above $C_R = 8$, the entrainment of the jet does not reach the wall anymore to produce well developed structures.

Additionally, as it already becomes obvious in figure 2.12, the arms of the horseshoe vortex play a role in the wake of the jet since they might also be entrained by the CRVP. The DNS of Sau et al. confirms this behavior for low cross flow Reynolds numbers. Figure 2.14 shows the entrainment of the horseshoe vortex (yellow streamlines) and the formation of two pairs of upright vortices (red and blue streamlines) from the boundary layer.

**Figure 2.13:** Development of wake vortices including rotational direction as computed in a Large Eddy Simulation at $Re_{cf} = 3800$ and $C_R = 4$ \cite{53}

**Figure 2.14:** The entrainment of the horseshoe vortex (yellow streamlines) and the formation of two pairs of upright vortices (red and blue streamlines) from the boundary layer \cite{84}
Low Velocity Ratios

In contrast to high effective velocity ratios, the formation of upright vortices is not observed for values smaller than two. In this case, the cross flow acts as a partial cover of the jet and bends it over rather strongly in such a way that the jet remains attached to the downstream wall. However, experiments conducted by ANDREOPoulos [7] for a JICF with an effective velocity ratio of 0.5 show that large-scale structures exist in the jet wake. They exit from the supporting pipe with a vorticity of the same sign as the pipe boundary layer and decay within 6-10 diameters downstream of the orifice. A Strouhal number $St_D = fD/U_\infty$ with the characteristic frequency $f$ is found to be equal to 0.4. However, the regularity of the appearance decreases with growing cross flow Reynolds numbers and the size of the structures varies over a wide range.

An illustration of the proposed formation of these structures is depicted in figure 2.15. As the vortex ring exits the supporting pipe, the downstream part is stretched, breaks up and two legs are forming. After being advected some distances behind the orifice, the upper part is also accelerated by the cross flow. Even if this model is based on experiments with a laminar jet boundary layer, the author emphasizes its valid extension to turbulent jet boundary layers.

Results from a Large Eddy Simulation conducted by TYAGI [99] with $C_R = 0.5$ and $Re_{cf} = 4700$ are depicted in figure 2.16. An isosurface of the Laplacian of pressure is used to identify vortex core regions and three archlike vortices become visible in this instantaneous view. Even if these structures are consistent with those described by ANDREOPoulos, their origin and dynamics are not yet clear.

Concerning the velocity field directly downstream of the jet, ANDREOPoulos & RODI [8] identify a region of reversed flow for low effective velocity ratios. Large Eddy Simulations conducted by IOUROKINA & LELE [42] as well as experimental studies by GOPALAN ET AL. [38] support these findings but the connection with the development of archlike vortices is not examined.
2.3 Thermal Mixing Aspects

Due to the highly turbulent flow field and the existence of coherent structures in the wake of the jet, the energy transfer caused by thermal mixing between the jet and the cross flow is quite distinctive. However, the identification and description of mixing phenomena which are responsible for heat transfer other than the CRVP are not reported and the available literature is limited.

For the considered configurations, the temperature distribution behind the jet is of special interest. Therefore, the local thermal efficiency $\eta$ is defined as

$$\eta = \frac{T - T_\infty}{T_j - T_\infty},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

with the static temperature $T$, the free stream temperature $T_\infty$ and the jet temperature $T_j$. This definition was originally introduced for film cooling application but holds for the inverse case, i.e. a hot jet in a cold cross flow, as well. If instead of the temperature $T$ the adiabatic wall temperature $T_{aw}$ is used, the thermal footprint of the jet is obtained at the wall.

Clearly, the similarity parameters introduced in section 2.1.1 have a strong influence on the wall temperature distribution. Recalling the effective velocity ratio $C_R$, a higher jet momentum will lead to a deeper penetration of the jet into the cross flow and therefore to a smaller thermal footprint. A high cross flow Reynolds number $Re_{cf}$ on the other side leads to the formation of smaller structures, which will result in an enhanced thermal mixing behavior. The ratio of cross flow boundary layer thickness to jet diameter $\Lambda_3$ also has a strong influence on the thermal footprint. In the case of a thick boundary layer, the jet will not be able to penetrate it and the thermal impact on the wall will be rather strong. Depending on the application, different characteristics

Figure 2.16: Coherent structures obtained from an LES at $C_R = 0.5$ and $Re_{cf} = 4700$ indicating hairpin vortices [99]
2.3 Thermal Mixing Aspects

Figure 2.17: Wall thermal efficiency $\eta$ in streamwise $X/D$ and spanwise $Y/D$ direction for $C_R = 0.469$ and $Re_{cf} = 87000$ [30]

are desirable. ERIKSEN [30] measured the time-averaged wall temperature distribution behind the jet and an example evolution is illustrated in figure 2.17 with the spanwise coordinate $Y/D$ and the streamwise coordinate $X/D$. In the near and mid field of the jet, i.e. $X/D$ up to 10, the jet has a strong impact on the wall temperature. This is caused by the small momentum ratio which characterizes an attached jet wake. Even if a strong gradient can be seen for the centre line $Y/D = 0$ in streamwise direction, the influence on the wall temperature is still perceivable even in the very far field. The lateral influence is also rather important and extends up to $2.5D$ to each side of the symmetry plane. As shown by experimental investigations of ANDREOPoulos [6], thermal efficiency on the symmetry plane scales with the square root of the distance to the ejector for velocity ratios smaller than two, i.e. $\eta(Y/D = 0) \sim (X/D)^{-1/2}$.

In another experimental study, RAMSEY AND GOLDSMITH [75] obtained the averaged temperature distribution on lateral planes downstream of the orifice for two different effective velocity ratios as depicted in figure 2.18. For both ratios, kidney shaped temperature contours become apparent on the first plane, which are a result of the counter-rotating vortex pair. This study also points out the influence of the effective velocity ratio. For the case of the lower jet momentum, the maximal temperature on the lateral planes is obtained at the wall. Considering the higher jet momentum, the temperature contours form circles and the maximal temperature of the plane is found above the surface.

The influence of small effective velocity ratios as well as the shape of the ejector on the thermal footprint was examined experimentally by ALBUGUES in his thesis [4]. It was shown that the impact of the velocity ratio is superior over the impact of the shape. Actually all thermal traces almost collapsed for the smallest value of $C_R = 0.37$,
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Figure 2.18: Thermal efficiency $\eta$ on lateral planes downstream of the ejector for $C_R = 0.5$ and $C_R = 1.0$ as well as $Re_{ef} = 87000$ [75]

irrespective the ejector shape. Additionally, the maximal thermal efficiency decreases if multiple ejectors are employed with the same accumulated cross sectional area as a single ejector.

As jets in cross flow are frequently used for film cooling applications, the heat transfer coefficient $h$ and with this the Nusselt number $Nu = hL/\lambda$ are also of interest. In an experimental study by CARLOMAGNO ET AL. [17], convective heat transfer measurements were performed for a round jet in cross flow with velocity ratios ranging from 1 to 5 at a constant cross flow Reynolds number of 8000. For all configurations a region of large Nusselt numbers were found in front of the jet. The authors contribute this to a suction effect, which the jet has on the oncoming boundary layer. The behavior of the Nusselt number in the wake is governed by the forming of the counter-rotating vortex pair, which is strongly dependent on the velocity ratio. In general, the Nusselt number distribution enlarges in lateral direction for increasing velocity ratio but its maximal value decreases.

If the cross flow Richardson number is small, the variable temperature can be regarded as a passive scalar. This analogy allows the transfer of results from scalar mixing in a JICF to cases where a moderate temperature difference between jet and cross flow fluid exists. An experimental study was carried out by SMITH & MUNGAL [94] for velocity ratios between 5 and 25 with corresponding cross flow Reynolds numbers between 8400 and 41500. Planar images of concentration show that free stream fluid deeply penetrates the upper edge of the jet leading to strong mixing in the wake and
that small regions with high concentrations exist. Transferring the latter observation to a hot jet in cross flow indicates that spots with a high temperature appear in the wake, which can impact on the wall for cases with smaller velocity ratios. Ensemble-averaged images allow the investigation on concentration decay along the jet path and the possibility of self-similarity is discussed. Focussing on one specific configuration, i.e. $C_R = 5.7$ and $Re_{cf} = 5000$, Su and co-workers [94, 95] study jet trajectory, concentration fields and its decay along the jet path. Additional attention is paid to the measurement of shear stresses, scalar flux components and averaged scalar variance. A main observation was that maximal mixing takes initially place in the upstream shear layer but as the jet is bent into the direction of the cross flow the mixing of the downstream shear layer becomes eventually more important.

An interesting approach in enhancing the mixing behavior consists in unsteady forcing of the jet flow. Narayanan, Barooah & Cohen [70] employed a flow control mechanism and studied the influence of high and low frequency forcing. On the one hand, they found that high frequency forcing has an impact on Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities but the effect on mixing behavior is small. On the other hand, low frequency forcing in the range of $St_D = 0.2 - 0.4$ has a strong influence on the counter-rotating vortex pair and the associated dynamics in the jet wake leading to an enhanced mixing behavior.

### 2.4 Numerical Simulations

Apart from empirical models, the first elaborate numerical methods applied to predict jet in cross flow characteristics were integral models as described in [24]. Due to the increase in computational power and the advancements in turbulence modeling over the last two decades, the possibility of three-dimensional simulations for a jet in cross flow arose. To keep simulation costs manageable, steady state solutions of the RANS equations in combination with eddy viscosity turbulence models were investigated first. The definition of this approach implies that neither temporal nor spatial fluctuations are resolved; instead all effects arising from turbulent mixing and heat transfer have to be modeled. The simulation of a jet in cross flow poses therefore a major challenge for turbulence modeling since the influence of large and small scale dynamics on the time-averaged flow field needs to be accounted for.

RANS simulations carried out by Roth et al. [76, 77] and Li et al. [55] show that qualitatively reasonable agreement with experimental data can be obtained for the jet trajectory. Additionally, the counter-rotating vortex pair can be captured as well due to its steady behavior. The capabilities of different eddy viscosity turbulence models were investigated by Demuren [23], Acharya et al. [1] and Dai et al. [20]. The main findings were that RANS turbulence models within both the $k - \varepsilon$ and $k - \omega$ framework fail in predicting the correct velocity distribution and turbulence
kinetic energy. In order to obtain enhanced RANS simulations for a jet in cross flow, Lischer [57] focused on a special modification of existing turbulence models. By introducing an additional transport equation for eddy viscosity, an improved agreement with experimental data was obtained. Demuren [25] as well as Acharya et al. [2] investigated turbulence models based on second order closures, which can account for anisotropic effects of the flow. Even if this anisotropy is prevalent for the considered case, no noteworthy amelioration of the flow prediction became evident.

As steady RANS calculation did not show satisfying results, attention shifted towards transient simulations. The first unsteady RANS calculation based on a $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model was carried out by Hsu, He & Gu [40]. More recently, this approach was applied to a buoyant jet in cross flow showing good agreement with experimental data [81]. In a series of publications, Ivanova and co-workers present numerical studies for scalar mixing in transverse jets for a very high velocity ratio of 26 and a cross flow Reynolds number of 20 000 [43, 44, 45]. In addition to an unsteady RANS simulation using a $k - \omega$ turbulence model, the Scale-Adaptive Simulation was applied and results compare well with experimental data for the mean and fluctuating velocity field. However, the high velocity ratio leads to a deep penetration into the cross flow and the interaction of the jet with the wall is small, which is contrary to the cases considered in this work. Complementing unsteady RANS simulations, Lagrangian simulations for jets in cross flow are proposed in [59] and [60], which do not rely on numerical grids. Even though characteristic structures for a jet in cross flow are observed, no comparison with experimental data was presented for validation of this method.

With further development in computational sciences, the focus of numerical simulations shifted towards LES and DNS computations. These types of simulations resolve either a part or the entire turbulence spectrum, which allows reproducing flow features and gaining insight into flow dynamics. The LES carried out by Ziefle & Kleiser [107] and Fröhlich et al. [35] for a jet in cross flow at a momentum ratio of 3.3 and a cross flow Reynolds number of 2 100 revealed all typical flow structures and is in good agreement with experimental data. More recently, Jouhaud et al. [46] performed an LES for a hot jet in cross flow at a very high cross flow Reynolds number of $Re_{cf}=93 900$, which compares well with experimental data for both the flow and temperature field. Due to high costs, simulations of multiple jets in cross flow however are not common and only one LES of this type of configuration is mentioned casually in [86]. On the DNS side, a detailed JICF study can be found in a series of publications by Denev et al. [26], [27] and [28]. On the one hand, the agreement of flow statistics with experimental data is greatly enhanced by LES and DNS computations compared to simulations relying on statistical turbulence models. On the other hand, grid resolution requirements are extremely high and long simulation times are needed.

It remains therefore to say that a major drawback of these types of simulations is their limitation to small Reynolds numbers. As a matter of fact, almost all available LES in literature deal with cross flow Reynolds numbers in the order of $10^3$ and
the use of DNS is restricted to even smaller values. Assuming constant growth in computational power, Spalart [91] estimated that LES of an aircraft at high Reynolds numbers will not be feasible before the year 2045. Even if the focus of this work concerns only a subsystem of the aircraft, fully resolved LES for wall-bounded jets in cross flow at Reynolds numbers in the range of $Re_{cf} = 10^4 - 10^6$ will not be possible in the near future. This shall be exemplified by the size estimation of a hexahedral mesh for the exhaust type shown in figure 1.1 installed on a flat plate (1m x 2m) at a Reynolds number of $5 \cdot 10^7$ based on the plate length. Wall adjacent mesh resolution requires a non-dimensional cell height in the order of 1 and a growing ratio in wall-normal direction of 1.15 inside the boundary layer. Outside the boundary layer the cell size in wall-normal direction is maintained in the zone of jet penetration. Spanwise and streamwise resolution for wall-bounded LES usually requires 40 and 20 non-dimensional wall units respectively. A total number of about $40 \cdot 10^9$ cells would then be necessary to discretize a block-shaped volume of $2m^3$. As this is out of reach, advanced turbulence models with the capability to efficiently treat boundary layers and to locally resolve turbulent fluctuations need to be applied and their capabilities need to be explored.

Summarizing this chapter, the fundamental flow phenomenon of a jet in cross flow was described and corresponding similarity parameters such as velocity ratio and cross flow Reynolds number were introduced. State of the art knowledge on related dynamics and appearing coherent structures was presented, highlighting the inherent unsteady and turbulent character of this flow as well as the ongoing discussion about their origins. Special focus was put on thermal mixing between jet and cross flow but mixing phenomena other than the counter-rotating vortex pair are not reported in literature. Finally, existing approaches for numerical simulations were regarded, emphasizing the need for new strategies in order to cope with the aerothermal prediction of jets in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers.
Chapter 3

Turbulence Modeling

As it became apparent in the previous section, there is a lack of simulation capabilities for jets in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers, necessitating the investigation of new approaches based on scale-resolving turbulence models. Therefore, this chapter starts with a review of the need for turbulence modeling, followed by an elaboration and categorization of the models considered in this work. Finally, the strategy for the numerical solution of the resulting system of equations is outlined.

3.1 Governing Equations

Starting point for a numerical simulation are the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy for compressible flows without source terms in differential notation using the Einstein summation convention

\begin{align}
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho u_i) &= 0 \quad (3.1) \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho u_i) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j u_i) &= -\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\tau_{ij}) \quad (3.2) \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho E) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j H) &= \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (u_i \tau_{ij}) - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (q_i) \quad (3.3)
\end{align}

with fluid density \( \rho \), time \( t \) and velocity components \( u_i \) in the direction of the Cartesian coordinates \( x_i \). Considering a Newtonian fluid and Stokes’ Law, the viscous stress tensor \( \tau_{ij} \) can be expressed as

\[ \tau_{ij} = 2\mu \left( S_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial x_k} \delta_{ij} \right) \quad (3.4) \]

with the dynamic viscosity \( \mu \) and the strain rate \( S_{ij} \) defined as the symmetrical part of the velocity gradient tensor:

\[ S_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \quad (3.5) \]
The heat flux $q_j$ can be related to the temperature gradient using Fourier’s Law

$$ q_j = -\lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x_j} \quad (3.6) $$

by specifying the thermal conductivity $\lambda$ of the fluid. Assuming an ideal gas, the pressure $p$ can be obtained from the state equation

$$ p = \rho RT, \quad (3.7) $$

with the specific gas constant $R$. Specific internal energy $e$ and specific enthalpy $h$ can then be related to temperature via

$$ e = c_v T \quad \text{and} \quad h = c_p T \quad (3.8) $$

using the specific heat capacities $c_v$ and $c_p$ at constant volume and constant pressure respectively. This allows the definition of the total energy $E$ and total enthalpy $H$:

$$ E = e + \frac{u_i u_i}{2} \quad \text{and} \quad H = h + \frac{u_i u_i}{2}. \quad (3.9) $$

Specifying fluid dependent values for the constants $\mu$, $\lambda$, and $R = c_p - c_v$, the resulting set of equations is closed and can be solved numerically when appropriate initial and boundary conditions are imposed.

### 3.1.1 Reynolds-Averaging

As no assumption has been made concerning a laminar or a turbulent flow, these equations equally hold for both cases. However, the direct numerical solution for highly turbulent wall bounded flows is practically not feasible since a very fine spatial and temporal resolution is needed, leading to extremely high or even unattainable computational costs. Additionally, the impact of small scale turbulence motion on the mean flow is in most cases of more interest than the resolution of these fluctuations itself. For these reasons, the set of equations is treated statistically by using Reynolds’ decomposition. Considering the temporal evolution of a flow variable $\phi(\vec{x}, t)$, it can be separated into a mean part $\bar{\phi}(\vec{x})$ and a fluctuating part $\phi'(\vec{x}, t)$, such as

$$ \phi(\vec{x}, t) = \bar{\phi}(\vec{x}) + \phi'(\vec{x}, t), \quad (3.10) $$

with

$$ \bar{\phi}(\vec{x}) = \lim_{\Delta t \to \infty} \frac{1}{\Delta t} \int_t^{t+\Delta t} \phi(\vec{x}, t) dt \quad (3.11) $$

over a discrete time step $\Delta t$. As the compressible Navier-Stokes equations need to be considered, it is more convenient to use a mass-weighted Reynolds-Average as introduced by Favre [31, 32]

$$ \tilde{\phi} = \frac{\rho \bar{\phi}}{\rho}, \quad (3.12) $$
which leads to the decomposition
\[
\phi(\bar{x}, t) = \tilde{\phi}(\bar{x}) + \phi''(\bar{x}, t).
\] (3.13)

Introducing the original Reynolds decomposition for pressure and density, applying the mass-weighted Reynolds decomposition for all other dependent flow variables and exercising once again the averaging procedure described, the compressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations are obtained
\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i}(\rho \bar{u}_i) = 0
\] (3.14)
\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} \left( \bar{p} \bar{u}_i \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \rho \bar{u}_j \tilde{u}_i \right) = -\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \bar{u}_i \left( \bar{\tau}_{ij} - \rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j'' \right) \right)
\] (3.15)
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \bar{p} \tilde{E} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \bar{p} \tilde{u}_j \tilde{H} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \bar{u}_i \left( \bar{\tau}_{ij} - \rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j'' \right) \right]
\] (3.16)

with the turbulence kinetic energy \( k = \frac{1}{2} u''_i u''_i \). Due to the nonlinear convection terms \( \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j u_i) \) and \( \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j H) \) in the momentum and energy conservation equations, unknown correlations of fluctuating quantities enter the equations respectively, i.e. \( u''_i u''_j \), \( \bar{u}_i'' \bar{T}''_j \), \( \bar{\tau}_{ij}'' \bar{u}_i'' u_j'' \), and \( u''_j k \). Their appearance can be explained physically since turbulent fluctuations do not cancel each other out and need to be accounted for in time-averaged solutions.

An important assumption in order to close this extended set of equations is to make use of the Boussinesq hypothesis, which states in analogy to molecular shear stresses that turbulent shear stresses can be related to the mean velocity gradient via a turbulent viscosity \( \mu_t \):
\[
\bar{\tau}_{ij}^{turb} = -\bar{\rho} u''_i u''_j = 2 \mu_t \left( \bar{S}_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \frac{\partial \bar{u}_k}{\partial x_k} \delta_{ij} \right) - \frac{2}{3} \bar{p} \delta_{ij}.
\] (3.17)

The last term has been added to ensure that the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor \( \bar{\tau}_{ij}^{turb} \) satisfies the definition of the turbulence kinetic energy. Similarly to this, the turbulent heat flux \( \tilde{q}_j^{turb} \) can be approximated by applying Fourier’s law to the mean temperature gradient
\[
\tilde{q}_j^{turb} = \bar{p} u''_j h'' = -\lambda_t \frac{\partial \bar{T}}{\partial x_j}
\] (3.18)
and by introducing a turbulent thermal conductivity \( \lambda_t \). The last two terms in equation (3.16), signifying molecular diffusion of \( k \) and turbulent transport of \( k \), can be neglected.
for transonic and supersonic flows. This finally allows rewriting the set of equations as

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\mathbf{u} \mathbf{u}_i) = 0 \quad (3.19)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (\mathbf{p} \mathbf{u}_i)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\mathbf{p} \mathbf{u}_j \mathbf{u}_i) = - \frac{\partial \mathbf{p}}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mathbf{\tau}_{ij} + \mathbf{\tau}_{ij}^{turb} \right) \quad (3.20)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (\mathbf{p} \mathbf{E})}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\mathbf{p} \mathbf{u}_j \mathbf{H}) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \mathbf{u}_i \left( \mathbf{\tau}_{ij} + \mathbf{\tau}_{ij}^{turb} \right) \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mathbf{\hat{q}}_j + \mathbf{\hat{q}}_j^{turb} \right) , \quad (3.21)
\]

which has formally the same structure as the instantaneous equations (3.1)-(3.3). By defining a turbulent Prandtl number \( Pr_t = c_p \mu_t / A \), which can be assumed to be constant in most flows, the modeling of the unknown correlations, which have been introduced by the averaging procedure, is reduced to assess a turbulent viscosity \( \mu_t \). This is the task of the statistical turbulence model.

### 3.1.2 Spatial Filtering

Another method to cope with turbulent flows at moderate Reynolds numbers is to apply a filtering technique to the Navier-Stokes equations. The idea is to use a low pass filter in order to eliminate small scale turbulent fluctuations. As large-scale turbulent motion of the fluid is preserved, this approach is referred to as Large Eddy Simulation. The operation for a flow variable \( \phi \) reads

\[
\check{\phi}(\mathbf{x}, t) = \int_{\Omega} \phi(\mathbf{x}, t) G(\mathbf{x}_0, \mathbf{x}) d\mathbf{x}, \quad (3.22)
\]

with the filter kernel \( G \) and the flow domain \( \Omega \). Different definitions exist, with the simplest approach being the filter over the volume \( V \) of a computational cell:

\[
G(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_0) = \begin{cases} 
1/V, & \text{if } \mathbf{x}_0 \in \Omega \\
0, & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases} \quad (3.23)
\]

As the compressible Navier-Stokes equations need to be considered, a density weighted filtering similar to the Favre-averaging is applied:

\[
\check{\phi} = \frac{\rho \phi}{\rho}. \quad (3.24)
\]

Introducing spatial filtering for density and pressure as well as the density weighted filtering for all other flow variables, the filtered Navier-Stokes equations are obtained:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{\rho}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\mathbf{\rho} \mathbf{u}_i) = 0 \quad (3.25)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (\mathbf{\rho} \mathbf{u}_i)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\mathbf{\rho} \mathbf{u}_j \mathbf{u}_i) = - \frac{\partial \mathbf{\rho}}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mathbf{\tau}_{ij} + \mathbf{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} + \mathbf{A} \right) \quad (3.26)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (\mathbf{\rho} \mathbf{E})}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\mathbf{\rho} \mathbf{u}_j \mathbf{H}) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mathbf{\hat{u}}_i \mathbf{\tau}_{ij} - \mathbf{\hat{q}}_j + \mathbf{\hat{q}}_j^{SGS} + \mathbf{B} + \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{D} \right) . \quad (3.27)
\]
The assumption has been made that the filtering operation and the differentiation operation commute. This is in general not the case but the introduced errors are usually negligible. Again, due to the nonlinear convective terms \( \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j u_i) \) and \( \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j H) \) in the momentum and energy conservation equations, unknown correlations defined as

\[
\tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}} = -\overline{\tau}_{ij} (\hat{u}_i \hat{u}_j - \hat{u}_i \hat{u}_j) \\
q_j^{\text{SGS}} = c_p \overline{\tau} (u_j T - \hat{u}_j \hat{T}) \\
A = \overline{\tau}_{ij} - \hat{\tau}_{ij} \\
B = \overline{\tau} (u_j k - \hat{u}_j \hat{k}) \\
C = \overline{\tau}_{ij} - \hat{\tau}_{ij} \\
D = \overline{\tau}_{ij} - \hat{\tau}_{ij}
\]

are introduced. The first correlation term \( \tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}} \) representing the subgrid-scale shear stresses is expanded by the isotropic part \( \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk}^{\text{SGS}} \delta_{ij} \):

\[
\tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}} = \tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}} - \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk}^{\text{SGS}} \delta_{ij} + \frac{1}{3} \tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}} \delta_{ij}.
\]

The deviatoric part can be modeled following the Boussinesq hypothesis as

\[
\tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}} - \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk}^{\text{SGS}} \delta_{ij} = 2\mu_t \left( \hat{S}_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \frac{\partial \hat{u}_k}{\partial x_k} \delta_{ij} \right).
\]

The second correlation term representing the subgrid-scale energy flux \( q_j^{\text{SGS}} \) can be modeled as

\[
q_j^{\text{SGS}} = -\lambda_t \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial x_j}.
\]

The viscous stress term \( A \) as well as the heat flux term \( C \) are usually neglected. According to KNIGHT [52], the correlation term \( B \) signifying subgrid-scale turbulent diffusion can be modeled as

\[
\overline{\tau} (u_j k - \hat{u}_j \hat{k}) = \hat{u}_j \tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}}.
\]

Due to the small contribution to the energy equation, the viscous diffusion term \( D \) is not taken into account. Using these simplifications and modeling assumptions, the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations can now be rewritten as

\[
\frac{\partial \overline{\tau}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\overline{\tau}_i u_i) = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\overline{\tau}_i u_i) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\overline{\tau}_i \hat{u}_i) = -\frac{\partial \overline{\tau}}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\hat{\tau}_{ij} - \tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}})
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\overline{\tau}_j H) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\overline{\tau}_j \hat{H}) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \hat{u}_i (\hat{\tau}_{ij} + \tau_{ij}^{\text{SGS}}) - (\hat{q}_j + q_j^{\text{SGS}}) \right]
\]
and be solved by specifying a turbulent viscosity $\mu_t$ and a turbulent thermal conductivity $\lambda_t$ with the help of a subgrid-scale model. Even though the physical concept between Reynolds averaging and spatial filtering is different, the resulting set of equations bears a remarkable resemblance to the RANS equations. This will be further discussed in subsection 3.3.5.

### 3.2 Scale-Resolving Simulations

A standard statistical turbulence model, which is generally used to close the steady state RANS equations by providing a turbulent viscosity, accounts for turbulent fluctuations only by modeling their statistical impact on the mean flow. This approach is well suited for attached boundary layers as well as shear layers and is also able to predict pressure induced boundary layer separation. However, as it is not possible to cover all turbulence related phenomena by one universal model and due to the advent of high performance computations, simulation strategies emerged, in which at least a portion of turbulent fluctuations is resolved in space and in time. All approaches satisfying this definition are summarized under the generalizing term Scale-Resolving Simulation (SRS). To illustrate this, the spectral function $E(\kappa)$ of turbulence kinetic energy is defined, which contains all kinetic energy of the turbulent fluctuations as a function of the wavenumber $\kappa$, allowing writing

$$ k = \int_0^\infty E(\kappa) \, d\kappa. \quad (3.41) $$

Due to the relation $\kappa = 2\pi/l$, with $l$ being a length scale of turbulence motion, the energy spectrum function $E(\kappa)$ can be interpreted as a measure for the contribution of a turbulent eddy of size $l$ to the total turbulence kinetic energy. For sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, the concept of the turbulence energy spectrum is governed by the idea of an energy cascade. This means that, generated by the mean shear rate, turbulence kinetic energy enters the process through large-scale motions, which are in the order of the characteristic length scale of the flow and are thus problem respectively geometry dependent. Due to instabilities of the large eddies, they subsequently break up into smaller and smaller vortices determined by a constant transfer rate of energy. The corresponding wavenumber spectrum is referred to as the inertial subrange since this process is not affected by viscous phenomena. However, as the velocity gradient for smaller eddies becomes more and more important, dissipation plays an increasingly more dominant role. The local Reynolds number based on the characteristic scales of the smallest velocities tending towards unity, dissipation of the smallest scales takes place. This means that the transfer rate of energy has to be equal to the dissipation rate at the end of the cascade.

An idealized spectrum for homogeneous and isotropic turbulence at high Reynolds numbers is illustrated in figure 3.1. Following the above explanation, this spectrum can
be divided into the energy containing part, the inertial subrange and the dissipation range depending on the length scale. For turbulence modeling, the most important aspect of the concept of the energy cascade arises from the increasingly more universal character for smaller scales. The idea of a Scale-Resolving Simulation now is to resolve the large, energy containing and geometry dependent vortices and to model the impact of the smaller and more universal ones. An example demarcation line between resolved and modeled turbulence scales has been placed inside the spectrum for illustration. Ideally, this line should lie within the inertial subrange since on the one hand, the resolution of geometry dependent vortices has to be ensured and on the other hand, the resolution of the dissipative scales is computationally not feasible.

The concept of SRS can be extended to only a local resolution of scales. Considering the air system exhaust shown in figure 1.1, it would be desirable to resolve turbulent fluctuations in the vicinity of the jet and cross flow interaction region and its wake. On the other side, the calculation of the global flow including boundary layers around the remaining parts of the nacelle or even the entire aircraft can in many cases be efficiently treated by employing steady state RANS turbulence models. In principle, two possibilities exist to achieve this: the integrated and the sequential approach.

3.3 Integrated Approaches

The integrated SRS approach can be defined as a simulation strategy, which allows the local resolution of scales in an area of interest, whereas at the same time (almost)
no turbulent fluctuations are resolved in the remaining parts of the computational domain. Again, two different possibilities exist to achieve this, which are referred to as the hybrid and the zonal approach. The hybrid integrated approach depends on one single turbulence model, which determines resolvable scale either via the underlying numerical mesh or via inherent flow instabilities. The zonal integrated approach on the other side relies on the definition of an a priori fixed fluid zone inside the domain of computation. A turbulence model that allows the resolution of scales is employed inside this fluid zone, whereas a standard RANS turbulence model is employed in the rest of the domain. Figure 3.2 illustrates this categorization and assigns the turbulence modeling approaches investigated throughout this work. They will be presented in the following sections while the model constants are listed in appendix A. The four designated strategies considered here are of course not exhaustive and many different but still related techniques exist like the Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES) [22]. The final choice was based on maturity and on availability of the models in the CFD solver as well on their applicability on unstructured meshes in the prospect of the complex geometries envisaged.

### 3.3.1 Unsteady RANS Simulation

The simplest SRS approach originates from the idea of solving the unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the help of a standard statistical turbulence model. As the simulation of a transient problem needs a finite numerical time step $\Delta t$, the averaging procedure as described in equation (3.11) is not strictly obeyed anymore. Instead, the assumption is made that $\Delta t$ is large enough for averaging small turbulent fluctuations and yet small enough for resolving large-scale motion.

From dimensional reasoning, the dynamic eddy viscosity $\nu_t = \mu_t/\rho$, which is required to close the RANS equations, can be expressed via two variables, e.g. a velocity $u^*$ and a length scale $l^*$ of turbulent motion. To account for production, convection and historical effects of turbulence, transport equations are considered for these quantities.
In practical turbulence modeling it is very common to relate the turbulence kinetic energy $k$ to the turbulent velocity scale as $u^* \sim \sqrt{k}$. This stems from the fact that a transport equation can be derived from the exact correlation of the Navier-Stokes equations with little modeling effort. The choice of the second transport equation is not as straightforward and many formulations for different variables have been proposed over the years. A common choice however is the specific dissipation rate $\omega$, whose transport equation is modeled in analogy to the one of $k$. The specific dissipation rate $\omega$ having the dimension $[1/s]$, a turbulence length scale can be expressed with $l^* \sim \sqrt{k}/\omega$, which finally allows writing the relation:

$$\nu_t \sim u^* l^* \sim \frac{k}{\omega}. \quad (3.42)$$

Several modifications and ameliorations of the original $k - \omega$ model have been developed throughout the years. The Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model is employed in the course of this work as it is optimized for turbulent boundary layers under adverse pressure gradients, commonly encountered in external aircraft aerodynamics. The two transport equations read

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\tilde{\rho}k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\tilde{\rho}u_j k) = \hat{P}_k - \beta^* \tilde{\rho} k \omega + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right] \quad (3.43)$$

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\tilde{\rho} \omega) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\tilde{\rho} u_j \omega) = \frac{1}{\nu_t} \hat{P}_k - \beta^* \tilde{\rho} \omega^2 + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_\omega} \right) \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} \right]$$

$$+ 2(1 - F_1) \tilde{\rho} \sigma_{\omega^2} \frac{1}{\omega} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j}, \quad (3.44)$$

with the constants $\alpha, \beta, \beta^*, \sigma_k, \sigma_\omega$ and $\sigma_{\omega^2}$, the blending function $F_1$ as well as the production terms $\hat{P}_k$ and $P_k$ respectively:

$$\hat{P}_k = \min(P_k, 10 \cdot \beta^* \rho k \omega), \quad P_k = \mu_t \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right). \quad (3.45)$$

The dynamic eddy viscosity is finally calculated by

$$\nu_t = \frac{a_1 k}{\max(a_1 \omega, SF_2)}. \quad (3.46)$$

with the constants $a_1$ and the blending function $F_2$. This definition limits the shear stress in non-equilibrium flows such as adverse pressure gradient boundary layers, where production and dissipation of $k$ do not cancel each other out. This in turn ensures the Bradshaw relation, which states that in these areas turbulent shear stresses are proportional to the turbulence kinetic energy. Finally, in combination with the time dependent RANS equations (3.19)-(3.21) a complete set of equations is available, which can be solved numerically.
3.3.2 Scale-Adaptive Simulation

Due to the fact that simple URANS approaches do not deliver satisfying results for flows comprising mixing phenomena, advanced statistical turbulence models have been developed. The Scale-Adaptive Simulation (SAS) by Menter and co-workers [29, 63] being one of them, it is taken into consideration for the current problem.

One of the flaws of the common standard statistical turbulence model is the turbulence scale equation. As it became apparent in the previous section on the SST turbulence model, the $\omega$-equation is a pure model equation relying on empiricism, dimensional analysis and assuming a conventional transport equation. Statistical turbulence models relying on a transport equation for the dissipation rate $\varepsilon$ do not exhibit increased physical rigor. Even though an exact transport equation for

$$\varepsilon = \nu \frac{\partial u_i^* \partial u_i^*}{\partial x_k \partial x_k}$$

(3.47)

can be derived by taking the respective correlation of the Navier-Stokes equations (see for instance [104]), the resulting expression contains numerous unknown correlation terms which require modeling in a quite drastic way with little hope for experimental proof.

However, a physically better founded starting point for the scale equation is the two-point velocity correlation tensor $R_{ij}(\vec{x}, t, \vec{r}) = u_i^*(\vec{x}, t)u_j^*(\vec{x} + \vec{r}, t)$. An exact transport equation can be derived for

$$kL = \frac{3}{16} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{ij}(\vec{x}, t, r) \, dr,$$

(3.48)

with $r = |\vec{r}|$, cf. [79]. ROTTA introduced modeling assumptions to derive a $k - kL$ turbulence model [78], whose scale equation reads in boundary layer formulation with wall-normal distance $y$

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (kL) + u_j \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (kL) = -u' u' \left( \tilde{\zeta}_1 L \frac{\partial U}{\partial y} + \tilde{\zeta}_2 L^3 \frac{\partial^3 U}{\partial y^3} \right) - \tilde{\zeta}_3 \cdot k^{3/2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \nu_t \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (kL) \right].$$

(3.49)

Contrary to conventional scale equations, the production term features a second term containing a higher order derivative of the flow field. This is due to the assumption made by ROTTA, who expanded the following correlation of the exact $kL$ transport equation with the help of a Taylor’s series

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\partial U(\vec{x} + \vec{r}_y)}{\partial y} R_{12} \, dr_y = \frac{\partial U(\vec{x})}{\partial y} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{12} \, dr_y + \frac{\partial^2 U(\vec{x})}{\partial y^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{12} \, dr_y + \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{12} \, dr_y$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^3 U(\vec{x})}{\partial y^3} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{12} \, dr_y + \cdots$$

(3.50)

and, by supposing a homogeneous shear flow, argued that the second integral of the expansion is zero. Modeling the third integral finally introduces the third derivative of
velocity into the scale equation (3.49). Menter & Egorov recall however that for this case the second velocity gradient is zero anyway, which leads them to the argument that the second integral should be conserved for inhomogeneous shear flow and should be modeled using the second velocity gradient as

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{12} r_y dr_y \sim -\overline{u'v'} L \frac{L}{L_{vK}} L^2,$$

with the von Kármán length scale

$$L_{vK} = \kappa \left| \frac{\partial U/\partial y}{\partial^2 U/\partial y^2} \right|.$$

The turbulence scale equation can now be rewritten as

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(kL) + u_j \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j}(kL) = -\overline{u'v'} L \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \tilde{\zeta}_1 - \tilde{\zeta}_2 \left( \frac{L}{L_{vK}} \right)^2 - \tilde{\zeta}_3 \cdot k^{3/2} \right]$$

$$+ \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \nu_t \frac{\partial}{\sigma_{\Phi} \partial y}(kL) \right].$$

(3.53)

As it is desirable to introduce this modeling approach to already existing turbulence models, the new model has been generalized for three-dimensional, compressible flow. A transformation of the turbulence scale quantity $kL$ to $\omega$ leads to two additional source terms in the transport equation:

$$Q_{SAS} = \kappa_2 S^2 \left( \frac{L_t}{L_{vK}} \right)^2 - C_{SAS} \frac{27\overline{u'v'}}{\sigma_{\Phi}} \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j},$$

(3.54)

where the three dimensional generalization of the von Kármán length scale reads

$$L_{vK} = \kappa \left| \frac{U''}{U''} \right| \text{ with } U' = \sqrt{2 \cdot S_{ij} S_{ij}} \text{ and } U'' = \sqrt{\frac{\partial^2 U_i}{\partial x_j^2} \frac{\partial^2 U_i}{\partial x_j^2}}.$$

(3.55)

In order to preserve the standard capabilities in RANS areas, where the first and second term are of the same order, the expression is modified with the help of maximum functions, yielding:

$$Q_{SAS} = \max \left[ \kappa_2 S^2 \left( \frac{L_t}{L_{vK}} \right)^2 - C_{SAS} \frac{27\overline{u'v'}}{\sigma_{\Phi}} \max \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j}, \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} \right), 0 \right].$$

(3.56)

Introducing this source term into the turbulence scale equation (3.44) of the SST model, the treatment of stable flow regimes remains unchanged as $Q_{SAS} = 0$. In areas with inherent flow instabilities however, the expression containing the von Kármán length scale dominates the other terms. The modeled turbulence length scale $L_t$ can be obtained from the turbulence kinetic energy and specific dissipation ratio via

$$L_t = \frac{\sqrt{k}}{\beta^* \omega}.$$

(3.57)
The resulting model was termed SST-SAS and will be used throughout this work. The effect of this source term shall be discussed in the following. For inherently unsteady flows, the second derivative of velocity plays an important role as the von Kármán length scale decreases for already resolved turbulence content. This decrease activates the production term of the specific dissipation rate and eventually results in a decrease of eddy viscosity $\nu_t$, which enters the conservation equations. This is an important characteristic and different to standard statistical turbulence model, where resolved fluctuations are not accounted for and thus are damped by an overestimation of eddy viscosity. However, the flow to be simulated has to be inherently unstable for the process of scale-adaption to be triggered. Intrinsic to this formulation is that there exists no explicit numerical grid dependency. However, as a finer mesh does obviously allow a better estimation of the second derivative of velocity more turbulence content is actually resolved.

### 3.3.3 Detached Eddy Simulation

Due to the fact that a pure Large Eddy Simulation of the entire flow domain is too expensive for the considered problem, a hybrid RANS/LES technique is taken into account. The first approach was introduced by Spalart et al. [92], who used a blending of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and an LES model. As this technique can be extended to any other RANS turbulence model employing a turbulence length scale, Strelets [93] adopted this methodology for the $k - \omega$ SST model.

The transport equation of turbulence kinetic energy from the $k - \omega$ SST model is rewritten using equation (3.57) in order to introduce the turbulence length scale into the dissipation term, yielding:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\bar{\rho} k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\bar{\rho} \bar{u}_j k) = \bar{P}_k - \bar{\rho} \frac{k^{3/2}}{L_t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right].$$  (3.58)

The underlying turbulence model for the LES formulation is the Dynamic Kinetic Energy Subgrid-Scale Model by Kim & Menon [51]. The subgrid-scale kinetic energy is defined as

$$k_{SGS} = \frac{1}{2} (\hat{u}_k \hat{u}_k - \hat{\nu}_k \hat{\nu}_k)$$  (3.59)

and its transport equation can be written as

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\bar{\rho} k_{SGS}) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\bar{\rho} \bar{u}_j k_{SGS}) = \bar{P}_k - C_e \bar{\rho} \frac{k_{SGS}^{3/2}}{\Delta} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k_{SGS}}{\partial x_j} \right],$$  (3.60)

where the explicit grid length scale $\Delta = \max (\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z)$ is defined as the maximal element length in Cartesian coordinates. The subgrid-scale eddy viscosity $\mu_t$ is obtained from the characteristic subgrid-scale velocity $\sqrt{k_{SGS}}$ and from the subgrid length scale $\Delta_V = \sqrt{\mathbf{V}}$:

$$\mu_t = C_k \sqrt{k_{SGS}} \Delta_V.$$  (3.61)
3.3 Integrated Approaches

The subgrid-scale shear stresses $\tau_{ij}^{SGS}$ can then be estimated as

$$\tau_{ij}^{SGS} - \frac{2}{3}k_{SGS}\delta_{ij} = -2C_k\sqrt{k_{SGS}}\Delta y \hat{S}_{ij}$$

(3.62)

by omitting the last term in equation (3.35). A simple blending function is employed in order to hybridize LES and RANS formulation. If the turbulent length scale is larger than the characteristic grid spacing, turbulent fluctuations are spatially resolvable and the LES formulation is employed. If the turbulent length scale is smaller than the characteristic grid spacing, turbulent fluctuations cannot be resolved by the underlying mesh and the RANS formulation is applied. The blending function reads

$$\min (L_t, C_{DES}\Delta) = \begin{cases} 
    \text{LES}, & \text{if } L_t > C_{DES}\Delta \\
    \text{RANS}, & \text{if } L_t < C_{DES}\Delta 
\end{cases}$$

(3.63)

with the model constant $C_{DES}$. It was however shown in [65] that problems in boundary layers can arise caused by the definition of the grid length scale $\Delta$. When the usually highly anisotropic hexahedral elements close to solid boundaries are refined in streamwise direction, the LES formulation can be activated too early in the boundary layer without a sufficient spatial resolution to compensate the decrease of modeled turbulence. For this reason, the minimum function is extended by the $F_2$ blending function stemming from the SST turbulence model. This allows protecting the boundary layers from an under-resolved LES since they are forced to RANS regime. The model is referred to as Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) and the transport equation for turbulence kinetic energy thus finally reads [66]:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\tilde{\rho}k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j}(\tilde{\rho}\tilde{u}_j k) = \tilde{P}_k - \tilde{\rho} \frac{k^{3/2}}{\min \left[L_t(1-F_2), C_{DES}\Delta \right]} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \frac{\mu_k}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right].$$

(3.64)

The eddy viscosity $\mu_t$ is then provided by definition (3.46) in RANS zones and by definition (3.61) in LES zones, allowing closure of the governing equations.

3.3.4 Embedded Large Eddy Simulation

The last integrated approach considered in this work consists in a local resolution of turbulence scales by employing a conventional LES inside a spatially fixed subdomain embedded in a larger fluid zone, which in contrast is treated using a conventional RANS formulation. This concept is illustrated in figure 3.3 following a basic jet in cross flow configuration. The entire fluid zone, framed by red lines, is divided into zones $I$ and $II$, separated by dashed black lines. As zone $I$ essentially comprises the jet and cross flow interaction region, necessary turbulent fluctuations can be resolved using an LES approach. Consisting of stable flow regimes and large areas of attached boundary layers, zone $II$ is favorably treated by a RANS approach in combination with a standard statistical turbulence model.
In order to close the filtered Navier-Stokes equation in zone $I$, the subgrid-scale turbulence model by Smagorinsky [89] in its formulation including the wall damping function of Piomelli et al. [72] is considered here. The subgrid-scale eddy viscosity is obtained from

$$\mu_t = \overline{p}(C_S \Delta)^2 \| \hat{S} \| \left\{ 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{y^+}{A} \right)^3 \right] \right\},$$

(3.65)

allowing the modeling of the subgrid-scale stresses defined in equation (3.35) by omitting the last term. Even if the extent of zone $I$ is already substantially reduced compared to the overall domain, a fully resolved LES of wall bounded flows at high Reynolds numbers is not feasible as numerical grid resolution requirements tend towards those needed for Direct Numerical Simulations. In order to avoid this, a Wall Modeled Large Eddy Simulation proposed by Shur et al. [88] is employed, which allows the treatment of the viscous sublayer with the help of the simple but efficient Prandtl mixing length approach, yielding:

$$\mu_t = \overline{p} \min \left[ (\kappa d_w)^2, (C_S \Delta_1)^2 \right] \| \hat{S} \| \left\{ 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{y^+}{A} \right)^3 \right] \right\},$$

(3.66)

The grid spacing has been modified to include information about the wall distance $d_w$ and is given by $\Delta_1 = \min \left[ \max \left( C_u d_w, C_u \Delta, h_{wn} \right), \Delta \right]$ with the empirical constant $C_w$ and the element size $h_{wn}$ in wall-normal direction. Regarding the treatment of turbulence in zone $II$, the standard $k-\omega$ SST turbulence model is employed as already introduced in section 3.3.1.

By embedding a zone of scale-resolution, interfaces between modeled and resolved turbulence kinetic energy appear, which require special treatment. A correct conver-
sion of modeled turbulence kinetic energy to resolved velocity fluctuations has to be ensured across the RANS→LES interfaces, i.e. the inflow condition for zone $I$. This can be achieved by using a Vortex Method as Sergent [87] proposed for ideally plane RANS→LES interfaces normal to the mean flow. A specified number of point vortices is randomly distributed on the interface with their circulation being calculated from the vorticity obtained from the RANS solution. The characteristic size of each vortex depends on the local turbulence kinetic energy as well as on the local dissipation and the spatial resolution imposed by the grid has to be respected. Applying the Biot-Savart Law an instantaneous velocity field is calculated to obtain in-plane fluctuations. The point vortices are randomly convected inside the plane and the sign of circulation changes arbitrarily as well. In order to construct proper velocity fluctuations in streamwise direction, their magnitude is considered equal to the projection of in-plane fluctuations onto the mean velocity gradient. Finally, the treatment of LES→RANS interfaces has to be considered as well. The simplest approach consists of freezing an initial global RANS simulation of the entire domain and imposing this solution as inflow boundary condition at the LES→RANS interfaces. Obviously, a treatment of this kind requires the interfaces to be placed far downstream the region of interest.

### 3.3.5 Structural Similarities and Discussion

As it became already apparent in the derivation and simplification of the Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (3.19)-(3.21) and the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations (3.38)-(3.40), both resulting sets of equations are mathematically identical, disregarding the physical interpretation. If the turbulent Prandtl number $Pr_t$ is assumed to be constant, which indeed is in many cases a justified simplification, the only way in which turbulence modeling strategies affect these equations and influence the solution behavior is via the eddy viscosity $\mu_t$. A standard RANS turbulence model leads to large levels of eddy viscosity as these models attempt to account for all turbulent fluctuations. In contrast to this, a pure Large Eddy Simulation will resolve by definition the bulk of the turbulence spectrum and only model small scales, leading to eddy viscosity levels orders of magnitude smaller. The mathematical identity in combination with the Boussinesq hypothesis is thus the foundation for hybrid formulations that blend RANS and LES turbulence models.

Beyond this, the practical implementation in order to solve the resulting transport equation leads to additional mathematical manipulation. For a time dependent problem, the temporal derivative of a variable $\phi$ is usually approximated using finite differences. Employing the common forward differencing scheme, the approximation yields

$$\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} \approx \frac{\phi (t + \Delta t) - \phi (t)}{\Delta t}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.67)
This finite difference can be re-approximated with the help of an integral, allowing writing

$$\frac{\phi(t + \Delta t) - \phi(t)}{\Delta t} \approx \frac{1}{\Delta t} \int_t^{t+\Delta t} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} dt = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ \frac{1}{\Delta t} \int_t^{t+\Delta t} \phi dt \right] = \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t}. \quad (3.68)$$

The temporal discretization can thus be physically interpreted as a temporal averaging over the numerical time step size $\Delta t$, cf. equation (3.11). This is reasonable as a numerical simulation with a time step size $\Delta t$ does not allow the resolution of turbulent structures with a characteristic time smaller than $\Delta t$. Similarly, the use of a finite volume scheme for spatial discretization leads to spatial averaging, i.e. filtering over the computational cell volume $\Omega$. This is also reasonable as no turbulent structures can be resolved by the numerical mesh, which are smaller than the local mesh size. Therefore, by numerically solving the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (3.19)-(3.21) and the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations (3.38)-(3.40) with the help of temporal and spatial discretization, the set of equations are filtered/averaged again. In a transient flow simulation, the discretized equations can be interpreted as also being physically identical and the solution-behavior is only determined by the underlying turbulence model.

Indeed, as demonstrated by the SAS turbulence model, which is derived on the RANS rationale, and by works of "TRAVIN ET AL." \cite{98} or "FRÖHLICH & VON TERZI" \cite{36}, unsteady RANS simulations exist that allow the resolution of turbulent scales, highlighting that this capability is not a unique LES feature. A classical LES shall rather not be defined by its capability to resolve turbulent fluctuations but as a turbulence modeling strategy, where eddy viscosity is a function of the underlying numerical grid, i.e. $\nu_t = f(\Delta)$. Only the application to highly resolved meshes leads to small levels of eddy viscosity and thus to the resolution of turbulent scales.

Due to the different levels of eddy viscosity, important issues arise when considering simulation techniques that allow within the same calculation the statistical treatment of turbulence and the resolution of turbulence. "DECK" \cite{22} refers to two major points as illustrated in figure 3.4. The first one concerns grey areas of the flow, where the resolution of turbulent content is triggered but the decrease in eddy viscosity is insufficiently compensated by turbulent fluctuations. Since this behavior has the most important impact on boundary layers (region II), it can be remedied by shielding areas close to the wall as realized in the SAS and DDES approaches. The second issue concerns the transition from modeled to resolved turbulence as shown in region III. Independent of being triggered or not, transition is not instantaneous and can thus delay the formation of instabilities by advecting high levels of eddy viscosity and affecting downstream regions of the flow.

All strategies presented here aim at the resolution of turbulence scales and are therefore basically suitable for the simulation of jets in cross flow. However, the global stability of the flow type plays an important role, which might favor one approach over
3.4 Sequential Approach

Even though the turbulence modeling strategies presented above allow the resolution of turbulence fluctuations in the jet and cross flow interaction region, the overall computational cost of these types of simulations can become prohibitively expensive for aircraft applications at realistic flight conditions. Recalling the example presented in section 1.1, a simulation of the entire aircraft geometry with only a local area of
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**Figure 3.4**: Issues arising from combining simulation techniques allowing the statistical treatment of turbulence and the resolution of turbulence in the same calculation [22].
scale-resolution is up to now not feasible. Even the use of an Embedded Large Eddy Simulation with a rather coarse mesh in the RANS zone would lead to high computational costs: A typical RANS mesh of a semi-aircraft has a physical dimension in the order of $10^2$ m containing about 100 million computational cells. Introducing a spatially refined subdomain adapted for scale-resolution into the underlying RANS mesh, additional 25 - 50 million cells would be needed depending on the exhaust type and its location. Even though the increase in mesh size is moderate, an unsteady calculation has to be carried out in the entire domain leading to very long computing times. As the associated transient treatment of the RANS area does not offer any considerable advantage, the additional effort would thus not be justified.

In this work, a sequential approach is thus proposed for the solution of this problem and is depicted in figure 3.5. A basic jet in cross flow configuration is considered with the entire flow field framed by red lines, as shown in the top illustration 3.5(a). In a first step, a conventional RANS approach is employed on a for this purpose suited numerical grid in order to obtain a global estimation of the flow field, even if the solution in the jet and cross flow interaction region will show an underestimated mixing behavior. The second step consists in defining a spatially fixed domain of interest, where a scale-resolving simulation should be applied. The extents of this zone are shown as dashed black lines in the middle figure 3.5(b) and the RANS solution is then extracted on these surfaces. By providing a second numerical mesh adapted for spatial resolution of turbulent fluctuations in this domain of interest, a scale-resolving simulation is carried out using the extracted RANS solution as fixed boundary conditions at inlet and outlet surfaces, which is illustrated in the bottom figure 3.5(c). This approach thus allows a significant reduction of the number of computational cells, providing a feasible strategy for large computational domains with a very local resolution of turbulent scales. To allow the biggest flexibility of this strategy as well its application to complex geometries, all meshing constraints have to be eliminated. In an ideal way, the RANS and the SRS mesh are decoupled as well, allowing for instance highly anisotropic hexahedral meshes adapted for the RANS simulation and isotropic hybrid prismatic and tetrahedral meshes in the area of scale-resolution.

The drawbacks of this approach need to be considered as well. Firstly, the extraction of the RANS solution and its imposing as boundary conditions introduces interpolation errors. They can be reduced by already including the extents of the domain of interest into the RANS mesh by means of interior faces. Secondly, there exists only a one way coupling between the RANS Simulation and the Scale-Resolving Simulation. As the boundary conditions are kept fixed for the transient simulation, possible changes in the upstream flow topology due to the presence of jets remain unconsidered. However, the effect of the jet on the oncoming cross flow as well as interpolation errors can be reduced by enlarging the domain of interest such as its boundaries lie in the undisturbed free flow.
3.4 Sequential Approach

(a) RANS simulation of entire configuration

(b) Definition of subdomain and extraction of solution on its boundaries

(c) Scale-Resolving Simulation only in subdomain

Figure 3.5: The sequential approach
3.5 Solution Strategy

The conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy in combination with the turbulence model form a closed set of partial differential equations, which need to be solved numerically. The CFD solver ANSYS FLUENT [9] is used throughout this work, which employs the finite volume method outlined in the following. Meshing strategies, boundary conditions and numerical set-up will be described in more detail and separately in chapters 4 and 5 for the configurations considered.

Spatial Discretization

The first step consists in dividing the computational domain into a finite number of control volumes with the help of an unstructured numerical mesh. A cell-centered approach is used, where the flow variables are stored at the center of each element. The transport equation for momentum, energy and turbulence quantities are rewritten in integral form and applied to every computational cell, yielding a spatially discrete equation of the form

$$\frac{\partial \rho \phi}{\partial t} \Omega + \sum_f \rho_f \vec{v}_f \phi_f \cdot \vec{A}_f = \sum_f \Gamma_\phi \vec{\nabla} \phi_f \cdot \vec{A}_f + S_\phi \Omega,$$  

(3.69)

with the diffusion coefficient $\Gamma_\phi$ and the source term $S_\phi$. The sum is taken over all the faces $f$ enclosing the cell with the surface vector $\vec{A}_f$ describing area and orientation of each face. As the value of the variable itself has to be known at the faces to evaluate convective fluxes, they have to be reconstructed. Depending on transport quantity and turbulence modeling approach, either a second order upwind [11] or a bounded central differencing scheme following [54] is chosen. The discretization of the diffusion terms is always second order accurate and achieved by a central differencing scheme. In order to estimate the diffusion term on the right hand side of the equation the gradient $\vec{\nabla} \phi$ has to be evaluated too. This is achieved by assuming a linear variation of $\phi$ between the considered and the neighboring cells. The resulting overdetermined system is then solved with the help of the method of least squares.

Time Discretization

As Scale-Resolving Simulations are transient by definition, the first term in equation (3.69) needs to be discretized as well. A second-order accurate discretization is given by

$$\frac{\partial \rho \phi}{\partial t} = \frac{3\rho \phi^{n+1} - 4\rho \phi^n + \rho \phi^{n-1}}{2\Delta t},$$  

(3.70)

with the superscripts $n$, $n + 1$ and $n - 1$ referring to the value at the current time $t$, the next time step $t + \Delta t$ and the previous time step $t - \Delta t$ respectively. For the cases considered here, a fixed time step $\Delta t$ is sufficient. Implicit time integration is
employed, which means that all remaining terms in equation (3.69) are evaluated at time step \( n + 1 \). This requires on the one hand an iterative solution procedure but allows on the other hand larger time steps because this approach is unconditionally stable.

### Pressure-Velocity Coupling

A pressure-based approach is used to solve the resulting algebraic set of equations. Even though this method was originally intended for problems at low-speed and incompressible flows, modifications and extensions have been introduced that allow its application also to high speed compressible aerodynamics [64], which need to be considered in this work as well. Starting point are the discretized transport equations for momentum, which are obtained by setting \( \phi = u, v \) and \( w \) in equation (3.69), and an additional relation for pressure (correction), which is obtained by taking the divergence of the momentum equation and which ensures mass conservation. These equations can either be solved in a segregated, i.e. one after another, or in a coupled manner.

For the segregated approach, the momentum equations can be solved with the help of an initial pressure field but the resulting velocities will generally not satisfy the continuity equation inside the control volume. Solving the pressure correction equation to ensure mass conservation, the initial pressure field as well as the velocities are updated with the help of the obtained correction as proposed by VAN DOORMAAL & RAITHBY [100] within the SIMPLEC framework. Subsequently, transport equations for energy and turbulence quantities are solved with the obtained pressure and velocity field. As the new velocity field does not satisfy the momentum equation anymore, they have to be solved again with the updated pressure field. This iterative procedure has to be repeated until the applied corrections are sufficiently small.

The coupled method relies on the fully implicit discretization of the pressure gradient term in the momentum equation, which leads to a system of equations that has to be solved simultaneously. This is achieved with the help of an iterative procedure. Even if memory requirements are higher for the coupled approach, this method can be advantageous for complex flows due to its increased robustness.

In summary, the basic equations governing fluid flow have been presented as well as an averaging and a filtering procedure in order to cope with turbulent flows. As the resolution of at least a part of the turbulence spectrum is necessary for the proper aerothermal prediction of a jet in cross flow, different integrated approaches have been introduced. These are the Unsteady RANS simulation, the Scale-Adaptive Simulation, the Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation and the Embedded Large Eddy Simulation, which allow the simultaneous solution of the global flow domain and, to some degree, the resolution of scales in the jet in cross flow interaction region. As only a local resolution of scales is desired, a sequential approach has been introduced.
as well, which is based on a global steady state RANS solution of the flow field with a subsequent Scale-Resolving Simulation in a subdomain, containing the jet in cross flow.
Chapter 4

Validation and Flow Analysis

The simulation approaches introduced in the previous chapter will now be applied to a generic jet in cross flow configuration and numerical results will be compared to experimental data for validation. In a further step, these unsteady simulations are analyzed in order to identify important flow and thermal mixing phenomena.

The chapter starts with a description of the generic configuration and the different meshing strategies in order to discretize the fluid domain. Simulations are carried out according to a validation matrix representing the three most important parameters: turbulence model, meshing strategy and time step size. Following this, a detailed flow analysis is carried out revealing stationary and transient flow phenomena as well as their importance for thermal mixing. A Proper Orthogonal Decomposition is employed to gain deeper insight into the inherent dynamics. Finally, the influence of thermal boundary conditions is examined as well as the applicability of the SAS turbulence model to multiple jets in cross flow.

4.1 Test Case Description

Simulations are carried out for the experimental set-up investigated during the MAEVA project, which was realized by a cooperation of ONERA and AIRBUS OPERATIONS SAS. The configuration is illustrated in figure 4.1 in an exploded assembly view. It basically consists of a three-dimensional airfoil with an integrated air system exhaust on its suction side. Since the mock-up was designed to resemble a nacelle anti-icing system exhaust, the clean airfoil yields a pressure distribution similar to that of a nacelle and the exhaust grid is located close to the leading edge (cf. figure 1.1), which ensures the correct ratio of boundary layer height to characteristic jet diameter. The air system is composed of two pipes supplying hot air symmetrically into a plenum. As the hot fluid exits through an exchangeable ejector grid with different
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designs of orifices, the jet in cross flow forms. The plenum is cooled by a refrigerating circuit in order to minimize thermal conductance inside the mock-up. The configuration has been mounted in the rectangular test section of the low speed ONERA wind tunnel F2. The test section diverges with a small angle to compensate the thickening of the boundary layer. The wing has a chord length $C = 700\text{mm}$ and a span of $1400\text{mm}$, corresponding to the width of the test section. The hinge allows pitching the model but only a fixed angle of attack, i.e. $\alpha = 1^\circ$, is considered here.

Among the different grid designs experimentally investigated, two are chosen for numerical studies and are depicted in figure 4.2. The square shaped ejector grid on the left hand side represents the more academic test case and the multiple droplet shaped ejectors on the right hand side resemble a grid used in industrial applications. Different measurement techniques have been applied to extract relevant information in the jet in cross flow interaction region depending on the investigated grid. As small momentum ratios shall be analyzed, the thermal impact on the wall downstream of the ejector is important and of prime interest. For this reason, Infrared Thermography (IRT) has been used to quantify the surface temperature on the measurement plate indicated in figure 4.1 which is available for both ejector grids. More detailed information is available for the velocity field of the single jet in cross flow, where Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) have been carried out in several planes with streamwise and lateral orientation. These types of measurements also allow the determination of fluctuating quantities of velocity. Finally, power spectral
densities are obtained from Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA) at probes located in the jet wake to gain insight into the transient character of the flow.

4.2 Meshing Strategies

The spatial discretization of the fluid zone plays a crucial role for a proper flow simulation. As numerical studies shall represent the experimental set-up in the most accurate way, the overall extents of the domain are chosen to be equivalent to the non-divergent wind tunnel test section, which enables to account for pressure effects of wind tunnel walls on the mock-up. Additionally, the interior parts of the air system, i.e. the plenum and the pipes for hot air supply, are included for consistency. This allows taking into account the development of boundary layers inside the pipes and a mixing of the impinging jets within the plenum. Even though the cooling circuit has an influence on heat conduction, it is neglected for simplicity. Figure 4.3 presents the position of the mock-up and the overall computational domain.

Figure 4.2: The two grid designs investigated

Figure 4.3: Computational domain comprising wind tunnel test section, mock-up and hot air supply
In general, different strategies allow the creation of the underlying numerical grid because the utilized CFD solver supports unstructured as well as non-coincident meshes and no restriction exists concerning element types. The appearance of wall bounded turbulence and the desired accuracy require the resolution of the viscous sublayer. Additionally, a sufficient mesh refinement is needed in the jet in cross flow interaction region. This region ideally consists of isotropic elements as the orientation of the turbulent structures to be resolved is random. Three approaches, fulfilling the above-mentioned criteria, are investigated throughout this work:

- Mesh a) hexahedral mesh based on a structured multi-block approach
- Mesh b) hybrid tetrahedral mesh with prismatic inflation layers
- Mesh c) hybrid Cartesian mesh with hexahedral and prismatic inflation layers

All of these approaches will be applied to the single ejector test case in order to validate their applicability in the context of Scale-Resolving Simulations. This is of importance in order to prepare the simulation of complex industrial applications, where hybrid meshing strategies might become inevitable.

**Hexahedral Mesh**

The first mesh is based on a structured multi-block approach. Due to highly anisotropic cells near walls, the wall-normal direction can be sufficiently resolved in order to accurately capture the boundary layer. Additionally, a smooth transition of cell sizes throughout the volume can be achieved. The downside however is the substantial manual effort, which increases drastically for complex geometric configurations. In addition to this, mesh refinement cannot be kept locally leading to an increase in the number of cells in areas where it is superfluous.

The hexahedral mesh generated for the single ejector configuration is illustrated in the top part of figure 4.4. A non-dimensional wall distance $y^+ = u^*y/\nu$ smaller than one is enforced on the exterior wing surfaces. The growing rate in wall-normal direction is restricted to a maximal ratio of 1.2. As the inclined wind tunnel walls are not respected in the simulation, the thickening of the boundary layer should neither be taken into account. For this reason, no mesh refinement is required for wind tunnel walls. The ejector and the area downstream are sufficiently refined to allow the resolution of turbulent structures, which is shown in the top part of figure 4.5. Due to the underlying topology this refinement passes through the entire flow domain.

**Hybrid Tetrahedral Mesh**

The second approach is a hybrid strategy combining prismatic and tetrahedral cells. An automatic mesh generation for complex geometries can easily be achieved with the help of tetrahedra and local mesh refinements can be integrated into the volume.
Furthermore, there is almost no influence of these areas on other parts of the mesh, leading to a locally confined reduction of cell size. On the other side, tetrahedral elements are not appropriate for boundary layer resolution as they cannot be aligned with the flow direction at the wall. For this reason, prismatic elements are employed in the vicinity of rigid boundaries. This retains the flexibility for mesh generation of complex geometries, while allowing highly anisotropic cells in wall-normal direction. The total number of elements, which is not a quality criteria but an indicator for the computational effort, is strongly increased compared to the first approach.

The realized mesh for this strategy is shown in the middle part of figure 4.4. For the sake of comparability of the meshes, the height of the first prismatic cell layer at the wall is identical to that of the hexahedral mesh. A total number of twenty layers are used on all walls of the configuration and in the area of interest a growing ratio of 1.2 is respected. For the same reason as for the hexahedral mesh, neither a mesh refinement nor prism layers are employed on the wind tunnel walls. In order to augment the mesh density in the jet in cross flow interaction region, two geometric sources have been introduced to the meshing algorithm. Within these bodies of influence, an element size is specified and an isotropic mesh is generated, which is highlighted in the middle part of figure 4.5.

**Hybrid Cartesian Mesh**

The last approach is also a hybrid strategy, which employs hexahedral, prismatic, pyramidal and tetrahedral cells. The Cartesian volume mesh is generated by an octree approach, which is easily automatable and also applicable to complex geometries. Mesh refinement is achieved through the use of hanging nodes with the ratio 2:1. This allows a local increase of elements without affecting other parts of the mesh. As a Cartesian volume grid is not appropriate for boundary layer resolution, highly anisotropic prismatic and hexahedral elements are applied near rigid boundaries in order to resolve the large wall-normal flow gradient. To achieve a transition from near wall regions to the Cartesian volume mesh, pyramids and tetrahedra are employed.

The Cartesian mesh is depicted in the bottom part of figure 4.4. In order to allow comparison with the other two approaches, the characteristics of the inflation layers are identical, i.e. height of wall-adjacent cells and growing ratio with a total number of twenty layers. Again no mesh refinement is applied near wind tunnel walls as a resolution of boundary layers is not anticipated. Local mesh refinement is enforced within the same bodies of influence as shown in the bottom part of figure 4.5. Additionally, the edge length of the Cartesian cells in these areas is identical to the edge length of the tetrahedral elements.
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(a) Mesh a) hexahedral mesh based on structured multi-block approach

(b) Mesh b) hybrid tetrahedral mesh with prismatic inflation layers

(c) Mesh c) hybrid Cartesian mesh with hexahedral and prismatic inflation layers

Figure 4.4: View of the global flow domain discretized by three different meshing strategies
4.2 Meshing Strategies

(a) Mesh a) hexahedral mesh based on structured multi-block approach

(b) Mesh b) hybrid tetrahedral mesh with prismatic inflation layers

(c) Mesh c) hybrid Cartesian mesh with hexahedral and prismatic inflation layers

Figure 4.5: Detailed view of the areas refined for the resolution of turbulent scales
Table 4.1: Mesh statistics for generic single ejector configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Min. cell angle</th>
<th>Max. aspect ratio</th>
<th>Max. volume change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesh a)</td>
<td>$12.9 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$28.1^\circ$</td>
<td>3 500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh b)</td>
<td>$21.0 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$20.0^\circ$</td>
<td>7 600</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh c)</td>
<td>$13.1 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>$6.0^\circ$</td>
<td>6 000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mesh characteristics and quality criteria are summarized in table 4.1. The total number of elements is increased when the hybrid tetrahedral mesh is employed. As the element edge length is identical for both hybrid approaches in the refined areas, the number of elements decreases in turn for the third approach. The angle between two adjacent faces of a computational cell can be regarded as a quality measure. As the face angle decreases, the quality of the cell decreases as well. Mesh a) and b) have comparable minimum values, whereas Mesh c) exhibits a smaller angle due to the need of pyramidal elements in the transition area between the volume mesh and the inflation layers. Due to the large maximal aspect ratios of the wall adjacent cells, special care has to be taken to avoid numerical errors. This can be achieved by increasing the machine accuracy with the help of a double precision format. Another mesh metric is the volume change, which describes the volume ratio of a computational cell to its smaller neighbor. Values close to one describe a smooth transition in cell size. The large value of 16 for the hybrid Cartesian mesh is caused by the intrinsic refinement method of hanging nodes with a ratio of 2:1 in three dimensions.

Special Considerations for the Sequential Approach

Even if for the sake of consistency an identical mesh is desirable, the hexahedral mesh needs slight modifications in order to be applied to the sequential approach. The main constraint stems from the need to impose the RANS solution on the reduced SRS domain. As basically either inlet or outlet boundary conditions are available, the extents of this domain have to be surfaces that are uniquely inflow respectively outflow surfaces. Ambiguously orientated surfaces are not desirable as no unique boundary condition can be imposed. For this reason, the SRS domain diverges in main flow direction in order to avoid surfaces that are tangential to the flow. The angle defined by the arctangent of $(H_2 - H_1) / L$ yields about $20^\circ$ which is found to constitute a sufficient inlet boundary condition. Because of this, the underlying mesh topology has to be adapted accordingly but in the crucial jet in cross flow interaction region the numerical grid remains unchanged. The modified mesh contains only $5.49 \cdot 10^6$ computational cells and is presented in figure 4.6.
Mesh Adaption for Multiple Ejector Grid

Due to the modular design of the MAEVA configuration, the adaption of the hexahedral mesh for the multiple ejector grid consists only in changing the local block topology around the orifices. The in-line configuration of the droplet shaped ejectors considerably enlarges the overall width of the jet wakes. As scale-resolution has to be ensured in this zone, the total number of hexahedral elements also increases considerably to $25.5 \cdot 10^6$ cells. Figure 4.7 illustrates a detailed view of the surface mesh in the vicinity of the ejectors. Minimum face angle, aspect ratio and maximum volume ratio remain unchanged.
4.3 Numerical Set-Up

The flow case considered for validation is equivalent to the one studied by Albugues [4] and is characterized by the following parameters: The experiment was conducted at an ambient pressure of 101325 Pa and at an ambient temperature of $T_\infty = 291K$. The free stream Mach number yields $Ma_\infty = 0.14$ and the mass flow for hot air alimentation corresponds to $\dot{m} = 17.71g/s$ for each pipe. The total temperature of the hot fluid is assumed to be equal to the jet temperature, which then yields $T_{t,j} = 353K$. This allows constructing the similarity parameters introduced in section 2.1.1 with the values shown in table 4.2. The small value of $C_R$ characterizes an attached jet wake with strong thermal impact on the wall due to the absolute temperature difference of $\Delta T = 62K$. The high cross flow Reynolds number implies the broad range of turbulent structures that will appear and the vanishing cross flow Richardson number justifies the negligence of buoyancy effects.

Table 4.2: Similarity parameters for the generic single jet in cross flow configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,j}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>$9.30 \cdot 10^4$</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numerical boundary conditions are chosen to match the experimental ones. The wind tunnel inlet of the computational domain is modeled with the help of a velocity inlet. A block profile with an $X$-velocity $U_\infty = 47.18m/s$ as well as a uniform temperature distribution of $T_\infty = 291K$ are prescribed. The outflow boundary of the domain is represented by a pressure outlet with a constant value equal to an ambient pressure of 101325Pa. As explained in section 4.2, no boundary layers shall be resolved at the wind tunnel walls which leads to the use of a symmetry boundary condition to model slip walls. In contrast to this, the no-slip boundary condition is enforced on all walls of the mock-up. At each supporting pipe a mass flow equal to $\dot{m} = 17.71g/s$ is prescribed together with a total jet temperature of $T_{t,j} = 353K$. As transport equations for turbulence quantities are solved, appropriate inflow boundary conditions have to be applied as well. Rather than directly specifying values for turbulence kinetic energy $k$ and specific dissipation rate $\omega$, the more tangible quantities turbulence intensity $I = 0.5\%$ and turbulent viscosity ratio $\mu_t/\mu = 10$ are prescribed. For simplification and in order to facilitate the subsequent analysis of thermal mixing phenomena, all walls are treated adiabatically. This assumption is however revisited in section 4.6.1.

The basic numerical settings are mostly identical for all simulations carried out in this section and only the segregated flow solver is used. As described in section 3.5, two possibilities for the discretization of convective fluxes are taken into consideration. The first one, the second order accurate upwind scheme, is employed for all convective
fluxes in the URANS simulation, whereas the second option, the bounded central differencing scheme, is used to discretize convective fluxes for momentum and energy in the three remaining Scale-Resolving Simulations: SAS, DDES and ELES. The reason for applying this scheme lies in its lesser numerical diffusion, which is needed in order to capture strong flow gradients caused by the resolution of turbulent fluctuations.

Due to the confined computational domain, non-physical pressure fluctuations can appear. In order to avoid this and due to the small cross flow Mach number a weakly compressible fluid is considered. Instead of the state equation \( \rho = \frac{p_{\text{op}}}{RT} \) the following expression is used

\[ \rho = \frac{p_{\text{op}}}{RT}, \quad (4.1) \]

where the operating pressure \( p_{\text{op}} \) is kept constant and equivalent to ambient pressure. This formulation still allows taking into account density variations caused by the temperature difference between the hot jet fluid and the cold cross flow fluid.

As already stated in section 2.1.1 the aspect ratio \( \Lambda_{\delta_1} \) has an impact on the development of the jet and especially on the upstream shear layer. On the one hand, a turbulent boundary layer has been enforced in the experimental configuration in order to resemble the real aircraft application by a tripping device at a relative chord length of \( X/C = 3.54\% \), which leads to an aspect ratio \( \Lambda_{\delta_1} \) between 1.0 and 1.8\( \cdot 10^{-2} \). On the other hand, all simulations carried out feature a fully turbulent boundary layer developing from the leading edge. It was however confirmed by an additional steady state calculation with forced transition that this systematic error is negligible.

The choice of the numerical time step size \( \Delta t \) is crucial for a transient calculation since it directly affects scale-resolvability. On the one hand, the time step has to be small enough to allow temporal resolution of turbulent fluctuations, which are of importance for the considered problem. On the other hand, the time step should not be too small since this would lead to unnecessary high computational costs. Ideally, the chosen time step size should correspond to the mesh as temporal and spatial resolution correlate. For a jet in cross flow, the size \( l_0 \) of large eddies is in the same order of magnitude as the jet diameter \( D \) and their characteristic velocity \( u_0 \) is in the order of \( U_\infty \). As stated by Pope [73], the demarcation size \( l_d \) between geometry dependent vortices and those within the inertial subrange can be estimated to be \( l_d = 1/6l_0 \). The corresponding characteristic time \( t_d \) can be calculated and the numerical time step size should be smaller, yielding the requirement

\[ \Delta t < t_d \sim \frac{l_0}{u_0} \left( \frac{l_d}{l_0} \right)^{2/3}. \quad (4.2) \]

For the considered case, the baseline time step is thus chosen to be \( \Delta t = 5 \cdot 10^{-5}s \). In order to investigate the influence on the obtained solution, additional calculations are carried out with a doubled and a halved baseline time step.
Special Considerations for the Embedded Large Eddy Simulation

In contrast to the other approaches, a spatially and temporally fixed fluid domain has to be defined for the ELES. The most straightforward method is to use the hexahedral mesh as it is based on a structured multi-block topology. This efficiently allows using the already existing topology and the resulting numerical grid will be identical with the only difference being addressable interior faces, where the vortex generation method described in section 3.3.4 has to be applied. The resulting LES zone is shown in figure 4.8. On the one hand, the extents of the LES domain have to be large enough to cover the jet in cross flow interaction region. On the other hand, the supporting pipes and the plenum shall not be included to the LES domain to save computational costs. As existing studies showed that the ejector itself has an impact on the flow evolution, the LES domain is extended just below the orifice, which thus leads to additional RANS–LES interfaces. For the numerical set-up, the number of vortices at each interface is estimated to be equivalent to 25% of the total number of surface elements of the corresponding interface.

Transient Flow Initialization

Basically two possibilities exist for transient flow initialization. In the first case, the transient simulation is directly started from an initial solution at rest. For large computational domains and small time steps however, this procedure is impracticable. The second option consists in running a steady state RANS simulation and switching to an unsteady calculation after a sufficient number of iterations, once a reasonable flow solution is obtained. In this context, the adjective reasonable describes a solution that exhibits the global phenomena characteristic for the considered flow and does not signify a converged solution. The unsteady calculation has then to be run for a sufficient number of time steps before the solution can be processed or time statistics can be collected. This is due to the fact that the initially steady flow has to pass through a
transition period in order to become fully transient and to be independent of the initial flow field. The length of this transition period can be expressed by a characteristic convective time, which describes the time necessary for the mean flow to pass over the characteristic length of the problem. Usually, 2–5 characteristic convective times are adequate to evacuate the domain of unphysical remainders of the stationary flow initialization before starting the flow analysis.

The following procedure has been applied for the considered case: After a uniform initialization of the field with values obtained from the wind tunnel inlet but with a more moderate velocity, a full multi-grid initialization is run. Following this, a steady state RANS calculation either using the SST or the SAS turbulence model is carried out for a total number of 150 iterations. After switching to an unsteady calculation, 1000 time steps are simulated. This is done independently of the time step size, which means that the effective convective times based on the chord length are 1.7, 3.4 and 5.1 respectively. It is however found that in every case the transition period is sufficiently long.

4.3.1 Validation Matrix

The three most important parameters turbulence model, meshing strategy and numerical time step size are used to construct a validation matrix. Due to the large amount of simulations to be conducted for all possible combinations, the matrix is reduced to the one illustrated in figure 4.9. Each simulation is represented by a cube and its three visible sides show the value of the corresponding parameter. The front of the cube displays the utilized turbulence model, the top the underlying numerical grid and the side the time step size. The SAS calculation on the hexahedral mesh with the time step size $\Delta t$ is considered to be the baseline simulation and is displayed in red. The sequential approach is not included in this overview since it is regarded separately.
4.4 Validation

Transient simulations contain a detailed description of turbulence and of the unsteady flow field. Even if primarily mean quantities are of final interest, the temporal evolution of the flow has to be validated as well if flow dynamics are to be analyzed. For this reason, the procedure proposed by Sagaut & Deck [82] is followed, which defines different levels of increasing validation depth: After considering first order time statistics such as the time-averaged surface temperature and velocity field, attention is turned to second order time statistics, i.e. root mean square values of the velocity field, giving information about the magnitude of fluctuating quantities and Reynolds stresses. Finally one-point spectral analyses are carried out in order to obtain information about the frequency contribution to the fluctuating quantities, which is achieved by normalizing power spectral densities of the velocity signal.

In contrast to steady flow simulations, the judgment of convergence is complicated by the fact that two aspects have to be taken into consideration. The first one concerns convergence within every numerical time step, i.e. inner convergence. As time integration is implicit, the equations have to be solved iteratively. An iteration error is then introduced because the solution procedure is interrupted before reaching the exact solution for the discretized equations. On the one hand, the evolution of the flow field can be monitored over the subiterations and convergence is achieved once the field does not change anymore or only within a defined tolerance. On the other hand, the residuals can be regarded as a function of subiterations. If within every time integration the value of each residual decreases by one to two orders of magnitude, the number of subiterations is sufficient. The second aspect concerns convergence of time statistics, i.e. outer convergence. Every realistic flow is physically bounded, which means that first and second order time statistics approach a constant value as time reaches infinity. Transferring this to numerical calculations, enough time integration steps are carried out when time statistics do not change anymore or only within a defined tolerance.

Two aspects are of major importance in this context: Firstly, the capability of the underlying model to resolve turbulent fluctuations and secondly, the mean temperature distribution on the wing surface behind the orifice. They are presented qualitatively and separately for all cases in the following devoted sections. Subsequently, temperature and velocity profiles of first and second time statistics in combination with spectral analysis allow a more quantitative view and a general discussion.

4.4.1 Turbulence Model Impact

In this section, the influence of the different turbulence models is discussed in the following order: Scale-Adaptive Simulation, Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation, Embedded Large Eddy Simulation and finally Unsteady RANS Simulation.
4.4 Validation

Evolution of residuals for all transport equations are presented in figure 4.10. After 150 steady state iterations, the simulation is switched to unsteady mode which is clearly visible in the different behavior. Within every time step \( n \), the residuals decrease about one to two orders of magnitude. The termination condition for inner iterations is defined by a maximal residual. Once all residuals are smaller than \( 10^{-4} \) (\( 10^{-7} \) for the energy equation), the next time step will be calculated. The required number of subiterations to achieve this criterion yields 6 at the beginning of the transient simulation and increases steadily to 10 for the fully developed transient flow. When the solution is updated to the new time step \( n+1 \), the residuals grow abruptly as the old solution does not satisfy the current equation anymore. In order to judge inner convergence, a monitor point inside the jet wake is exemplarily considered and velocity magnitude and static temperature are plotted as a function of subiterations in figure 4.11. It can be stated that at the end of each time step the shown values only vary within small tolerances and inner convergence can be considered to be achieved.

For outer convergence, first order time statistics of temperature for an exemplarily chosen monitor point in the jet wake are presented in figure 4.12 as a function of accumulated sampling time \( \Delta t_{\text{acc}} \). It can be seen that the values approach a limit as the number of time steps increases. Only very small oscillations are discernible at the end of the simulation which shows that outer convergence is achieved as well. The time-averaged data presented in the following has thus been averaged for a total

![Figure 4.10: Evolution of residuals](image)
sampling time of $\Delta t_{acc} = 0.35s$ after flow initialization, i.e. 7000 time steps. An additional indicator for outer convergence in this special case is symmetry, which is also sufficiently respected as will be seen in the following.

![Inner convergence](image1)

**Figure 4.11: Inner convergence**

![Outer convergence](image2)

**Figure 4.12: Outer convergence**

In order to judge scale-resolvability of the Scale-Adaptive Simulation, the $Q$-criterion [41] is plotted in figure 4.13(a) for a normalized isovalue $Q^* = QD^2/U_{\infty}^2 = 1.0$. The isosurface is colored by temperature, ranging from red to blue, i.e. hot to cold. Clearly, turbulent structures of different size and nature are visible in the jet in cross flow interaction region. The coarsening mesh leads to the dissipation of these structures at about 50% of the chord, which is however acceptable as the main share of
thermal mixing is generated in the near field. A finer resolution of the wake in the far field would not justify the additional computational effort, which is especially true if aircraft applications are considered. Due to the behavior of the SAS turbulence model, which relies on inherent flow instabilities in order to transition from modeled to resolved turbulence fluctuations, the considered jet is thus globally unstable. Character and influence of these fluctuations on thermal mixing will be discussed in section 4.5. As a cut through the wing is presented, it remains worth mentioning that turbulent structures are also observable inside the plenum.

For the validation of the obtained solution, the time-averaged thermal efficiency distribution $\bar{\eta}$ is compared to experimental data. Contour plots on the wing surface downstream of the ejector are shown in figure 4.13(b). In general, a good agreement is obtained in the mid and far field for lateral thermal spreading and the decrease in temperature along the symmetry line is accurately captured as well. However, the lateral spreading in the very near field remains underestimated. This is due to the fact that heat conduction through the ejector grid affects the cross flow boundary layer leading to the development of a thermal boundary layer as well. This phenomenon and its influence on the global temperature distribution is discussed in section 4.6.1. Finally it can be said that the contours are fairly symmetrical, highlighting sufficient outer convergence.

Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation

As the same procedure is followed for flow initialization, the evolution of residuals is very similar to the ones presented in figure 4.10 with a decrease of one to two orders of magnitudes within every time step. Convergence criteria are set identical and sufficient inner and outer convergence is achieved during 8 subiterations. The same value of $Q^* = 1.0$ is used for the $Q$-criterion of instantaneous isosurfaces, which are shown in figure 4.14(a). This approach also clearly allows the resolution of similar coherent structures in the jet in cross flow interaction region before their dissipation takes place in the far field. In contrast to the SAS computations however, fewer scales are resolved, which is also observable inside the plenum. Concerning the thermal efficiency illustrated in figure 4.14(b), a satisfying agreement between numerical and experimental data is obtained. Lateral spreading is very well estimated in the mid and far field, whereas the near field remains again underestimated. Directly behind the orifice an area of increased temperature becomes apparent, which was less pronounced in the SAS computation. A possible explanation stems from the fact that fewer structures are resolved in the plenum and subsequently in the vicinity of the orifice leading to a reduced thermal mixing prediction.
**Embedded Large Eddy Simulation**

Also for this approach, evolution of residuals show the same behavior as the ones already presented in figure 4.10. Sufficient inner convergence is achieved within the same number of iterations as the DDES approach, where residuals decrease by one or two orders of magnitude and values at monitor points reach a limit. Additionally, the intended 7000 time steps also suffice for outer convergence. Isosurfaces of the $Q$-criterion for the value of $Q^* = 1.0$ are presented in figure 4.15(a). This approach also resolves turbulent content in the near and mid field of the jet, which is however not surprising as this method does not rely on inherent flow instabilities and scale-resolution is triggered by the RANS—LES interfaces below the orifice. Compared to the hybrid approaches, more structures are apparent before their dissipation at about half the chord length. Due to the definition of the LES zone, the plenum is treated with a URANS formulation leading to almost no resolved turbulent content in the internal part. The corresponding surface temperature distribution is illustrated in figure 4.15(b). Downstream extent of the thermal trace in the mid and far field corresponds well with experimental data as well as the lateral spreading. Directly behind the orifice however, a large zone with high temperatures is visible which is neither as pronounced in experimental data nor predicted by the DDES and SAS approach.

**Unsteady RANS Simulation**

Finally, scale-resolvability of the URANS approach is investigated. Very similar to the other methods already presented, the evolution of residuals are qualitatively the same as shown in figure 4.10. Convergence criteria are identical, necessitating only six subiterations for inner convergence with a decrease of residuals between one to two orders of magnitudes. Outer convergence is achieved within a total of 7000 time steps after transient flow initialization. For this case, the isosurfaces of the $Q$-criterion have to be plotted at a smaller value, i.e. $Q^* = 0.5$, in order to visualize any flow structures in figure 4.16(a). Major differences are observable when comparing this to the previous results. Only large-scale structures appear in the near and mid field and no resolution of smaller turbulent fluctuations is visible at all. This behavior is also discernible inside the plenum, which corresponds to the observations made for the ELES approach. The thermal trace predicted by the URANS approach is plotted in figure 4.16(b) which also shows major discrepancies when compared to experimental data. The most striking aspect is the underestimation of lateral spreading in the mid and far field. On the other hand, an overestimation becomes obvious along the symmetry line. This poor thermal mixing prediction has to be attributed to the incapability of the URANS approach to sufficiently resolve turbulent fluctuations. This is even more highlighted by the fact that underlying numerical mesh and time step size are identical for all the investigated turbulence modeling approaches. The major conclusion of this comparison is thus the
4.4 Validation

(a) $Q$-criterion for $Q^* = 1.0$

(b) Comparison of time-averaged thermal efficiency $\bar{\eta}$ against experimental data

Figure 4.13: Results obtained from the SAS approach on the hexahedral mesh utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$

necessity of scale-resolution for the proper aerothermal prediction of jets in cross flow, which is provided by the SAS, the DDES and the ELES approach. Even if dissipation of resolved turbulence content takes place at about 50% of the chord due to the coarsening mesh, sufficient scale-resolution in the near and mid field has been achieved for a proper prediction.
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(a) $Q$-criterion for $Q^* = 1.0$

(b) Comparison of time-averaged thermal efficiency $\bar{\eta}$ against experimental data

**Figure 4.14:** Results obtained from the DDES approach on the hexahedral mesh utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$

### 4.4.2 Mesh Influence

Having shown the general scale-resolving capabilities of the SAS turbulence model, the influence of the underlying meshing strategy is discussed in this section. First the hybrid tetrahedral mesh, presented in section 4.2, is considered. No qualitative differences are discernible in the evolution of residuals, which resemble those presented in figure 4.10. As convergence criteria are identical, i.e. all residuals have to be smaller
4.4 Validation

(a) $Q$-criterion for $Q^* = 1.0$

(b) Comparison of time-averaged thermal efficiency $\bar{\eta}$ against experimental data

**Figure 4.15:** Results obtained from the ELES approach on the hexahedral mesh utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$

than $10^{-4}$ ($10^{-7}$ for the energy equation), the only quantitative difference is the number of necessary inner iteration to achieve these criteria, which increases to 12. Once inner convergence and transient flow initialization are ensured, the same number of time steps suffices for outer convergence. The instantaneous vortex topology is depicted in figure 4.17(a) for the ordinary value of $Q^* = 1.0$. Spatial resolution is achieved in the jet in cross flow interaction region also for this meshing strategy. Coherent structures of different size and nature are visible inside the plenum, the near and mid field of the jet in cross flow as well as in the far field. The latter is in contrast to the calculation
Figure 4.16: Results obtained from the URANS approach on the hexahedral mesh utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$

on the hexahedral mesh, cf. figure 4.13(a), where the spatial resolution is not fine enough for resolving turbulent fluctuations anymore. This is inherent to the hybrid meshing strategy, where local and isotropic refinement is achieved in the jet in cross flow interaction region with the help of bodies of influence. The comparison of numerical and experimental data for thermal efficiency is shown in figure 4.17(b). Like the SAS computation on the hexahedral mesh, a comparable level of agreement is achieved in the mid and far field. Lateral spreading of temperature and downstream propagation are slightly larger, which can be attributed to the increased resolution of turbulent
4.4 Validation

(a) $Q$-criterion for $Q^* = 1.0$

(b) Comparison of time-averaged thermal efficiency $\bar{\eta}$ against experimental data

**Figure 4.17:** Results obtained from the SAS approach on the hybrid tetrahedral mesh utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$

fluctuations and thus to an enhanced prediction of thermal mixing. Attention is now turned towards the SAS computation on the hybrid Cartesian mesh, which was presented in section 4.2. Once again, residuals evolve in a similar manner as shown in figure 4.10 with the only difference consisting in inner convergence. Contrary to the SAS calculation on the hexahedral and the hybrid tetrahedral mesh, convergence criteria are not entirely met. In order to avoid excessive computational time and for consistency, the number of inner iterations are limited to 12, which corresponds to the number needed to meet the standard convergence criteria on the hybrid tetrahedral
Figure 4.18: Results obtained from the SAS approach on the hybrid Cartesian mesh utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$.

Mesh. Investigation of monitor points inside the jet, similar to the ones presented in figure 4.11, still shows a sufficiently converged solution at the end of the subiterations. This behavior can be attributed to the existence of computational cells with a decreased quality, which locally constrain convergence. The illustration of the $Q$-criterion with isosurfaces at a value of $Q^* = 1.0$ point out the capability of the underlying numerical mesh to resolve turbulent fluctuations in the same areas of inherent flow instabilities, i.e. plenum and entire jet in cross flow interaction region. Similar to the other hybrid mesh and different to the hexahedral approach, coherent structures are also visible in
the far field. This is also caused by the use of bodies of influence for mesh generation, which allows a locally refined and an isotropic mesh throughout the entire jet wake. In difference to the hybrid tetrahedral mesh however, fewer structures are discernible here. For the sake of comparability between the hybrid approaches, the element edge length for the Cartesian mesh and the tetrahedral mesh in the area of scale-resolution has been kept identically. This eventually leads to larger hexahedral elements allowing lesser scale-resolution. Concerning the contour plot of thermal efficiency illustrated in figure 4.18(b) a satisfying agreement with experimental data is achieved in the mid and far field, where lateral spreading is correctly predicted. The main difference for the three proposed meshing strategies arises directly downstream of the orifice, where the highest values of thermal efficiency are predicted on the hybrid tetrahedral mesh.

Concluding this, it can be stated that the SAS turbulence model is applicable to a jet in cross flow independently of the underlying meshing strategy. The only requirements are the proper resolution of boundary layers and a sufficient spatial refinement in the area of interest, ideally consisting of isotropic cells. This is important for the application to the more complex geometries, which will be encountered and where one meshing strategy might be favored over another. As the hexahedral meshing strategy allows a better control of transition from boundary to volume cells, this approach will be followed throughout the remaining part of this work whenever geometrical complexity allows its application.

4.4.3 Time Step Study

Finally, the impact of the numerical time step size on scale-resolvability of the SAS turbulence model and subsequently its influence on thermal mixing prediction is discussed in this section. Choice of the time step size is crucial as it presents a parameter, which is usually fixed a priori and directly influences the resolution of turbulent scales. Indeed, an implicit time advancement scheme is unconditionally stable, also allowing large time steps. As spatial and temporal resolution of coherent structures correlate, a sufficiently small time step is however necessary.

The SAS computation utilizing the small time step $0.5\Delta t$ is considered first. Evolution of residuals is qualitatively identical to the ones presented in figure 4.10. Quantitatively, a strong difference is however perceivable. Due to small advancement in time, inner convergence is achieved much faster compared to the baseline time step $\Delta t$, i.e. after only 5 subiterations. As already mentioned above, accumulated times for transient flow initialization and outer convergence are different since the number of time steps are kept constant. Nonetheless, outer convergence is achieved within 7000 time steps. Following the procedure above, isosurfaces of the $Q$-criterion at a value of $Q^* = 1.0$ are illustrated in figure 4.19(a). Comparing this to the corresponding simulation at the baseline time step $\Delta t$ in figure 4.13(a), more and smaller turbulent
structures are discernible in the jet in cross flow interaction region and inside the plenum. Contrary to this, no noticeable difference appears in the far field. This is a consistent behavior since an increased temporal refinement will not allow the resolution of turbulent fluctuations in areas with insufficient spatial refinement, which the jet far field of the hexahedral mesh has shown to be. On the other side, more and finer structures will be resolved in areas with high spatial refinement as the near and mid field of the jet. This points out that the mesh refinement in these areas are too strict for the calculation with the baseline time step $0.5\Delta t$. The influence on the surface tem-
4.4 Validation

(a) $Q$-criterion for $Q^* = 1.0$

(b) Comparison of time-averaged thermal efficiency $\bar{\eta}$ against experimental data

**Figure 4.20:** Results obtained from the SAS approach on the hexahedral mesh utilizing double the baseline time step $2\Delta t$

Temperature distribution is presented in figure 4.19(b). Only small difference compared to the computation with the larger time step are discernible and lateral spreading remains underestimated in the near field. Due to the increased resolution of turbulent content in the near and mid field, thermal mixing prediction is enhanced leading to an elongated thermal trace.

Secondly, the SAS computation with the larger time step $2\Delta t$ is presented. Concerning the evolution of residuals, the tendency observed before remains. The qualitative behavior is identical but again a strong quantitative difference exists. This
time caused by the large advancement in time, standard inner convergence criteria are
met only within 20 subiterations. Indeed, the number is quite high but for the sake
of consistency necessary. Accumulated time for transient flow initialization and outer
convergence is now increased by a factor of two compared to the baseline time step $\Delta t$
by keeping the required 1000 time steps for initialization and 7000 time steps for outer
convergence. The isosurfaces for a value of $Q^* = 1.0$ show the instantaneous vortex
topology in figure 4.20(a). As expected fewer and larger structures appear inside the
plenum and the jet in cross flow interaction region, which is nonetheless still more as
seen for the URANS approach, cf. figure 4.16(a). The comparison of the resulting
temperature distribution shown in figure 4.20(b) with the experimental one now be-
comes insufficient. Even if a tendency for lateral spreading is observable in the mid
and far field, it remains underestimated. This plot has actually similar features as the
URANS computation, which was shown in figure 4.16(b). This is also consistent since
an insufficient temporal resolution does not properly activate the source term $Q_{SAS}$,
 cf. equation (3.54), resulting in a more URANS-like behavior of the SAS model. The
dependence on the physical time step is pointed out by these results. Ideally, spatial
and temporal resolution should correlate in the region of interest to save computational
resources. This is however not feasible as a different mesh would be needed every time
step to account for the changes in local flow topology. An interesting feature of the
SAS turbulence model is revealed as time step size and number of subiterations are
inversely proportional. In combination with the fact that the same number of time
steps is needed for outer convergence, a smaller time step is beneficial if the mesh still
allows additional spatial resolution.

4.4.4 Detailed Examination

Having shown a qualitative validation of the proposed integrated turbulence modeling
approaches, a more quantitative view is presented in the following section. In order
to distinguish between the different simulations carried out, table 4.3 provides the
omenclature used for clarity. Also included in this table is the ratio of CFL number,
defined as $\text{CFL} = \frac{U\Delta t}{\Delta V}$, over the number of iterations necessary to obtain inner
convergence. As an implicit time-advancement scheme is employed, very large CFL
numbers can be encountered locally. This is indeed the case for the hexahedral mesh,
where the boundary layer refinement of the external wing surface traverses the orifice
due to the underlying blocking topology. This leads to an overly refined mesh and thus
to large values of the CFL number. The average CFL number in the region of scale-
resolution is however close to 3 for the baseline time step. Since this refinement is not
encountered for the meshes based on the hybrid strategies, the ratios are significantly
smaller. As already pointed out by the time step study, a reciprocal relation between
time step size and number of inner iterations exists, which leads to the identical ratio
encountered in cases 1, 7 and 8.
Table 4.3: Nomenclature of integrated simulation approaches carried out for validation of the single ejector configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
<th>Case 5</th>
<th>Case 6</th>
<th>Case 7</th>
<th>Case 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence model</td>
<td>Meshing strategy</td>
<td>Numerical time step</td>
<td>CFL/N inner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>(\Delta t)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDES</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>(\Delta t)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELES</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>(\Delta t)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URANS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>(\Delta t)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hybrid tetrahedral</td>
<td>(\Delta t)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hybrid Cartesian</td>
<td>(\Delta t)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>(0.5\Delta t)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>(2\Delta t)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Profiles of time-averaged thermal efficiency \(\bar{\eta}\) along the symmetry line \(Y/D = 0\) on the surface are shown in figures 4.21(a) and 4.22(a). Two aspects are striking. The first one concerns the strong scattering of numerical results in the near field up to \(X/D = 3\) and the second one the convergence in the mid and far field towards experimental data. Even though the deficiency of the URANS simulation is not as drastically seen here, an overestimation remains visible in the far field. Except the simulation with the largest time step, all results obtained from the SAS turbulence model compare very well with experimental data. The best agreement is achieved on the hybrid tetrahedral mesh, which can be attributed to the enhanced scale-resolution due to the refined mesh in the wake.

The lateral spreading in the vicinity of the ejector, i.e. \(X/D = 1\), is presented in figure 4.21(b) and 4.22(b) where rather strong differences become perceivable. Consistently with the previous observation, the ELES and the URANS approach strongly overestimate the temperature between \(Y/D = \pm 0.5\). However, all simulations accurately capture the width of the thermal trace and the corresponding temperature gradient. Additionally, the two symmetric maxima found in experimental investigations are confirmed. The fact that thermal impact is still perceivable outside \(Y/D \pm 1.5\) for experimental data is due to internal heat conduction inside the mock-up and will be discussed in section 4.6.1. Results presented for the mid field, i.e. \(X/D = 3\) and 8, in figures 4.21(c), 4.22(c), 4.21(d) and 4.22(d) exhibit a smaller scattering and in general a very good agreement with experimental data. As already discussed in the previous section, the URANS approach strongly underestimates lateral spreading. This behavior persists also in the far field, which becomes apparent in figures 4.21(e) and 4.22(e). It can be summarized that the SAS and DDES approach yield very satisfying results and only small influences of the meshing strategy and time step size becomes noticeable.
For validation of the flow field, time statistics of velocity components will be considered next. Profiles for $X$-velocity components are plotted for wall-normal lines in the symmetry plane at locations $X/D = 1$ and $X/D = 2$ in figures 4.23(a), 4.24(a), 4.23(b) and 4.24(b). Qualitatively, all simulations agree well with experimental data and the recirculation zone at $X/D = 1$ for $Z_w/D < 0.7$ is confirmed. Due to this, hot air accumulates behind the orifice leading to the strong thermal impact in the near field as seen previously. The ELES approach yields the strongest recirculation zone, which is moreover in best agreement with experimental values. This explains the high temperature predicted in the near field, which is however contradictory to experimental data for temperature. The influence of the jet is discernible up to $1D$ away from the wall, where numerical and experimental velocity profiles merge. The zone of velocity deficit extends up to $1.5D$ at the location of the second profile but the recirculation zone has disappeared. Only the URANS approach predicts a small area with a negative $X$-velocity component. Concerning the $Z$-velocity components plotted in figures 4.23(c), 4.24(c), 4.23(d) and 4.24(d) a satisfying agreement with experimental data is obtained. In contrast to the temperature field, the deficiency of the URANS approach becomes not as drastically visible for the mean velocity field. The scattering of results caused by the different meshing strategies is small as well, highlighting the general applicability of the SAS approach. Additional contour plots of the mean velocity field on planes with streamwise and lateral orientations show also a very good agreement with experimental data and are presented in appendix B.

As second order time statistics are important for the validation of the transient flow field, the root mean square values are presented for all three velocity components on the same wall-normal lines in figures 4.25 and 4.26. In general, a very good agreement with experimental data is obtained from all simulations except the URANS approach. Indeed, profiles obtained from this type of calculation show also a qualitative agreement but the magnitude is drastically underestimated. They will therefore be left aside for the following discussion. For $X$-velocity components, results compare rather well with experimental data and the location of maximal fluctuations at $0.75Z_w/D$ is predicted correctly at $X/D = 1$ in figures 4.25(a) and 4.26(a). The high value of $0.5\sqrt{\bar{u}'^2}/U_\infty$ emphasizes the strong dynamics in this area. Moving downstream to $X/D = 2$ in figures 4.25(b) and 4.26(b) the peak diminishes and moves further away from the wall. At the first location shown in figures 4.25(c) and 4.26(c) results for the $Y$-velocity component exhibit a peak close to the wall, which is stronger than the one seen in the experiment. In contrast to this, the second maximum at $Z_w/D = 0.6$ shown by experimental data remains underestimated by the simulations. For the second location presented in figures 4.25(d) and 4.26(d) the peak for the $Y$-velocity component approaches the wall, which is consistent with experimental findings. Finally, profiles for the $Z$-velocity components are shown in figures 4.25(e), 4.26(e), 4.25(f) and 4.26(f). For the first one, the location of the maximum is accurately predicted at $Z_w/D = 0.7$ with a slightly underestimated maximal value. The profiles flatten as they reach the second location, which is also in
sufficient agreement with experimental findings. Once again, the overall characteristics for the SAS calculations remain the same and vary only slightly with respect to mesh and time step size. Complementing contour plots of second order time statistics of the velocity field also compare very well with experimental data and are presented in appendix B.

For the last level of validation, spectral analysis is carried out for time signals of velocity components in the jet wake. Signals have been collected every time step for a total number of 5000 physical time steps at several points, which corresponds to those also investigated experimentally. After dividing the time signal into 12 blocks overlapping by 50%, the Hann window function is applied to the each of these data segments. The one-sided power spectral density $G$ (PSD) is subsequently estimated using Welch’s method [101] with a spectral resolution $\Delta f$ of 25Hz. Due to the different sampling frequencies for the simulations with double and half the baseline time step, spectral resolution double and halve as well. As the contribution of a frequency band to the overall fluctuation is of interest, the normalized spectrum $\tilde{G} = \frac{f}{\sigma^2} G$ with $\sigma^2 = \int G(f) df$ being the root mean square value of the considered quantity is calculated instead. The Strouhal number can then be calculated via $St_D = f \cdot D/U_1$ with the characteristic quantities of the jet in cross flow $D$ and $U_\infty$.

The presentation of spectra is reduced to five as only those will be considered here that exhibit a strong spectral peak and are located in zones with a turbulent intensity greater than 5%. The location of the monitor points and the investigated quantity are given in table B.1 of appendix B and the corresponding spectra are plotted in figures 4.27 and 4.28. Indeed, due to the strong discrepancies in sampling time and sampling frequency of several orders of magnitudes, the evolution of spectra are much smoother for experimental than for numerical data. Nonetheless, the strong spectral peak around $St_D = 0.14$, which is encountered in experiments, is also accurately captured by the simulations with exception of the URANS approach, which predicts a spectral peak around $St_D = 0.095$ at the points $P_{JICF,1}$, $P_{JICF,2}$ and at $P_{JICF,4}$. This can be attributed to the incapability of the URANS approach to properly resolve turbulent fluctuations as already seen in the previous section. This is also reflected by the fact that the power spectral density obtained from the URANS calculation shows no high frequency contributions at all.

Concerning the influence of time step size and meshing strategy it can be stated that the SAS calculations employing the large time step $2\Delta t$ and the Cartesian mesh respectively tend to overestimate the intensity of the spectral peak, indicating an overly coherent motion. In general, results obtained from the SAS calculation with the small time step $0.5\Delta t$ and the ELES computation predict an amplitude consistent with experiments. Interestingly, only the SAS computation with the small time step is able to predict the spectral peak for the $X$-velocity component in figure 4.28(c). The physical meaning of the spectral peak almost solely encountered for the $Y$-velocity component will be discussed in section 4.5.
Figure 4.21: Profiles of time-averaged thermal efficiency, nomenclature given in table 4.3.
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(a) Symmetry line $Y/D = 0$

(b) Lateral distribution at $X/D = 1$

(c) Lateral distribution at $X/D = 3$

(d) Lateral distribution at $X/D = 8$

(e) Lateral distribution at $X/D = 14$

Figure 4.22: Profiles of time-averaged thermal efficiency, nomenclature given in table 4.3
Figure 4.23: Profiles of mean velocity; symbols as given in figure 4.21.
Figure 4.24: Profiles of mean velocity; symbols as given in figure 4.22
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Figure 4.25: Profiles of fluctuating quantities; symbols as given in figure 4.21.
Figure 4.26: Profiles of fluctuating quantities; symbols as given in figure 4.22
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Figure 4.27: Estimates of power spectral density; symbols as given in figure [211]
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(a) PSD for $Y$-velocity component at $P_{\text{JICF},1}$

(b) PSD for $Y$-velocity component at $P_{\text{JICF},2}$

(c) PSD for $X$-velocity component at $P_{\text{JICF},3}$

(d) PSD for $Y$-velocity component at $P_{\text{JICF},4}$

(e) PSD for $Y$-velocity component at $P_{\text{JICF},5}$

Figure 4.28: Estimates of power spectral density; symbols as given in figure 4.22
4.4.5 Sequential Approach

Attention is now turned towards the capability of the last methodology proposed. Starting point for the sequential approach is a steady state solution of the entire configuration. Even though three meshes are already available to compute an appropriate RANS solution, a further but coarser mesh is preferable for the following reason. In a standard process, one would also begin with a steady state computation on a coarse mesh before conducting a Scale-Resolving Simulation in a truncated but spatially refined subdomain. As interpolation is necessary for the extraction of RANS solution data, its quality will also depend on the spatial refinement of the global domain. It is therefore more practical to start from a poor quality interpolation as this could easily be encountered in the everyday process. The hexahedral mesh is thus locally coarsened but a boundary layer resolution of $y^+$ in the order of one is still maintained. As only half of the domain needs to be considered for the RANS computation, the total number of computational cells is reduced significantly, yielding now only $2.4 \cdot 10^6$.

The flow field is uniformly initialized and only 1000 steady state iterations are calculated using the SST turbulence model. Obviously, the obtained solution is not converged in the jet in cross flow interaction region as well as in the jet wake. Nonetheless, all inflow surfaces where solution data needs to be extracted lie in a sufficient distance to the orifice with only a small impact of the locally non-converged solution. Values for velocity components, pressure, temperature as well as turbulence kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate are then extracted on all exterior cell faces of the SRS domain with the help of a first order interpolation scheme. Once these values are specified as velocity inlet and pressure outlet boundary conditions for the small domain, another initialization has to be carried out in analogy to the other approaches. Uniform values are thus prescribed first and 150 steady state iterations are carried out using the SAS turbulence model. Finally, 1000 time steps are computed for transient flow initialization. From the experience obtained from the integrated approaches, a fixed number of 10 subiterations per time step are employed, which lead to a decrease of residuals of one to two orders of magnitude. Identically to the integrated approaches, a total number of 7000 time steps are calculated for outer convergence.

In order to show the local scale-resolvability of this approach, the $Q$-criterion is shown in figure 4.29(a) at the standard isovalue of $Q^* = 1.0$. The wing surface shown in blue highlights the small extents of the subdomain. As already seen from the other simulations employing the SAS model, resolution of turbulent fluctuations of different size and nature is achieved in the area of interest. As internal parts of the air system are identical to the integrated approaches, no difference is visible inside the plenum. Compared to the results obtained from the integrated SAS approach presented in figure 4.13(a) no major differences are discernible. Being of crucial interest, the thermal efficiency is plotted in the top part of figure 4.29(b) which also compares sufficiently well with the experimental data presented in the bottom part of this figure. Lateral
spreading in the near field is underestimated as seen for all other approaches but correctly predicted in the mid and far field. Only small differences compared to the results obtained from the integrated SAS approach in figure 4.13(b) are visible behind the ejector, where a slightly higher temperature distribution is observable leading to an elongated thermal trace. For the quantification of these differences, time-averaged thermal efficiency of both the integrated and the sequential approach are compared to experimental data in figure 4.30. Despite the minor discrepancy in the near field, the sequential approach yields results, which are very similar to the ones obtained from the integrated approach. Installation effects are thus taken into account and the surface temperature distribution can still be accurately predicted with a reduction of computational costs by roughly 50%.

**Figure 4.29:** Results obtained from the sequential approach using the SAS turbulence model and the baseline time step $\Delta t$
Figure 4.30: Profiles of time-averaged thermal efficiency comparing integrated and sequential SAS approach
4.5 Flow Analysis

After validation of the simulations, focus is now turned towards the physical analysis of the flow, which constitutes the second main objective of this work. It shall be highlighted at this point that reasonable conclusions can be drawn only from simulations with a sufficient depth of validation, which is the case here. Results obtained from the SAS calculation utilizing the baseline time step $\Delta t$ on the hexahedral mesh are presented, which are consistent with the results of the DDES and ELES approach except if otherwise stated. As the URANS approach did not yield satisfying results, it will not be included into the general discussion except for the final aspect concerning the wake meandering.

4.5.1 Stationary Flow Topology

Starting point are the time-averaged solutions, which allow an investigation of the stationary flow topology. Being the most dominant feature, the counter-rotating vortex pair is discussed first. As shown in figure 4.31(a) the vortex pair develops as the jet flow wraps around the lateral edges of the ejector. Recalling the controversial discussion about the origin of the counter-rotating vortex pair, one explanation is based on the vorticity of the jet’s boundary layer. However, the current case does not include any jet boundary layer and the origin is solely related to the sharp edges of the ejector leading to a flow separation as the jet is deflected by the cross flow. In addition to the vortex pair, an isosurface of the $Q$-criterion for the steady flow field is included in this visualization showing a single horseshoe vortex lying in front of the jet. The side arms are oriented at angle of about 30° relative to the cross flow and extend to the level of the downstream ejector edge.

The influence on thermal mixing of these two flow phenomena is quite distinctive. As the isosurface in figure 4.31(a) is also colored by time-averaged thermal efficiency $\tilde{\eta}$, showing a uniform value close to zero, the horseshoe vortex contains only cross flow fluid and has thus no direct influence on thermal mixing. In contrast to this, the counter-rotating vortex pair has a strong impact on thermal mixing. The contours of thermal efficiency in figure 4.31(a) display the characteristic kidney shape of the jet cross section. The tangentially projected velocity vectors show that hot jet fluid is transported away from the core on the upper side whereas cold cross flow fluid is entrained towards the jet’s center on the lower side. Additional contours of thermal efficiency are plotted in figure 4.31(b) to illustrate the thermal distribution inside the wake with a maximal thermal penetration of $5/3D$ at $X/D = 5$. While the influence of the counter-rotating vortex pair is clearly discernible on the second and third cut, its impact vanishes for locations further downstream. It finally remains worth mentioning that in the near and mid field of the jet the maximal temperature is obtained in the upper part of the jet while in the far field the hot core approaches the wall.
Pseudo streamlines of the stationary flow are illustrated in a top view on the left-hand side of figure 4.32. Due to the low momentum ratio, the jet constitutes only a small obstacle to the main flow, which leads to a strong recirculation area behind the orifice. This zone consists of two symmetric vortices with a maximal velocity up to $-1/2U_\infty$. On the right-hand side of this figure, velocity vectors are plotted on the symmetry plane and a contour of the recirculation area (grey) is included. In order to quantify this zone, a characteristic height $H/D = 0.63$, length $L/D = 1.26$ and width $W/D = 1.60$ are defined. As hot air accumulates in this zone, the thermal impact on the wall is rather strong. Depending on the simulation approach, the recirculation domain differs in strength and size and with this the thermal wall efficiency.

(a) Counter-rotating vortex pair originating at lateral ejector edges and horseshoe vortex forming in front of orifice

(b) Thermal wake showing mixing induced by counter-rotating vortex pair

**Figure 4.31:** Stationary flow topology and influence on thermal mixing
Finally, the lateral thermal distribution is regarded. Recalling the surface temperature plots of $\bar{\eta}$, the observation of a spreading rate suggests a possible self similarity of the lateral temperature profiles. Indeed, if thermal efficiency $\bar{\eta}$ and $Y$-coordinate are scaled with the square root of the dimensionless distance to the ejector $X/D$ such as

$$\hat{\eta} = \bar{\eta} \left( \frac{X}{D} \right)^{-1/2} \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{y} = \frac{Y}{D} \left( \frac{X}{D} \right)^{1/2},$$

all profiles between $X/D = 4$ and 12 collapse reasonably to a single curve, which is shown in figure 4.33.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{self_similarity_lateral_temperature.png}
\caption{Self similarity of lateral temperature distributions when scaled with $\sqrt{X/D}$}
\end{figure}

### 4.5.2 Wake Vortices

After investigation of steady flow features, attention is now turned towards unsteady phenomena. A closer inspection of the instantaneous isosurface of the $Q$-criterion re-
veals periodic coherent structures in the jet wake, which are also referred to as hairpin vortices and are shown in figure 4.34. Their existence is thus in agreement with results from literature as already presented in section 2.2.4 for low effective velocity ratios. Andreopoulos’s hypothesis for their origin is however arguable as it relies on vortex rings emanating from the supporting pipe of jet fluid. Since neither vortex rings nor a supporting pipe exists for this configuration, another hypothesis is presented, which explains the development of archlike structures as a result of the recirculation zone establishing behind the orifice. As jet and main stream fluid pass around this obstacle, archlike vortices form, which are advected downstream but experience quick deformation due to strong dynamics inside the wake. In the present simulations these structures decay after a distance equal to $5-6D$ downstream of the ejector. Even if the increasingly coarsening numerical mesh dissipates these structures, a similar distance was recorded by Andreopoulos.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{figure4.34.png}
\caption{Instantaneous isosurface of $Q$-criterion show hairpin vortices in jet wake}
\end{figure}

In order to analyze temporal behavior, a spectral analysis is carried out for the points $P_{\text{JCF},6}$ and $P_{\text{JCF},7}$ indicated in figure 4.35 (cf. table B.1 in appendix B) and corresponding dominant Strouhal numbers are given in table 4.4 for different approaches. While SAS and DDES clearly show a spectral peak for $St_D$ between 0.37 and 0.4, the results obtained from ELES show a stronger variation. Even if no experimental data for this configuration is available, a Strouhal number $St_D = 0.41$ has been reported by Andreopoulos [7]. Finally, the influence on thermal mixing is important as well. As visible in the instantaneous thermal efficiency plot in figure 4.35 the vortex core contains high temperature fluid which is advected with the cross flow. These structures entrain cold cross flow fluid deeply into the wake leading to a strong impact on thermal mixing.
4.5 Flow Analysis

Figure 4.35: Instantaneous temperature distribution on symmetry plane with location of monitor points \( P_{\text{JICF,6}} \) and \( P_{\text{JICF,7}} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>SAS</th>
<th>DDES</th>
<th>ELES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{JICF,6}} )</td>
<td>X-velocity</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.28, 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{JICF,6}} )</td>
<td>Z-velocity</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{JICF,7}} )</td>
<td>X-velocity</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{JICF,7}} )</td>
<td>Z-velocity</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.3 Shear Layer Vortices

Due to the ejector shape and the small momentum ratio, the two lateral shear layers do not develop freely since they are incorporated immediately by the counter-rotating vortex pair. Only the upstream shear layer is regarded in this section because the downstream shear layer between jet and recirculation zone is related to the dynamics of the wake vortices described in the previous section. This already points out that no evidence for closed vortex rings exists, which highlights the difference to a free jet.

The dynamics of the upstream shear layer are intrinsically connected to the turbulence modeling approach. The oncoming cross flow boundary is either treated entirely by a RANS approach, as in the case for SAS and DDES, or by the wall modeled LES approach for the ELES. In any case, parts of the turbulent boundary layer are modeled leading to an increased value of eddy viscosity. As this has a damping effect on the transition from modeled to resolved turbulent fluctuations, the dynamics of the upstream shear layer are susceptible to this.
Indeed, the contour plots of the instantaneous thermal efficiency on the symmetry plane at the upstream ejector, illustrated on the left hand side of figure 4.36 show a different behavior for every turbulence modeling strategy. The plot obtained from SAS results show a strong instability of the shear layer, leading to an oscillation that is similar to the von Kármán vortex street. The characteristic frequency obtained from the temperature history of a monitor point $P_{JICF,8}$ (cf. figure 4.36(a) and table B.1 in appendix B) inside this area yields a large Strouhal number of $St_D = 1.30$. As the characteristic length is rather the thickness of the ejector plate $d$, the corresponding Strouhal number now yields $St_d = 0.09$. Contrary to this, the plot for the DDES simulation shows a much lesser pronounced vortex street with a characteristic Strouhal number of $St_D = 0.57$ or $St_d = 0.04$ respectively. Even though instability is visible directly behind the ejector edge, its amplitude is however damped. Finally, the plot obtained from ELES result shows almost no oscillations at all. Again, the instability is visible directly in the vicinity of the upstream ejector edge but this time it is damped entirely and no characteristic Strouhal number can be obtained from spectral analysis.

No experimental data is available to confirm any of these behaviors and the Strouhal numbers found in literature [61], ranging between 0.6 and 1.0, are obtained for cross flow Reynolds numbers only in the order of 2000. To explore its origin, the eddy viscosity ratio $\mu_t/\mu$ is plotted at the same location on the right hand side of figure 4.36. Starting with the SAS calculation, very low levels of eddy viscosity are discernible in the upstream shear layer explaining the rapid growth of oscillations. Additionally, almost no eddy viscosity is transported across the ejector even though spots of high values exist inside the scoop, which could damp the instability. The presumable discontinuity is in fact a rather strong gradient caused by the activation of the SAS source term $Q_{SAS}$ in this area: The necessity to resolve the wing’s boundary layer leads to extremely fine cells crossing the ejector due to the underlying topology of the hexahedral mesh. The turbulence model of the DDES approach shows another behavior. Spots of high eddy viscosity levels are visible inside the scoop, which traverse the ejector and consequently lead to higher levels inside the jet. In combination with the oncoming boundary layer, which also transports eddy viscosity into the jet, the instability of the upstream shear layer is damped. Again, an alleged discontinuity can be observed in the same mesh region. As the LES formulation is activated here, eddy viscosity is proportional to the cell size leading to a strong local reduction. Even if the instability is damped as well for the ELES approach, the reason is not the same. Stemming from the methodology, the high levels of eddy viscosity are reduced as the fluid enters the Embedded LES domain and turbulent fluctuations are resolved in return. Due to the high shear rate in the upstream shear layer, higher levels of eddy viscosity are predicted from the LES turbulence model. As this behavior is visible already from the lower corner of the upstream ejector edge, the instability is entirely damped.
Figure 4.36: Instantaneous eddy viscosity ratio $\mu_t/\mu$ (right) impacting dynamics of upstream shear layer indicated by thermal efficiency $\eta$ (left)
4.5.4 Wake Meandering

When comparing results obtained from the URANS simulation to the three remaining SRS approaches and to experimental data, the heavily underestimated thermal spreading in lateral direction is striking. A strong dynamic has thus to be connected to this phenomenon, which is correctly resolved by SAS, DDES and ELES. Recalling the spectral peaks observed for $St_D = 0.14$ throughout the jet wake, a first evidence of this dynamical behavior arises. However, the character of this flow phenomenon is not yet clear and needs to be investigated. Even if the analysis of time statistics and the visualization of coherent structures give a deeper understanding of the underlying flow dynamics, the amount of data to be analyzed can become very large and unclear for turbulent flows at high Reynolds numbers. For this reason, further statistical treatment of the transient solution data can help in extracting coherent structures and flow dynamics. A common technique is the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) as described by Berkooz, Holmes & Lumley [12].

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

Starting point is the solution matrix $A$ ($N \times m$), containing $N$ transient realizations of the velocity field on $m$ sampling points, i.e. computational cells. As thermal mixing is of interest in this case, a solution matrix containing the temperature field is regarded as well. Considering the discrete character of numerical data, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [37] of the solution matrix is employed for POD analysis. The solution matrix $A$ can then be decomposed into

$$A = U \Sigma V^T,$$

(4.4)

with the two unitary matrices $U$ ($N \times N$) and $V$ ($m \times m$). The particularity of this decomposition consists in matrix $\Sigma$ ($N \times m$), which is a diagonal matrix of the form

$$\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_1 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & \cdots & \sigma_r \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & \cdots & 0
\end{pmatrix}.$$

(4.5)

Its entries $\sigma_i$ are referred to as singular values of $A$, which are all real valued and usually arranged such that

$$\sigma_1 \geq \cdots \geq \sigma_i \geq \cdots \geq \sigma_r > 0.$$  

(4.6)

The index $r$ is equal to the rank of $A$ and can be assumed to have the same value as the smaller dimension of $A$, which in the case discussed here is the number of transient flow
realizations \(N\). The singular values and with this the matrices \(U\) and \(V\) are uniquely determinable for every matrix \(A\).

As a consequence of this decomposition, the following relation holds:

\[
\sqrt{\sum_{i}^{N} \sum_{j}^{m} a_{ij}^2} = \sqrt{\sum_{i}^{N} \sigma_i^2},
\]

which states that the energy content of matrix \(A\) with its entries \(a_{ij}\) is uniquely describable by matrix \(\Sigma\) and its singular values. Due to the diagonal form of \(\Sigma\), equation (4.4) can be rewritten as an outer product

\[
A = \sum_{i}^{N} \sigma_i \tilde{U}_i \otimes \tilde{V}_i^T,
\]

with \(\tilde{U}_i\) and \(\tilde{V}_i\) being the \(i^{th}\) column vectors of the corresponding matrices. As this leads to the separation of coordinates, i.e. \(A(i, j) = U(i)V(j)\), the column vector \(\tilde{U}_i\) contains the temporal evolution of the flow field, whereas the column vector \(\tilde{V}_i\) contains the spatial representation corresponding to the singular value \(\sigma_i\). Since the values of \(\sigma_i\) decrease rapidly and due to relation (4.7), the spatial representation with its temporal evolution corresponding to large values of \(\sigma_i\) are considered to be high energy modes of the flow.

Before applying this procedure to the test case, computational requirements need to be considered. Starting from the SAS calculation on the hexahedral mesh with the baseline time step \(\Delta t\), the entire solution matrix is dense and has a size of \(7000 \times 12,9 \cdot 10^6\) entries, which indeed leads to an unfeasible decomposition, thus necessitating spatial and temporal truncation. As known from prior spectral analysis, the lowest frequency component appearing in this study yields a Strouhal number of around \(St_D = 0.14\). Reducing the number of flow realizations to \(N = 300\) for the baseline time step \(\Delta t\), the period of the corresponding flow phenomenon is still covered 3.5 times. Subsequently, the SVD does not need to be carried out in the entire flow domain but only in the region of interest, which is illustrated in figure [4.37]. As discernible from its discretization, this domain does not need clustering in wall-normal direction as dynamics inside the boundary layer are of minor importance here. This finally allows the reduction to \(m = 440\,000\) sampling points, which in combination with the likewise reduced number of flow realization yields a manageable problem size.
The numerical solutions of 300 time steps are thus interpolated in order to reconstruct the values in this domain and the SVD is carried out for all three velocity components as well as for temperature. The corresponding normalized singular values $\sigma_i^* = \sigma_i / \sum \sigma_i$ are presented in figure 4.38 which show a first, very large singular value followed by an almost constant exponential decay of the values for $i > 1$. As the instantaneous and not the fluctuating quantities are considered, the first mode contains the temporal average of $N$ flow realizations. This is shown in figure 4.39 for velocity vectors in a plane above the wing surface. The recirculation zone behind the ejector is visible and the deviation of the cross flow around the jet. Even if the number of flow realizations is rather small for a converged temporal average, the temporal evolution of the first mode is almost constant with a maximal deviation from the mean of 0.1%.

**Figure 4.37:** Reduced domain for POD analysis

**Figure 4.38:** Singular values $\sigma_i^*$ for the three velocity components and temperature
4.5 Flow Analysis

Figure 4.39: First mode of velocity components illustrated as vectors on a plane at $Z/D = 0.17$ above the wing surface

More interestingly is the discussion of higher order modes, as they can contain the representation of flow dynamics. For this reason, the temporal evolution of the second mode is shown in figure 4.40(a) and a clearly periodical behavior becomes obvious. If instead of the number of flow realizations $N$, the flow time $N \Delta t$ is regarded, a frequency can be attributed to this sinusoidal oscillation. The corresponding Strouhal number yields $St_D = 0.14$, which is exactly the same as the one obtained from spectral analysis of numerical results in section 4.4 and of experimental data.

In order to give a spatial description of this phenomenon, the second mode for the $Y$-velocity component is plotted on a plane above the wing surface in the bottom part of figure 4.40(b). Directly behind the jet local minima and maxima appear in a regular manner separated by a distance of about $2D$. In combination with the temporal coefficient this flow field representation changes periodically its algebraic sign at a frequency corresponding to the double of the characteristic Strouhal number. As indicated by the contour plot on the symmetry, which are shown in the top part of the figure, these oscillations are not oriented in wall-normal direction but are rather tilted by an angle of $45^\circ$. Transferring these results from the SVD mode to the physical flow leads to the conclusion of a meandering of the jet wake with a frequency of $St_D = 0.14$ and spatial period of $2D$. 
A low rank approximation is carried out to support these findings. Recalling equation (4.8), solution matrix $A$ can be rewritten as a weighted sum of submatrices $\tilde{A}_i$ with the weighting factors $\sigma_i$:

$$ A = \sum_{i}^{N} \tilde{A}_i = \sum_{i}^{N} \sigma_i \tilde{U}_i \otimes \tilde{V}_i^T. $$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

Matrix $A$ can thus be approximated by its submatrices $\tilde{A}_i$ to any given degree of approximation.
completeness. If only the $s$ first singular values are used, i.e. $\sigma_i = 0$ for all $i > s$, an approximation of rank $s$ is obtained.

For the case considered here, matrix $A$ of temperature shall be approximated only by the first two modes in order to illustrative the wake meandering. Figure 4.41 presents the instantaneous temperature distribution in the jet wake on a plane above the wing surface, which is clearly highly turbulent and hard to interpret in terms of large-scale dynamics of the jet. The low rank approximation of this field gives a clear view of the dynamics of the jet and show the wake meandering identified above. The importance for thermal mixing is not only qualitatively visible from the contour plot but is also revealed by the fact that a POD maximizes energy in its modes in descending order and that this dynamic is represented by the second mode, with the higher energy mode only being the mean flow.

The formation of the wake meandering can be explained recalling the stationary flow topology as depicted in figure 4.32. A top view of the ejector with jet and cross flow streamlines shows the existence of a recirculation zone behind the orifice as also pointed out by the velocity profiles in figure 4.23(a). In contrast to a rigid body in cross flow, where a well fixed boundary between obstacle and cross flow exists, the jet is an obstacle with a variable boundary with respect to the cross flow. In a transient flow, this leads to a recirculation zone with strong dynamics inducing the wake meandering as cross flow fluid is entrained alternately from the left and from the right after the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure441.png}
\caption{Low rank approximation of instantaneous temperature field showing wake meandering on a plane at $Z/D = 0.17$}
\end{figure}
nodal point. This mechanism resembles indeed the development of the von Kármán Vortex Street but generally a Strouhal number of $St = 0.21$ is reported in literature for a (square) cylinder in cross flow. The question arises, if the ejector edge length $D$ is the appropriate characteristic length scale for constructing the Strouhal number for a JICF. A physically more meaningful length scale would be the width $W$ of the stationary recirculation zone, leading to a shift of the power spectra towards higher Strouhal numbers. The spectral peak now occurs at $St_W = 0.22$, which is remarkably close to the classical Strouhal number of the von Kármán vortex shedding.

Finally, the origin of the underestimation of lateral thermal spreading of the URANS calculation shall be discussed. The first reason is the appearance of only large-scale structures, which appear in the jet wake and are shown in figure 4.16(a). The more important aspect however is a damping of the wake meandering. Indeed, spectral analysis for the URANS approach yields also a dominant frequency, which is different though to the ones obtained from other turbulence modeling strategies and experimental data. This can be explained by a strong overestimation of turbulent viscosity, which hinders the lateral movement of the jet wake as the standard statistical turbulence model does not account for turbulent fluctuations already resolved. In a study by Wienken, Stiller & Keller [103] a similar behavior was observed. The authors investigated a flow around a square cylinder with a URANS and an LES approach, whereas the prior one did not yield the correct Strouhal number. Only large, two-dimensional turbulent structures appeared, which confirms the conclusions drawn here.

## 4.6 Extended Investigations

Following validation and analysis of flow dynamics, additional aspects are regarded in this part of the chapter. Firstly, the assumption of an adiabatic wall treatment is revisited and simulations with more appropriate thermal boundary conditions are conducted. Secondly, the multiple ejector grid is considered. Even if only limited data is available for validation, this successive procedure is necessary in order to proceed to real aircraft applications in chapter 5.

### 4.6.1 Improved Thermal Boundary Conditions

As already mentioned in the previous section, internal heat conduction plays an important role for this configuration. Especially the ejector grid, which has a thickness of only 2mm, is exposed to hot fluid on the internal side and to cold fluid on the external side. The plate is thus heated, which subsequently leads to the development of a thermal boundary layer of the oncoming cross flow with impact on thermal mixing and on downstream surface temperature distribution. This is confirmed by experimental data (cf. for instance figure 4.13(b)), where the isoline for $\tilde{\eta} = 0.05$ forms two lateral pockets close to the ejector grid. In order to take heat conduction into account, a first and
rather pragmatic approach as well as a second and more elaborate one are presented in the following. Nonetheless, it is important to notice that only the negligence of internal heat conduction allowed the proper identification of thermal mixing phenomena solely associated to a jet in cross flow in the previous sections.

The most straightforward approach consists in specifying a constant temperature $T_1$ on those surfaces of the ejector grid, which are in contact with fluid. These are the internal and external surfaces of the plate as well as the edges of the ejector. The value of $T_1$ is simply estimated to be the average of jet and cross flow temperature, i.e. $T_1 = \frac{1}{2}(T_\infty + T_j) = 322$K. The more advanced approach is also based on an isothermal boundary condition for those surfaces in contact with fluid but rather a temperature distribution $T_2 = f(x, y, z)$ is prescribed than a single constant value. In order to take into account local flow characteristics, especially inside the plenum, and their impact on temperature distribution, a steady state CFD calculation is carried out, which contains a solid model of the ejector plate and allows thus the simulation of heat conduction. The set-up is illustrated in figure 4.42 showing the coarse and equidistant solid mesh, which is non-conformal with the fluid mesh. The plate consists of stainless steel and a thermal conductivity $\lambda$ of 20W/(mK) has been assumed. As a steady RANS simulation is calculated, only the symmetrical part of the fluid domain needs to be considered, which facilitates convergence. The obtained temperature field is then symmetrized and used as a boundary condition for a transient calculation.

The convergence behavior is very similar to the adiabatic case and plots for inner and outer convergence are not shown repeatedly. Additionally, as the impact of the modification of thermal boundary conditions on the flow field is small, its presentation is redundant and only the time-averaged temperature distribution on the wing surface is of interest here. The results of the two approaches are shown in figure 4.43 together with experimental data. Both approaches clearly ameliorate the lateral thermal spreading
in the near field of the jet, pointing out the importance of heat conduction in the solid and thus the aspect of multiphysics. Differences further away from the symmetry line still persist due to the complex thermal behavior of the mock-up. Even though the second approach predicts a strongly varying temperature field for the ejector plate, the global effect on the surface temperature distribution compared to the first, more pragmatic approach is rather small.

4.6.2 Multiple Ejectors

Despite the fact that many applications consist of multiple jets in cross flow, their simultaneous numerical simulation received up to now little attention due to the complexity of the flow and the associated computational costs. One can argue that for large numbers of aligned jets a single jet with periodic lateral boundary conditions presents a justified simplification. However, for the small number of jets considered here and in order to correctly account for the interaction between neighboring jets in the mid and
Table 4.5: Similarity parameters for the multiple jets in cross flow configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3.69 - 5.77 · 10^4</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

far field the entire flow problem has to be considered.

As satisfying results are obtained for the SAS turbulence model on the single ejector configuration, this approach will be pursued further for the generic configuration equipped with the grid containing multiple ejectors, cf. right hand side of figure 4.2, which is similar to the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system. The definition of similarity parameters however is complicated by the fact that the jets have a common plenum and information about the mass flow through the individual orifice is not available. Therefore, the momentum ratio is rather calculated by the known total mass flow. Additionally, due to the different shape the characteristic length has to be estimated for the calculation of the cross flow Reynolds number. Following the square shaped ejector, the length is simply calculated as the square root of the corresponding ejector surface. A set-up is chosen, which resembles the single ejector case in terms of momentum ratio and the corresponding similarity parameters are given in table 4.5. The range of the cross flow Reynolds number corresponds to the values for the smallest and largest ejector. Finally, cross flow Mach number and temperature difference are comparable to the prior configuration, i.e. $Ma_\infty = 0.137$ and $\Delta T = 57K$.

The numerical set-up remains unchanged and the boundary conditions have been adjusted accordingly. The hexahedral mesh already presented in section 4.2 is employed and the baseline numerical time step size $\Delta t = 5 · 10^{-5}s$ as well as $\Delta t/2$ are chosen for time advancement. Transient and unsteady flow initialization have been carried out the way described above and inner as well as outer convergence behavior is similar to the ones presented in figures 4.11 and 4.12. A sufficient inner convergence is achieved after 10, respectively 5 iterations and a total number of 7 000 time steps are needed to obtain converged statistical data. In a first step the stationary flow topology is investigated. Streamlines of time-averaged velocity, which are colored by thermal efficiency, are released from the pipe inlets on each side and are presented in figure 4.44. Identically to the single ejector case, the pipe flows impinge on each other and form a recirculation zone inside the plenum. As the jet fluid leaves the plenum, the cross flow momentum forces the jets to bend quickly and to attach to the wall resulting in a strong thermal impact. In contrast to the single ejector case, no recirculation zones behind the orifices are visible. The time-averaged flow field now allows the identification of the individual momentum ratios. The mass flow for every jet as well as its share on the total ejector surface are given in table 4.6. The jets have been numbered from left to right looking in positive $X$-direction, with ejector number 3 being thus the center jet. It can be seen that the mass flow through the center orifice is larger than
its surface quotient, whereas the opposite holds for the exterior ejectors. In contrast to the prior configuration, the recirculation zone inside the plenum has thus an influence on the mass flow distribution. Both calculations show this tendency but a more symmetrical solution is obtained from the simulation with the smaller numerical time step. As mass flow and velocity ratio are proportional, the ratios for the exterior jets are approximately $C_R = 0.08$ and $C_R = 0.16$ respectively; whereas the ratio for the center jet yields $C_R = 0.22$. These values are thus significantly smaller, highlighting an even stronger thermal impact on the wall.

As the distribution of thermal efficiency is of prime interest, numerical data from both simulations are presented and compared to experimental data in figure 4.45. Interestingly, apart from the main lobe in the center, only two side lobes appear in the mid and far field since the two outer jets merge quickly. In the near field, the thermal trace of every ejector is visible with the strongest impact for the outer ejectors, which is in agreement with their very small velocity ratios. Furthermore, the presence of the center jet forces the exterior jets outwards. This effect is also increased by the flow inside the plenum, which has a strong outward lateral component due to its circulation. In general, a satisfying agreement between numerical and experimental data is visible.

Table 4.6: Mass flow and area distribution for the multiple jets in cross flow configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ejector 1</th>
<th>Ejector 2</th>
<th>Ejector 3</th>
<th>Ejector 4</th>
<th>Ejector 5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow, $\Delta t$</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow, $\Delta t/2$</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.44:** Streamlines of time-averaged velocity for multiple ejector configuration
The merging of the outer jets and the prediction of only three lobes is confirmed as well as the overall lateral spreading. The simulation with the smaller time step is closer to experimental data, which is especially observable at the main lobe and its downstream extents. This is due to the fact that the smaller time step allows a better temporal resolution and thus a more accurate mixing prediction as discussed in section 4.4.3. Only the side lobes are slightly overestimated. Modifying the thermal boundary condition as proposed in the previous section would very likely enhance the overall solution. In order to facilitate analysis of thermal mixing phenomena, this was however left undone. Even if only the surface temperature distribution is available for comparison, a sufficient validation level is achieved nonetheless: Firstly, this configuration is based on the single ejector test case. Secondly, temperature is a simple passive scalar, which is transported by the flow field. If thermal efficiency therefore agrees sufficiently, enough confidence is provided that the flow field has been simulated properly as well.
In a second step, the unsteady flow field is regarded in order to investigate the three flow dynamics found to be important for the single ejector configuration, i.e. hairpin vortices, wake meandering and shear layer vortices. As superior results were obtained for the smaller time step, only this case will be considered for the following discussion. The instantaneous isosurfaces of the $Q$-criterion are plotted in figure 4.46(a). In order to determine the influence of the resolved structures on mixing they are colored by thermal efficiency. The resolution of turbulent fluctuations is clearly visible and each jet develops independently in the very near field. Caused by the low momentum ratio and the ejector shape, archlike vortices develop already at $2/3$ of the ejector length in a very frequent manner. Similarly to the single ejector configuration these structure entrain cold cross flow fluid into the jet core and are thus of importance for thermal mixing as shown in section 4.5.2. In the mid and far field a merging of the jet wakes occurs, which leads to a broad field of coherent structures with strong mixing. Additionally, the counter-rotating vortex pair forms at the lateral ejector edges and the horseshoe vortex is visible in front of each orifice. The horseshoe vortices are once again only composed of cold cross flow. An instantaneous temperature distribution is presented in figure 4.46(b). Thermal wakes are visible for all jets and caused by the small velocity ratio, hot jet air impacts the wall in the vicinity of the orifice. Interestingly, these areas are also found on the side or even in front of the ejectors, indicating the strong forces of the cross flow on the exterior jets. The individual thermal traces merge and after $3-4D$ a “random” temperature field establishes, which is advected downstream.

In order to quantify the dynamical behavior, a closer look is taken at two monitor points located on the local symmetry plane of each ejector. As the symmetrically opposed jets are supposed to exhibit similar characteristics, a total number of only six points needs to be considered here (cf. table B.1). The locations of the first three points $P_{MJICF,1}$, $P_{MJICF,2}$ and $P_{MJICF,3}$ are chosen to be in the upstream shear layer close to the respective ejector edge, which corresponds to $P_{JICF,8}$ of the single ejector in figure 4.36(a). The locations of the second three points $P_{MJICF,4}$, $P_{MJICF,5}$ and $P_{MJICF,6}$ lie in the jet wake at about $1D$ above the wall respectively, which corresponds to $P_{JICF,6}$ of the single ejector in figure 4.35. Estimations of the power spectral density of temperature and $X$-velocity component for the first three points are presented on the left hand side of figure 4.47. Clearly a high frequency component is dominant in all cases, ranging between $St_D = 0.47$ and $St_D = 0.90$. Even though the values are smaller than for the single ejector case, this behavior corresponds well to the von Kármán vortex street described in section 4.5.3. A correlation of $X$-velocity component and temperature is visible as well as a shift towards higher Strouhal frequencies as the ejector size increases. The Strouhal number being constructed with the characteristic length of the corresponding ejector, this tendency remains also discernible for the dimensional frequency. On the right hand side of figure 4.47 the estimations of power spectral density for temperature and $Z$-velocity component are given. A broader spectral peak is visible for all three ejectors with the most dominant frequency between $St_D = 0.4$
4.6 Extended Investigations

(a) $Q$-criterion showing coherent structures at $Q^* = 0.5$

(b) Instantaneous thermal efficiency $\eta$

**Figure 4.46:** SAS showing unsteady flow at exhaust of generic multiple jets in cross flow configuration

and $St_D = 0.6$. These broad peaks correspond to the observation made in figure 4.46(a) where archlike vortices appear but due to the strong dynamics not in a very periodic manner. Once again, velocity component and temperature correlate, showing the impact of hairpin vortices on thermal mixing.

Additionally, as indicated by the individual thermal traces in the near field, cf. figure 4.46(b) the wake meandering shall also be investigated with the help of a spectral analysis of the lateral velocity component. Frequency peaks are indeed observable for monitor points $P_{MJICF7}$ - $P_{MJICF12}$ on the center line close to the surface behind each ejector. They are summarized in table 4.7 with the location of the monitor points given in table B.1. For each ejector, the corresponding pair of monitor points shows almost the same Strouhal number ranging from $St_D = 0.30 - 0.50$ based on the characteristic length of the respective jet. Similar to the single ejector case, these lateral velocity
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Figure 4.47: Power spectral densities for multiple jets in cross flow
Table 4.7: Spectral peaks for lateral velocity component in the jet wake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ejector</th>
<th>$P_{MJICF,7}$</th>
<th>$P_{MJICF,8}$</th>
<th>$P_{MJICF,9}$</th>
<th>$P_{MJICF,10}$</th>
<th>$P_{MJICF,11}$</th>
<th>$P_{MJICF,12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$St_D$</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fluctuations are a strong evidence of the wake meandering. However, no uniform frequency is present and this behavior is only visible in the near field, where the neighboring jet interaction is weak.

In summary, the multiple ejector configuration shows an individual development of each jet in the near field with similar characteristics as the single jet: A horseshoe vortex as well as a counter-rotating vortex pair form and archlike vortices develop in the wake. Evidence for wake meandering is found and an oscillation in the upstream shear layer show the development of the von Kármán vortex street as well. The characteristic frequencies, either scaled or unscaled, are however significantly different from the single ejector case, which can be explained by the different ejector shape as well as the lateral confinement of the interior jets and the mutual impact on each other. As the wakes grow, the turbulent structures of the five jets start to interact with each other and no coherent large-scale motion is detectable. Instead, a large region of non-coherent vortices of different size and nature appears, which are advected downstream.

Recapitulating this chapter, calculations have been carried out on a generic jet in cross flow configuration in order to validate the different simulation approaches proposed previously. In contrast to the URANS simulation, sufficient resolution of turbulent scales was achieved with the integrated approaches based on SAS, DDES and ELES. As this directly impacts mixing prediction, a good agreement with experimental data became apparent for the latter three strategies. Additional validation of the SAS turbulence model was achieved by investigating hybrid meshing strategies as well as the influence of the numerical time step size and satisfying results in terms of scale-resolution and aerothermal prediction were obtained. Concluding the validation part, the sequential approach based on the SAS turbulence also predicted accurately the surface temperature distribution. Due to a reduction of computational costs by about 50% compared to the integrated SAS approach, the simulation of jet in cross flow applications installed on aircraft now becomes feasible.

The flow analysis revealed important thermal mixing phenomena such as archlike vortices, which develop around the recirculation zone behind the orifice and entrain cold cross flow fluid into the hot core. The counter-rotating vortex pair develops at the lateral ejector edges leading to a pronounced mixing of jet and cross flow fluid. The
well-known horseshoe vortex in front of the jet was identified, which has however no influence on thermal mixing. In order to gain a deeper insight into the dynamics, a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition was carried out, which revealed the wake meandering as an important flow dynamics with great impact on thermal mixing. Assumptions for thermal boundary conditions have been revisited and it was found that heat transfer within the mock-up plays an important role, highlighting the need to account for multiphysics. Finally, the integrated SAS approach was applied to a generic configuration containing multiple jets in cross flow. Scale-resolution was achieved and a satisfying agreement with experimental data was obtained. In the near field, each jet develops individually before a merging of wake structures takes place in the mid and far field.
Chapter 5

Application to Complex Configurations

The promising results obtained on the generic test case encourage the application of Scale-Resolving Simulations to more complex configurations. In this chapter, exhausts of real aircraft air systems are considered, which comprise multiple hot jets in cross flow at small velocity ratios with strong thermal impact on the surface downstream of the ejector grid. The current aerothermal design process relies on wind tunnel testing of simple configurations and empirical models. As standard RANS simulations are known to underestimate the thermal impact of this kind of flow, conclusions drawn from them have to be rather conservative. Recalling the need for a thermal shield as presented in figure 1.1, its dimensions are usually overestimated leading to additional structural weight. More accurate aerothermal predictions would provide access to essential information which is up to now unavailable and which would enable an enhanced design of such exhausts. In order to make Scale-Resolving Simulations accessible to the design process, an adapted sequential approach is presented and subsequently applied to two exhaust types, which constitutes the third main objective of this work. These exhausts stem from the nacelle anti-icing system and the pre-cooling system of the environmental control system. Due to the deeper level of validation for the generic configuration, i.e. influence of time step size and meshing strategy, the SAS turbulence model will be employed. Results for realistic flight conditions are presented and compared to available flight test data for the first application.

5.1 Adapted Sequential Approach

For the reasons already discussed in section 3.4, only the sequential approach is considered here. Additional constraints have to be respected in order to apply the established process to aircraft applications at realistic flight conditions. The original sequential approach would start from a RANS calculation of the entire aircraft including the air
system exhaust and thus the jet in cross flow itself. In an industrial context however, the current process does not offer CFD calculations of the full configuration due to substantial meshing efforts and computational costs. On the other side, numerical grids and RANS simulations of the clean configuration, i.e. the aircraft without exhaust geometry, exist or are readily obtainable.

The modified sequential approach is illustrated in figure 5.1. In a first step, a conventional RANS approach is employed on a numerical grid containing the clean geometry, as framed by red lines in the top figure 5.1(a). A global estimation of the flow field can thus be established even if the solution does not take into account the jet in cross flow. The second step remains unchanged and consists in defining the extents of a spatially fixed fluid zone, where a simulation with scale-solving capabilities shall be applied. The RANS solution is then extracted on the boarders of this region, which are illustrated as dashed black lines in the middle figure 5.1(b). Thirdly, a new computational mesh is generated with the extents of the area of interest but respecting the real exhaust geometry, which is shown as red lines in the bottom figure 5.1(c). Temporally fixed boundary conditions are then provided by the RANS solution for a Scale-Resolving Simulation in the domain of interest. This allows a significant reduction of computational effort while still taking into account local flow topology and installation effects in the vicinity of the exhaust. Basically any of the integrated approaches are applicable in this domain but only the SAS model will be considered due to the increased level of validation.

This methodology leads indeed to an additional error. However, the geometrical difference between the two configurations is locally confined to a small region and, if the inlet boundaries of the SRS domain are located sufficiently far away, the influence of the jet in cross flow on the flow topology vanishes and the uncertainty decreases. Contrary to inlets, the outlet boundary condition does not have a strong influence on the solution if the jet is not taken into account.

5.2 Exhaust of Nacelle Anti-Icing System

The adapted sequential approach will now be applied to simulate the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system (NAIS) of a civil aircraft. The actual system is very similar to the one shown in figure 5.1. Bleed air from the engine is used in order to form a recirculating flow inside the air intake with a mass flow \( \dot{m}_{rc} \). This hot fluid heats the leading edge of the nacelle and prevents thus the formation of ice during flight. A part of the recirculating mass flow is collected in a plenum and ejected through five droplet shaped ejectors into the main flow, which is shown in figure 5.2.
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(a) RANS simulation of clean configuration

(b) Definition of external part of subdomain and extraction of solution on its boundaries

(c) Scale-Resolving Simulation only in subdomain including exhaust geometry

**Figure 5.1:** The adapted sequential approach for complex configurations, cf. figure 3.5 for original sequential approach
Table 5.1: Similarity parameters for the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T / T_{ref,2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3.11 - 3.62 $\cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2: Multiple jets in cross flow appear at exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system

From available flight test data a stabilized flight phase is chosen that features a small momentum ratio in order to assess thermal impact on nacelle structure. This flight phase corresponds to a holding at $Ma_\infty = 0.5$, an altitude of $H = 10000\text{ft}$ and an aircraft’s angle of attack of $\alpha / \alpha_{ref} = 1.0$. The establishing JICF is characterized by the parameters presented in table 5.1. Total momentum ratio and cross flow Reynolds number range are estimated identically as for the generic configuration comprising multiple jets in cross flow. However, both the Reynolds number and the temperature difference are significantly higher. In addition to this, compressibility effects will arise due to the increased free stream Mach number. The momentum ratio is calculated with the classical values for free stream momentum and is thus rather small. However, taking into account installation effects and local flow conditions, the effective momentum ratio is actually increased.

5.2.1 Simulation and Meshing Strategy

Starting point for the simulation is a steady state RANS calculation of the aircraft. As only the clean configuration is required for this computation, neither the interior nor the exhaust grid of the nacelle anti-icing system is included. In order to account for installation effects, the configuration consists of fuselage, wing, pylons as well as
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Figure 5.3: Pressure distribution resulting from steady state RANS solution of symmetrized clean aircraft configuration

engines and only half of the geometry needs to be taken into account due to symmetry. Numerical boundary conditions are set accordingly to the flight phase given above via a far field approach. Additional conditions have to be applied at the engines according to the power setting, which include inlet conditions for the fan as well as outlet conditions for the core jet, the bypass flow and the ventilation. Using the industrial process, a RANS solution is obtained with the help of the CFD solver elsA \cite{71} on an existing hexahedral mesh. As the SAS turbulence model will be used for Scale-Resolving Simulation, the SST turbulence model is employed for the steady state calculation in order to obtain turbulence boundary conditions in terms of turbulence kinetic energy $k$ and specific dissipation rate $\omega$. The configuration and the resulting pressure distribution are plotted in figure 5.3.

After modifying the clean geometry by including the exhaust grid as well as the interior part of the anti-icing system, the next step consists in defining the domain for scale-resolution. The external part consists of a diverging box with its boundaries having sufficient distance to the exhaust grid. As the flow inside the plenum has a strong effect on the establishing jets in cross flow, a part of the interior of the anti-icing system has to be included as well. The SRS box is constructed only on the interior nacelle of the right wing according to the flight test and figure 5.4(a) illustrates its position and extents. Here it becomes obvious that character of the local flow and installation effects have to be accounted for if representative results are required. The entire domain, including the interior part of the system, is shown in figure 5.4(b). The transparent blue surface represents the skin of the nacelle, whereas the transparent red surfaces show the internal parts of the anti-icing system. The external part of the domain has thus four inflow and one outflow surface.
Figure 5.4: Computational domain for sequential approach of simulating the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system

The relatively simple geometry allows the generation of a hexahedral mesh based on the structured multi-block approach. Due to the large dimensions of nacelle and exhaust grid respectively, this domain was discretized with a total of $36.9 \cdot 10^6$ cells. The same requirements as for the generic configuration have been respected, i.e. sufficient grid refinement in jet and cross flow interaction region and a non-dimensional wall distance $y^+$ smaller than one. A view of the surface mesh close to the ejectors is presented in figure 5.3 which is very similar to the one utilized for the generic multiple jets in cross flow configuration. A slightly varying blocking topology had to be applied however in order to ensure the mapping of the semi-elliptical ejector plate for the application of appropriate thermal boundary conditions. In order to employ the steady state RANS simulation as fixed boundary conditions for the SRS domain, an interpolation of first order is carried for the external surfaces of the bounding box, where the values for velocity components, pressure, temperature as well as turbulence quantities $k$ and $\omega$ are retained. The latter two are of importance since they describe the characteristics of the oncoming boundary layer, which will interact with the jets.

Velocity inlet boundary conditions are then applied for the inflow surfaces of the external part of the domain, where RANS velocity components, temperature and pressure profiles are prescribed as well as the RANS distribution of turbulence kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate. A pressure outlet is employed at the outflow surface, where again the corresponding RANS pressure profile is specified. The definition of internal boundary conditions is not as straightforward. From flight test data, the mass flow of bleed air can be calculated and has thus to be equal to the total jet mass flow $\dot{m}_j$. However, the recirculating mass flow $\dot{m}_{rc}$ is only known approximately. In order
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Figure 5.5: Detail of surface mesh for the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system

to assess uncertainty, the mass flow ratio \( \eta_\text{in} = \dot{m}_{rc}/\dot{m}_j = 4.5 \) including an uncertainty of \( \Delta \eta_\text{in} \pm 1 \) is considered and the influence on thermal efficiency is investigated. Thus according to the ratios \( \eta_\text{in} = 3.5, 4.5 \) and 5.5, a mass flow of \( \dot{m}_{rc} \) is specified at the internal inflow surface. At the internal outflow surface, a constant pressure is applied, which leads to a time-averaged exiting mass flow of \( \dot{m}_j (\eta_\text{in} - 1) \). Also known from flight test data is the total temperature inside the scoop, which is for simplicity assumed to be constant for the internal fluid and equals thus the jet’s total temperature \( T_{t,j} \). All walls are treated adiabatically except for the ejector. Following the pragmatic approach presented in section 4.6.1 a constant wall temperature of \( T_{\text{isoth}} = 1/2 (T_{t,\infty} + T_{t,j}) \) is prescribed in order to account for heat conduction.

The numerical set-up is basically the same as for the generic configuration except for two aspects. Firstly, an ideal gas formulation is assumed as the free stream Mach number yields \( Ma_\infty = 0.5 \) and compressibility effects are no longer negligible. Secondly, the coupled version of the pressure-based algorithm has to be applied in order to achieve inner convergence. A similar procedure as before is followed for flow initialization, except that additional steady state iterations are needed for obtaining a sufficiently converged solution. Also due to the increased cross flow velocity, the numerical time step size has to be decreased to a value of \( \Delta t = 1 \cdot 10^{-5}s \).

5.2.2 Results and Flight Test Comparison

The evolution of the residuals are very similar to the one presented in figure 4.10. The simulation is switched to transient mode after 200 steady state iterations. Within every time step 10 inner iterations are calculated and the residuals decrease by about one to two orders of magnitude. For transient flow initialization 1000 time steps
are calculated, which corresponds to the necessary two characteristic convective times based on the length of the area of scale-resolution. A total number of 7000 time steps are required in order to obtain sufficiently converged time statistics, taking about seven days wall-clock time on 168 cores of the Airbus HP POD [97]. Firstly, the stationary flow solution is presented in terms of streamlines of time-averaged velocity colored by thermal efficiency for $\eta_m = 4.5$ in figure 5.6. As the streamlines are released from the internal inflow surface most of them leave the computational domain through the internal outflow surface. A small part however recirculates inside the plenum and leaves through the five ejectors where they encounter the external flow. The temperature is constant inside the system but once the jets leave the plenum they are cooled rather quickly by the cross flow. Due to the small velocity ratio however, the jets bend abruptly and attach to the nacelle surface leading to a strong thermal impact. Similar to the generic test case, no recirculation zone forms behind the ejectors. Since the other cases with $\eta_m = 3.5$ and 5.5 respectively exhibit a very similar steady flow topology, they are not shown repeatedly.

The ratio of time-averaged mass flow through each ejector over the total jet mass flow is given in table [5.2] as well as the share of every orifice in the total ejection area. The ejectors being numbered from left to right looking in main flow direction, a strong asymmetry with increasing mass flow towards the right is visible. This stems from the internal design of the system, where the one-sided flow direction leads to a turbulent
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Table 5.2: Mass flow and area distribution for the exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ejector 1</th>
<th>Ejector 2</th>
<th>Ejector 3</th>
<th>Ejector 4</th>
<th>Ejector 5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow, $\eta_{m} = 3.5$</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow, $\eta_{m} = 4.5$</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow, $\eta_{m} = 5.5$</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

recirculation zone inside the plenum, which is most pronounced for the third case. The individual velocity ratios can then be estimated and range approximately between 0.06 and 0.08. Due to the unsteady and compressible flow, the mass flow through each ejector varies in time as well.

Secondly, scale-resolvability is studied with the help of the $Q$-criterion, which is displayed in figure 5.7(a) for $\eta_{m} = 4.5$. Only the second case is presented as unsteady characteristics are identical in a qualitative way. Very similar to the multiple ejector test case presented in section 4.6.2, each jet develops independently of its neighbors in the near field. The counter-rotating vortex pairs are visible as well as the horseshoe vortex in front of every ejector. Clearly, archlike vortices develop periodically in the wake. Once the merging between adjacent jets takes place at about 2-3D downstream of the ejectors, these vortices interact and lose their coherence. Due to the increased mesh refinement in the mid and far field compared to the generic configuration, turbulent fluctuations are resolved over a greater distance leading to an enhanced mixing prediction.

The instantaneous temperature distribution is plotted in figure 5.7(b) and its highly transient and turbulent character becomes obvious. Corresponding to the prior observation, the thermal wake of each jet develops independently in the near field. However, due to the unbalanced mass flow through the ejectors the resulting temperature distributions are not similar. For example, the top jet shows a strong and broad thermal trace indicating a small velocity ratio and thus mass flow, whereas the behavior of the second jet from the bottom indicates the opposite. In the mid and far field, the interaction between the jets is so strong that the temperature distribution appears to be “random” and the influence of the individual wake is not discernible anymore.

The time-averaged values of thermal efficiency are presented in figure 5.8 for all three cases. In contrast to the generic configuration, the two outer traces do not merge as quickly and rather five independent lobes are visible in the near field. Furthermore, they are not symmetric and not aligned with the semi-major axis of the corresponding ejector. This is caused by the local flow characteristics, the curvature of the nacelle and by the unbalanced mass flow through each orifice. In the midfield, at about the second row of sensors, the two upper jets have merged due to their low momentum
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(a) $Q$-criterion at $Q^* = 0.1$ showing coherent structures at exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system

(b) Instantaneous thermal efficiency

Figure 5.7: SAS showing unsteady flow at exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system

ratio and only four lobes are visible. In the far field, the influence of the individual ejectors has vanished and only a broad lobe remains. Comparing all cases with each other, the contour plots qualitatively feature the same topology. Differences are visible in the extent of downstream spreading, which is higher for a smaller value of $\eta_{\text{in}}$, and in the individual traces in the near field. This is consistent with table 5.2 where the thermal traces of ejectors 4 and 5 are less pronounced for the last case due to the increased individual momentum ratio.

For data collection during flight test, the nacelle surface was equipped with twelve thermal sensors, whose locations $T_i$ are also indicated in figure 5.8. Sampling frequency is however not sufficient for a transient analysis. Instead, a quasi-steady temperature is accessible once a stabilized flight phase is obtained. The computational results for the SAS Case 1 ($\eta_{\text{in}} = 3.5$), Case 2 ($\eta_{\text{in}} = 4.5$) and Case 3 ($\eta_{\text{in}} = 5.5$) as well as flight test data (FTD) are given for the sensor points in table 5.3. For the reference case 2,
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(a) SAS case 1: Time-averaged thermal efficiency for $\eta_m = 3.5$

(b) SAS case 2: Time-averaged thermal efficiency for $\eta_m = 4.5$

(c) SAS case 3: Time-averaged thermal efficiency for $\eta_m = 5.5$

Figure 5.8: Thermal impact on surface with location of monitor points $T_i$

an excellent agreement, i.e. $\Delta \tilde{\eta} \leq 0.02$, is achieved for all points except $T_7$, $T_8$ and $T_{12}$. The maximal difference yields $\Delta \tilde{\eta} = 0.05$ at $T_{12}$. As $T_7$, $T_8$ and $T_{12}$ are located at the ends of the second and third sensor row, the lateral thermal spreading is slightly underestimated. Numerical data for Case 1 compares very well in the near and far field but underestimates the lateral spreading at the sides. Concerning Case 3, a
slightly larger difference between simulation and flight test data is visible. Even if the uncertainty caused by the recirculating mass flow leads to a maximal difference of $\Delta \bar{\eta} = 0.03$, a very satisfying prediction of the thermal impact is obtained.

For completeness, a steady state RANS computation of the identical flow domain is carried out for the reference case 2, employing the standard $k-\omega$ SST turbulence model. The plot of thermal efficiency is presented in figure 5.9 and the difference in topology is striking. Only very fine thermal traces are visible, which are aligned with the external flow. However, high temperatures are observable far away from the ejectors, which is in contrast to the corresponding SAS computation. Additionally, no noteworthy thermal mixing between neighboring jets is visible, which consequently explains the strong discrepancy between RANS and flight test data revealed in table 5.3. This drastic example points out once again the necessity of scale-resolving simulations for the correct aerothermal prediction of hot jets in cross flow and the capability of the sequential approach in combination with the SAS turbulence model.

A recurring theme throughout this work concerns the uncertainty stemming from thermal boundary conditions, which are even more crucial for this configuration. On
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Figure 5.10: Power spectral densities in the wake showing passage frequency of archlike vortices

the one hand, heat conduction through the ejector plate is reasonably taken into account by applying an isothermal boundary condition. On the other hand, the anti-icing system itself heats of course the leading edge of the nacelle, which will then result in the development of a thermal boundary layer already from the stagnation point. The non-observance of this aspect can thus explain the almost constant offset between numerical and experimental data, i.e. the underestimation of $\Delta \bar{\eta} = 0.02$ for the baseline Case 2. Respecting this circumstance by including the entire system into the simulation set-up would go beyond the scope of this work if it is at all feasible. Nonetheless, the simulation approach presented here allows a very accurate prediction of the exhaust at real flight conditions and is also applicable within an industrial design process.

As this type of simulation methodology provides information about previously inaccessible data, the dynamical behavior of the exhaust flow shall be investigated as well. For this reason monitor points have been placed inside the wake and spectral
analysis is carried out for velocity components and temperature histories. From the observation of the archlike structures in figure 5.7(a) the frequency associated to the passage of these vortices is of great interest. The power spectra are calculated for the Z-velocity component of the four monitor points $P_{NAI,1}$, $P_{NAI,2}$, $P_{NAI,3}$ and $P_{NAI,4}$, which are shown in figure 5.10. The corresponding locations are given in table B.2 and are illustrated figure B.2(a). They all reveal a high frequency peak with a value of $St_D = 1.4$ for the outer points $P_{NAI,1}$ and $P_{NAI,4}$ and a value of $St_D = 1.9$ for the inner points $P_{NAI,2}$ and $P_{NAI,3}$ respectively. Also included in these plots is the power spectral density of temperature. As they exhibit similar dominant frequencies, the connection of archlike vortices with thermal mixing is confirmed. In order to characterize the convective velocity of these structures, the correlation of temperature is calculated. The two monitor points $P_{NAI,1}$ and $P_{NAI,5}$ are thus regarded, which are located one after another in streamwise direction. The cross correlation $R_{xy}$ presented in figure 5.11 shows a strong peak at $146\Delta t$. Knowing the distance between the monitor points, the convective Mach number can be calculated, yielding $Ma_{conv.} = 0.49$ which is slightly smaller than the free stream Mach number. The investigation of different monitor points gives similar results, describing a homogeneous convective field in the jet wake. In analogy to the single ejector test case, a synchronous meandering of the five jet wakes could be expected. The coherence of lateral velocity signals obtained from monitor points aligned in spanwise direction, for instance from points $P_{NAI,1}$ and $P_{NAI,4}$, is thus calculated as well but no evidence for such a behavior is found.

5.3 Exhaust of Pre-Cooling System

As the adapted sequential approach has shown its capability to yield satisfying results, it will eventually be applied to the pre-cooling system (PCS) of a civil aircraft, which
### 5.3 Exhaust of Pre-Cooling System

**Table 5.4:** Similarity parameters for the exhaust of the pre-cooling system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>$8.29 \cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is part of its environmental control system. In order to supply fresh air and thermal control for the cabin, bleed and ram air are mixed inside air conditioning packs. However, fluid taken from the engine’s compressor stage is too hot and needs to be pre-conditioned. A heat exchanger is therefore employed, in which fan air cools down bleed fluid. The consequently heated fan air is then gathered in a plenum and ejected into the main flow through a ventilation grid situated on the pylon. In contrast to the configurations studied before, the ejector geometry is quite different since it consists of two rows each containing 19 vents. As the vents are aligned in flow direction, the 19 single jets of each row will merge, eventually creating two jets.

Just like for the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system, it has to be ensured for safety and certification that at any flight condition the surface temperature downstream of this exhaust remains within the limits allowed. A flight phase is thus chosen, which is critical in terms of exhaust air temperature and momentum ratio. This corresponds to a holding flight at $Ma_{\infty} = 0.48$, an altitude of $H = 22\,000\text{ft}$ and an aircraft’s angle of attack of $\alpha/\alpha_{ref} = 0.95$. The similarity parameters for this case are summarized in table 5.4. The total momentum ratio is estimated in the same manner as for the other multiple ejector configurations but the cross flow Reynolds number needs special attention. Due to the vent alignment in flow direction, only two jets will form. The first characteristic length scale is again estimated accordingly to the single vent’s ejection surface. The second characteristic length is however obtained from the square root of the total ejecting surface of each of the two developing jets. Compared to the previous configuration, the total momentum ratio is even smaller and the temperature difference $\Delta T/T_{e\infty}$ greatly increased. Again, compressibility effects have to be accounted for and the effective momentum ratio is larger due to local flow conditions.

#### 5.3.1 Simulation and Meshing Strategy

In the same manner as for the nacelle anti-icing system, a steady state RANS calculation of the clean configuration is required. This means that the pylon contains neither the interior nor the exhaust grid of the pre-cooling system. The standard design configuration consisting of fuselage, wing, pylon, engine and vertical tail plane is used and only half of the geometry needs to be taken into account for symmetry reasons. Numerical boundary conditions are chosen to match the critical flight condition defined above, including inlet and outlet conditions for the engine. Again, the RANS solution is obtained on an existing hexahedral mesh with the help of the CFD solver elsA.
Figure 5.12: Pressure distribution of steady state RANS solution of symmetrized clean aircraft configuration

in accordance with the industrial aerodynamic design process. The SST turbulence model is employed as turbulence kinetic energy $k$ and specific dissipation rate $\omega$ need to be prescribed for the following SAS calculation. The configuration and the resulting pressure distribution are plotted in figure 5.12.

The clean geometry is then accordingly modified by including the ventilation grid as well as the interior part of the pre-cooling system, which consists in this case of a simple plenum. In contrast to the nacelle anti-icing system, the definition of the scale-resolving domain is not as straightforward. For the considered condition, the jet will impact on the leading edge of the wing and then pass over the suction side, necessitating the divergent box to cover a sufficient part of the upper wing. As the flow below the wing is thus of lesser importance and as complications with the engine’s jet shall be avoided, the lower part of the domain is bounded by a surface between nacelle and wing at each side of the pylon. The resulting box, containing four external inflow and three external outflow surfaces, is shown in figure 5.13(a). The evidence of taking into account installation effects for this problem is even more obvious than for the previous example. The entire domain, including the ventilation grid of the system is shown in figure 5.13(b).

Due to the increased complexity of the geometry, especially the numerous ejectors on the ventilation grid, a hybrid tetrahedral mesh with prismatic inflation layers is generated with the support of AIRBUS. Sufficient spatial refinement is ensured in the jet path as shown in figure 5.14(a), which was estimated by a preliminary simulation, yielding a total number of $46.7 \cdot 10^6$ computational cells. A detailed view of the surface
mesh for the ventilation grid is presented in figure 5.14(b). The proper resolution of the boundary layer requires a $y^+$ smaller than one and a total of 20 prism layers will be used. Additional volume cells are shown in figure 5.14(c) where the inflation layers around the vents are highlighted in red. As a first order interpolation proved to be sufficient, it will be applied again in order to extract the RANS solution variables, i.e. velocity components, pressure, temperature, turbulence kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate, at the bounding surfaces of the domain.

Velocity inlet boundary conditions and pressure outlet boundary conditions are then applied to the external inflow and outflow surfaces respectively, where the profiles of RANS solution variables are prescribed. The internal boundary condition for this configuration is much simpler, as only one internal inlet has to be defined. Mass flow $\dot{m}_j$ and total jet temperature $T_{t,j}$ are set accordingly to the operating point of the system and turbulent inflow boundary conditions are specified as well. All walls of the configuration are treated adiabatically except the ventilation grid, where a constant wall temperature of $T_{isoth} = 1/2 (T_{t,\infty} + T_{t,j})$ is prescribed in order to account for heat conduction. The numerical set-up is identical to the one of the nacelle anti-icing system as compressibility effects need to be accounted for and in order to avoid convergence issues. Due to the high free stream Mach number of $Ma_{\infty} = 0.48$, a small numerical time step size of $\Delta t = 1 \cdot 10^{-5}$s has to be employed.
(a) View of the entire surface mesh with spatial refinement in jet path

(b) Detail view of the mesh around the ventilation grid

(c) Detail of the volume mesh with prismatic cells highlighted in red

Figure 5.14: Mesh illustration of the exhaust of the pre-cooling system
5.3.2 Results

In the same way as for the above simulation a steady flow initialization is carried out but this time over 250 iterations due to the more complex flow field. Following this, the transient calculation is started and due to the large computational domain 2000 time steps are necessary for transient flow initialization. This corresponds again to about two convective times based on the length of the area of scale-resolution, which is in this case even longer. Within every time step 10 inner iterations are calculated and the residuals decrease about one to two orders of magnitude. A total number of 8 000 time steps are necessary to obtain outer convergence. The total computational time is seven days on 240 cores of the AIRBUS HP POD [97]. In order to gain a first impression of the flow, streamlines of the time-averaged velocity are calculated from the internal inflow boundary and are shown in figure 5.15. As they pass through the vents, each row forms a single jet and the counter-rotating vortices are clearly visible. Due to the local flow field, these vortices are however inclined and do not attach to the wall. The two jets eventually impinge on the leading edge of the wing and form a strong interaction zone in the vicinity of pylon and wing junction. The remaining jet flow then passes over the suction side of the wing, where it remains close to the surface. A small part of the jet flow however, especially fluid passing through the first upstream vents on the left hand side, does not join the counter-rotating vortex pair but rather stays attached to the left hand side of the pylon and eventually passes under the wing.

Mean thermal efficiency is plotted in figure 5.16(a) on the surfaces in the vicinity of the ejector grid. As imposed by boundary conditions, the surface separating plenum...
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(a) Time-averaged thermal efficiency in the vicinity of ejector

(b) Jet evolution and thermal efficiency on wing

Figure 5.16: Thermal impact of pre-cooler exhaust on pylon and wing

from exterior as well as the vents have a constant efficiency of $\bar{\eta} = 0.5$. In accordance with the development of the jets, two isolated thermal traces appear behind the ventilation grid and extend to the junction of pylon and wing. Due to the local flow however, the thermal trace on the right hand side is forced outboard. In contrast to the other configurations, a strong thermal impact on the outboard side of the pylon is visible as well. This is not only due to the imposed temperature on the plate, which will be discussed in the following paragraph. In addition to this, smaller contour levels
5.3 Exhaust of Pre-Cooling System

(a) $Q$-criterion for time-averaged flow field shows counter-rotating vortex pairs and horseshoe vortex for outboard jet

(b) Time-averaged velocity vectors show development of an upstream film of hot fluid located below the horseshoe vortex

**Figure 5.17:** Details of steady flow topology

of thermal efficiency are presented on the wing and on volume cuts along the jet trajectory in figure 5.16(b). As also visible from the previous illustration, only the jet on the left hand side does impact on the wing surface close to the leading edge. The other jet remains detached from the surface until about 50% of the wing chord included in this simulation. At this point the two thermal cores merge and the trace on the surface enlarges. The non-attachment of the inboard jet is caused by the local flow, which wraps around the right hand side of the pylon and follows the pylon wing junction in outboard direction. It is important to mention that the jet core, in terms of maximal temperature, is not in contact with the wing and only the outer and thus cooler parts of the jet impact on the structure.

The underlying tensor invariant of the $Q$-criterion can also be computed from the time-averaged velocity field. An isosurface is presented in figure 5.17(a) showing thus the mean vortex topology of the configuration. For each individual vent the counter-rotating pair vortex pair is visible at the lateral edges. They all merge and lead to a single and very strong counter-rotating vortex pair, which is lifted up from the surface. Also clearly visible is the horseshoe vortex for the outboard jet. The temperature contours on this side of the pylon could lead to the assumption that this horseshoe vortex transports hot fluid. Consistently however with the other configurations, this vortex contains mainly cold fluid. In order to find the origin of the thermal side lobe, a time-averaged vector plot is presented in figure 5.17(b) where velocity vectors, colored by temperature, are presented on a plane inside the volume and where vectors of wall shear are shown in black on the surface. Similar to the previous case, where no
individual supporting flow is provided for the orifces, the mass flow through each vent depends on its location. Especially the first orifces are exposed to the strong cross flow momentum, which forces the jet to wrap also around the upstream edge of the first vent. A film of hot fluid is thus present in front of the jet with the horseshoe vortex lying above it. This film is then transported to the side and follows the local flow topology as indicated by the wall shear vectors in the same way as the horseshoe vortex. This finally leads to the high temperature distribution on the outboard side of the pylon as visible in figure 5.16(a).
For evaluation of the transient flow, isosurfaces obtained from the \( Q \)-criterion are illustrated in figure 5.18(a). In agreement with previous results, the SAS turbulence model allows the resolution of vortices of different size and nature in the jet in cross flow interaction region for this configuration as well. The top view shows the development of two individual jets in alignment with the ventilation grid until the cross flow forces them into the main flow direction. Another view is presented in figure 5.18(b) where the impact of the outboard jet on the leading edge of the wing is clearly visible. From both views the large amount of coherent structures is striking and a flow analysis in terms of turbulent mixing becomes increasingly difficult. From visualization however, two recurring phenomena appear also in this case. Firstly, the already mentioned horseshoe vortex is lying in front of each ventilation row and contains only cross flow fluid. Secondly, archlike vortices develop regularly around both jets already from the upstream edge of the ejector row. In contrast to the other simulations, nearly closed ring vortices form further downstream as the jets do not stay attached to the wall of the pylon. The jets being lifted up, characteristics similar to a free jet become thus more pronounced. The jets develop rather independently even after they impinge on the leading edge. However, a strong zone of interaction can be found below the jet cores at the junction of wing and pylon.

Last but not least attention is turned to the quantification of the transient flow behavior. For this reason ten monitor points, whose locations are given in table B.3 and who are illustrated in figure B.2(b) have been placed inside the jets. Even though the investigation is complicated by the large amount of coherent structures, the passage frequency of the almost ringlike vortices identified in figure 5.18 can be obtained from power spectral densities of the pressure history since vortex cores are associated with local pressure minima. Table 5.5 summarizes the dominant Strouhal numbers, which characterize thus the passage frequency of these structures. There is a noticeable difference between the two jets since the inboard jet exhibits apart from the last point a higher frequency. Furthermore, the outboard jet is characterized by a constant Strouhal number before impacting the leading edge of the wing indicating thus a constant convective velocity. The power spectral densities of points \( P_{PC,1} \) and \( P_{PC,2} \) are additionally plotted in figure 5.19 as they exhibit a different behavior compared to all other points. Clearly, the spectral peak associated to the almost ringlike vortices can be seen at a Strouhal number of \( St_D = 0.20 \) for the outboard jet and at \( St_D = 0.25 \) for the inboard jet respectively. In addition, a second high frequency peak at \( St_D = 1.17 \) for point \( P_{PC,1} \) is striking, which is also obvious for the point \( P_{PC,2} \) even though this amplitude is not as high. Due to its high frequency, this peak has to be attributed to a pressure fluctuation induced by the individual vent.

Returning to the convective Mach number, cross-correlations \( R_{xy} \) have been calculated for the \( Z \)-velocity components obtained from monitor points that are aligned in streamwise direction. Very similar to the behavior seen in figure 5.11 for the exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system, global maxima are obtained for all pairs except for the
Table 5.5: Passage frequency of ringlike vortices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P_{PC,1}</th>
<th>P_{PC,3}</th>
<th>P_{PC,5}</th>
<th>P_{PC,7}</th>
<th>P_{PC,9}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outboard jet</td>
<td>St_D</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inboard jet</td>
<td>P_{PC,2}</td>
<td>P_{PC,4}</td>
<td>P_{PC,6}</td>
<td>P_{PC,8}</td>
<td>P_{PC,10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St_D</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.19: Power spectral density for pressure history

last one of each jet. Since the last set of points, i.e. P_{PC,9} and P_{PC,10}, lie downstream of the impact zone of the jets on the leading edge, the almost ringlike vortices lose their coherent motion. For all other pairs, the convective Mach number can again be obtained with the help of the distance between the monitor points, which is presented in Table 5.6. As inferred by the passage frequency, an almost constant convective Mach number for the outboard jet is confirmed. In contrast to this, the convective Mach number for the inboard jet is not homogeneous, which is caused by the local flow topology around the pylon. The non-negligible difference between convective and free stream Mach number highlights once again the need to account for installation effects, which are sufficiently treated with the help of the sequential approach.

Table 5.6: Convective Mach number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P_{PC,1} \rightarrow P_{PC,3}</th>
<th>P_{PC,3} \rightarrow P_{PC,5}</th>
<th>P_{PC,5} \rightarrow P_{PC,7}</th>
<th>P_{PC,2} \rightarrow P_{PC,4}</th>
<th>P_{PC,4} \rightarrow P_{PC,6}</th>
<th>P_{PC,6} \rightarrow P_{PC,8}</th>
<th>Ma_{conv.}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outboard jet</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inboard jet</td>
<td>P_{PC,2} \rightarrow P_{PC,4}</td>
<td>P_{PC,4} \rightarrow P_{PC,6}</td>
<td>P_{PC,6} \rightarrow P_{PC,8}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) PSD at point P_{PC,1}  (b) PSD at point P_{PC,2}
In summary, an adapted sequential approach has been introduced enabling the local resolution of turbulence, which is necessary for the correct aerothermal prediction of real aircraft applications comprising multiple hot jets in cross flow. The exhaust of the nacelle anti-icing system, similar to the generic multiple jets in cross flow configuration, has been investigated with the help of the SAS turbulence model and coherent structures have been identified. Even if cross flow Mach number, temperature difference and cross flow Reynolds number are significantly higher for the realistic flight condition considered here, results of the surface temperature distribution behind the orifices compare satisfyingly well with available flight test data. Archlike vortices have been identified as well as their corresponding passage frequency and convective Mach number. No evidence for a global meandering was found but the question arises whether the duration of the numerical simulation is long enough in order to capture such a large-scale and thus low-frequency phenomenon. In a final step, the adapted approach in combination with the SAS turbulence model has been applied to the exhaust of the pre-cooling system. Resolution of turbulent fluctuations is achieved in the jet in cross flow interaction region also for this complex geometry, showing the applicability of the methodology in an industrial design process. The passage frequency of the almost ringlike vortices has been identified at several monitor points as well as their convective Mach number, which highlighted the impact of the local flow topology on the development of the jet. The use of CFD methods provides thus information which was previously inaccessible for this type of flow and which can now complement wind tunnel testing.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

Due to the equipment with a wide variety of heat generating systems, the control of the aircraft’s thermal environment is crucial for its successful operation. This control is achieved with the help of ventilation, which transports the generated heat outside the aircraft into the external flow. As this introduces hot air exhausts, the problems of additional drag and of heavy-weighted thermal protections arise. The motivation of this work has originated from the deficiency of steady state RANS computations to correctly predict thermal mixing between a hot jet and a cold cross flow, which is frequently encountered at these exhausts. Up to now, the aerothermal design was based only on empirical models deduced from wind tunnel tests of generic configurations. In order to avoid oversizing thermal shields and in order to reduce aerodynamic drag, unsteady CFD techniques in combination with advanced turbulence models were to be investigated for this type of flow.

Numerical strategies were therefore presented which enable the correct aerothermal prediction of flows comprising a single or multiple hot jets in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers. As resolution of turbulent fluctuations is crucial in this context, the capabilities of different Scale-Resolving Simulations were investigated. Due to high cross flow Reynolds numbers, a Direct Numerical Simulation or even a Large Eddy Simulation were out of question. Therefore, the Unsteady RANS simulation based on the SST turbulence model, the Scale-Adaptive Simulation, the Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation and finally the Embedded Large Eddy Simulation were considered. As they are employed in the global domain with the goal to only locally resolve turbulent fluctuations in the jet in cross flow interaction region, they were classified as integrated approaches. The first three methodologies offer a hybrid approach to resolve turbulence, i.e. no fixed interface between modeled and resolved turbulence exists and transition relies on inherent instabilities of the flow. The latter methodology is characterized as a zonal approach with an a priori defined subdomain, where scale-resolution is desired. Contrary to the other simulations, this type of methodology allows the user-specified conversion of modeled turbulence content to resolved structures without the need to rely on inherent instabilities.
Since target applications are exhausts of real air systems on aircraft and since an integrated approach would demand excessive computational effort, a sequential approach was introduced. This methodology allows coping with the multi-scale problem, i.e. the discrepancy of several orders of magnitude in characteristic length scale of ejector and aircraft (components). It relies on a steady state RANS simulation of the entire domain and a subsequent Scale-Resolving Simulation only inside a small subdomain with fixed boundary conditions obtained from the RANS solution. This still allows taking into account installation effects of the ejector with reduced computational resources compared to the integrated approaches, making it well adapted for industrial configurations.

The first main objective consisted in the validation of the proposed turbulence modeling approaches on a generic test case and to investigate the scale-resolvability of the models. This set-up is based on an experimental configuration, which features a hot square jet in cross flow at a high Reynolds number appearing on the suction side of a three-dimensional airfoil. Due to the small momentum ratio, the flow is characterized by an attached jet wake with strong thermal impact on the surface downstream of the orifice. Transient simulations were carried out and results were compared to experimental data. The capability to resolve turbulence fluctuations can be qualified by instantaneous isosurfaces of the $Q$-criterion. As jets in cross flow are globally unstable for the Reynolds number considered here, the SAS and DDES approach allowed the resolution of turbulent fluctuations in the interaction region as well as the jet wake and very similar coherent structures were resolved in the fluid domain specified for the ELES approach. The deficiency of the URANS simulation was confirmed as only large-scale and non-physical fluctuations were resolved. This directly impacts the resulting surface temperature distribution, which was sufficiently well predicted by SAS, DDES and ELES, whereas the URANS approach yielded a drastically underestimated lateral spreading, highlighting the necessity of proper scale-resolution. Subsequently, first and second order time statistics of the flow field were compared to experimental data with good agreement. Solely the URANS simulation underestimated fluctuating quantities. For the last level of validation, spectral analyses of velocity signals were calculated and results from SAS, DDES and ELES confirmed spectral peaks in the jet wake for a Strouhal number of $St_D = 0.14$. In contrast to this, the URANS approach revealed a dominant frequency in the order of $St_D = 0.095$. The aerothermal prediction of jets in cross flow is thus only possible with a proper scale-resolution, which can, in contrast to the URANS simulation, be achieved by the SAS, DDES and ELES approach.

Subsequently, the influence of the underlying numerical mesh and the choice of the time step size on the SAS computation were evaluated. In addition to the hexahedral mesh, which served for the validation of the different turbulence modeling approaches, a hybrid tetrahedral and a hybrid Cartesian meshing strategy were considered. As sufficient spatial resolution was provided in the jet in cross flow interaction region, turbulent fluctuations were successfully resolved. Validation of the surface temperature
distribution as well as of the flow field pointed out the applicability of these meshing strategies. Due to the better control of transition from cells in the boundary layer to cells in the jet in cross flow region, the hexahedral meshing strategy is favored. With increasing geometrical complexity however, which is encountered for real aircraft applications, the use of hybrid meshing strategies might become inevitable. The impact of the numerical time step size was studied by two additional simulations with double and half the baseline time step. As spatial and temporal resolution correlate, more and finer coherent structures were resolved for decreasing time steps leading to an enhanced aerothermal prediction. This trend persists until the spatial resolution limit of the underlying mesh is reached. For the smallest time step, a slight asymmetry is visible in the surface temperature distribution. This can be attributed to the increased amount of resolved turbulent fluctuations, which necessitates in turn a longer sampling period to obtain better converged time statistics. The last part of the validation study of the generic configuration was devoted to the sequential approach with the SAS turbulence model employed in a subdomain. Boundary conditions for this subdomain were obtained from a steady state computation of the global domain utilizing the SST turbulence model. The subsequent SAS computation carried out in the subdomain exhibited the same scale-resolving capabilities. Differences in surface temperature distribution between integrated and sequential SAS approach were quantified against experimental data, emphasizing the applicability of this methodology.

Due to the achieved depth of validation, the second main objective consisted in the analysis of the steady and transient flow field as well as in the identification of thermal mixing phenomena. The stationary flow topology exhibited a recirculation zone behind the orifice, where hot air accumulated. The well-known horseshoe vortex in front of the jet appeared, being composed however of cold fluid only. Concerning thermal impact, lateral temperature distribution exhibited self-similarity. As the jet posed only a small obstacle to the main flow, archlike vortices developed around the recirculation zone with a characteristic frequency of $St_D = 0.4$. They were advected downstream and had strong influence on thermal mixing as cold cross flow fluid was entrained into the jet core. Shear layer vortices were only predicted by the SAS approach on the upstream side, whereas results from the DDES and the ELES approach showed a quick damping of this phenomenon. Following this, a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition for velocity components and temperature was carried out in a subdomain of the flow. The second mode revealed the existence of a lateral wake meandering behind the orifice with a corresponding characteristic frequency of $St_D = 0.14$, which was already encountered in the validation part. This dynamic had a strong influence on thermal mixing and was non-physically damped in the URANS simulation, leading to the strongly underestimated lateral thermal spreading.

Concerning this generic configuration, two final investigations were carried out. Firstly, the assumptions for thermal boundary conditions were revisited since temperature distribution in the vicinity of the ejector was not entirely satisfying. Due to
the design of the mock-up, the ejector plate separating hot from cold fluid is exposed to internal heat conduction leading to the development of a thermal boundary layer of the cross flow. This fact was taken into account by isothermal boundary conditions with either a constant temperature or a temperature distribution obtained from a steady fluid solid interaction simulation, which greatly enhanced the prediction of the surface temperature in the near field. Even though it would be interesting to investigate the effect of specifying a heat flux, the imposition of a median temperature is a satisfying measure to take heat conduction into account and will be pursued for the complex aircraft configurations. Secondly, the generic configuration was modified by exchanging the ejector grid, thus featuring multiple jets in cross flow (MJICF) and allowing a smooth transition to the industrial configuration. Simulations using the SAS turbulence model were carried out for two different time steps. In the near field each jet developed individually and characteristic coherent structures like the horseshoe vortices and archlike vortices were identified. In the mid field a strong interaction between neighboring jets took place. The satisfying results obtained for the surface temperature distribution emphasizes thus the capability of this model.

The third main objective consisted in the application of the proposed methodology to complex air exhausts on aircraft at realistic flight conditions and eventually in overcoming the difficulties imposed by high Reynolds numbers, increased geometrical complexity and multi-scale problems. Due to the constraints of computational resources and due to the necessity to comply with the current aerodynamic design process, an adapted sequential approach was introduced. Contrary to the original sequential approach, a RANS computation is carried out on the clean aircraft, i.e. neglecting the exhaust geometry, thus allowing the use of existing tools and numerical meshes. The original approach is followed subsequently whereupon the RANS solution is specified as fixed boundary conditions on the external surfaces of the subdomain. As its capability was validated on different meshes as well as on the generic multiple jets in cross flow configuration, only the SAS approach was considered and two complex configurations were investigated.

Firstly, the exhaust of a nacelle anti-icing system (NAIS) on a civil aircraft was regarded since the design of the ejector grid was based on the generic multiple jets in cross flow configuration. A flight phase was chosen which featured a small momentum ratio, a high temperature difference between jet and cross flow as well as a very large cross flow Reynolds number and free stream Mach number compared to the generic configuration. Differences in similarity parameters between real aircraft application and experimental set-up were not avoidable due to the limitations of mock-up and wind tunnel but flight test data was available for validating the proposed simulation strategy also under these conditions. Flow topology and appearing coherent structures were similar to the ones observed for the generic multiple jets in cross flow and numerical and flight test data for mean temperature agreed sufficiently well, which points out the applicability of the adapted sequential approach. The validation of the proposed
methodology now allows incorporating advanced CFD techniques into the aerothermal design process, providing previously inaccessible information and complementing wind tunnel testing. For instance, spectral analysis was carried out in order to quantify the passage frequency and convective Mach number of archlike vortices.

Secondly, the methodology was applied to the exhaust of a pre-cooling system (PCS) of a civil aircraft. Due to the increased complexity of this geometry, a hybrid tetrahedral meshing strategy was employed. An operating condition of the system was chosen, which is critical in terms of temperature difference and momentum ratio. Similar to the previous configuration, a high cross flow Reynolds number and a high free stream Mach number were encountered in this case. Nonetheless, the methodology allowed the resolution of turbulent scales in the jet in cross flow interaction region giving thus confidence on the predicted thermal mixing behavior. In contrast to the other ejector geometries investigated in this work, almost ringlike vortices were observed as the jet is lifted up by the local flow. Due to the strong cross flow forces, a hot fluid film formed in front of the first vent. This film followed the flow topology in the vicinity of the exhaust leading to a strong thermal impact on the side of the pylon. Last but not least, these results were delivered to a new Airbus aircraft program, where they serve as a new basis for the aerothermal design process.

Figure 6.1 recapitulates the thesis by illustrating the simulations carried out including their corresponding level of validation and complexity. The successive order of investigations is highlighted once again, which was necessary to cope with such complex configurations as the exhaust of the pre-cooling system by applying advanced computational methods. It became obvious that integrated SRS approaches are capable for small domains comprising one or multiple jets in cross flow. For large domains however, the sequential strategy “from global RANS to local SAS” is more suitable. Due to the satisfying and promising results, new configurations are currently investigated with the help of the proposed methodology, showing the incorporation of advanced CFD techniques into the current industrial process and therefore the impact of this thesis.

In principle, this strategy can be thought applicable to any kind of unsteady flow investigation on aircraft as long as two prerequisites are fulfilled: Firstly, the feedback between the phenomenon to be studied and the preliminary RANS simulation of the aircraft has to be small and secondly, the phenomenon itself has to be inherently unstable. This is indeed the case for most air system outlets. For problems with a strong interaction with the main flow however, the sequential approach will not yield satisfying results anymore as changes in flow topology revealed by unsteady simulations will not be taken into account. Considering for instance the deployment of spoilers, a confined SAS calculation is not the appropriate strategy as the upstream effect of spoilers is rather important. Instead, a global hybrid approach such as SAS or DDES could be applied since transition from modeled to resolved turbulence content is triggered quickly by sharp discontinuities in geometry. For more sensitive problems such
as flow detachment caused by adverse pressure gradients however, these models are not appropriate as the development of turbulent fluctuations can be insufficient. Zonal approaches like ZDES or ELES should rather be favored, which allow prescribing the resolution of turbulent fluctuations in defined areas. If a global unsteady calculation of the aircraft is inevitable, it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of using two different time steps within a single simulation. On the one hand, a small time step could be employed in the zone of interest in order to allow temporal resolution of turbulent scales. On the other hand, a larger time step could be employed in the rest of the domain in order to save computational costs. The transfer of information between these two zones is however not trivial and would require special attention.

Three aspects should deserve further attention in a future study. The first one concerns the assessment of installation drag that is introduced by every air system outlet but which was left unconsidered in this work. Even though a reciprocal relation between thermal impact on the wall and aerodynamic drag can be expected, additional investigations are needed to quantify this behavior and an optimal relation should be obtained during the aerothermal design process. The second aspect is related to the discrepancy seen in the ELES approach, which showed excellent agreement of the flow field with experimental data but a poor, i.e. overestimated, surface temperature distribution in the near field. This could be associated to the treatment of the boundary layer and especially the conversion of modeled to resolved turbulence content at the

![Figure 6.1: Overview of simulations](image-url)
upstream RANS—LES interface needs additional attention. Mesh resolution and time step are only two further impact factors to be studied. The last aspect consists in the investigation of flow dynamics for higher Mach numbers if the entire flight envelope needs to be considered. Local areas of transonic flow can appear in cruise flight and then interact with the jet in cross flow. As of now, the current sequential approach needs modification since it is not capable to handle shock waves across the boundary of the subdomain.
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Appendix A

Turbulence Model Constants

Constants are given here for the turbulence models employed throughout this work. Recurring constants are not listed repeatedly and are identical to those of the SST model. For all simulations, the turbulent Prandtl number is assumed to have a constant value of

$$Pr_t = 0.85.$$  \hfill (A.1)

\textbf{SST Turbulence Model}

$$\beta^* = 0.09$$  \hfill (A.2)
$$a_1 = 0.31$$  \hfill (A.3)

As the SST model is based on a blending of a $k - \varepsilon$ and a $k - \omega$ turbulence model, the model constants $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\sigma_k$ and $\sigma_\omega$ are blended as well via $\phi = \phi_1 F_1 + \phi_2 (1 - F_1)$.

$$\alpha_1 = \frac{5}{9}, \quad \alpha_2 = 0.44$$  \hfill (A.4)
$$\beta_1 = \frac{3}{40}, \quad \beta_2 = 0.0828$$  \hfill (A.5)
$$\sigma_{k1} = 0.85, \quad \sigma_{k2} = 1$$  \hfill (A.6)
$$\sigma_{\omega1} = 0.5, \quad \sigma_{\omega2} = 0.856$$  \hfill (A.7)

The blending functions $F_1$ and $F_2$ are defined as:

$$F_1 = \tanh \left\{ \left\{ \min \left[ \max \left( \frac{\sqrt{k}}{\beta^* \omega y}, \frac{500\nu}{y^2 \omega} \right), \frac{4\sigma_\omega k}{CD_{k\omega} y^2} \right] \right\} \right\}^4$$ \hfill (A.8)

with $CD_{k\omega} = \max \left( 2\rho \sigma_{\omega2} \frac{1}{\omega} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_i} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_i}, 10^{-10} \right)$  \hfill (A.9)

$$F_2 = \tanh \left[ \max \left( \frac{2\sqrt{k}}{\beta^* \omega y}, \frac{500\nu}{y^2 \omega} \right) \right]^2$$ \hfill (A.10)
Scale-Adaptive Simulation

\[ \kappa = 0.41 \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.11)

\[ \sigma_\Phi = \frac{2}{3} \] \hspace{1cm} (A.12)

\[ \zeta_2 = 1.47 \] \hspace{1cm} (A.13)

\[ C_{SAS} = 2.0 \] \hspace{1cm} (A.14)

\[ (A.15) \]

Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation

\[ C_{DES} = 0.61 \] \hspace{1cm} (A.16)

The model constant \( C_k \) is evaluated dynamically according to [51].

Embedded Large Eddy Simulation

\[ A = 25 \] \hspace{1cm} (A.17)

\[ C_S = 0.1 \] \hspace{1cm} (A.18)

\[ C_w = 0.15 \] \hspace{1cm} (A.19)
Appendix B

Complementing Results

Origin and orientation of coordinate systems are presented in figure B.1. The coordinate system of the generic configuration is identical for both the single and the multiple ejector case. All geometric information is non-dimensional with respect to a characteristic length \( D \) of the jet. This length is calculated individually for every case as the square root of the largest ejector surface. Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 give information about the location of the monitor points used for spectral analysis. As simple coordinates are not as illustrative for the complex configurations, the monitor points are presented in figure B.2 in combination with the \( Q \)-criterion in order show their position in the jet wake.

Summarized in table B.5 are the additional contour plots for validation of the generic single ejector test case, which are presented here. Contour plots on the symmetry plane \( Y/D = 0 \) for mean velocity components \( \overline{U}/U_\infty \) and \( \overline{W}/U_\infty \) are presented in figures B.3 and B.4. Subsequently, second order time statistics are plotted on the same surface in figures B.5, B.6 and B.7 for the quantities \( \sqrt{u'^2}/U_\infty \), \( \sqrt{v'^2}/U_\infty \) and \( \sqrt{w'^2}/U_\infty \) respectively. Contour plots on a lateral plane at \( X/D = 1 \) are shown for mean velocity components \( \overline{U}/U_\infty \), \( \overline{V}/U_\infty \) and \( \overline{W}/U_\infty \) in figures B.8, B.9 and B.10, followed by the corresponding fluctuation quantities \( \sqrt{u'^2}/U_\infty \), \( \sqrt{v'^2}/U_\infty \) and \( \sqrt{w'^2}/U_\infty \) in figures B.11, B.12 and B.13. Finally, the mean velocity components \( \overline{U}/U_\infty \), \( \overline{V}/U_\infty \) and \( \overline{W}/U_\infty \) are plotted on a second but one-sided (\( Y/D < 0 \)) lateral plane at \( X/D = 7/3 \) in figures B.14, B.15 and B.16. The nomenclature corresponds to the one utilized in chapter 4 and is given once again in table B.4.
Complementing Results

Figure B.1: Coordinate systems

(a) Generic test case

(b) Exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system

(c) Exhaust of pre-cooling system
(a) Exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system, points $P_{NAI}$.

(b) Exhaust of pre-cooling system, points $P_{PC}$.

**Figure B.2:** Location of monitor points in jet wake

**Table B.1:** Location of monitor points for the generic configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor Point</th>
<th>$X/D$</th>
<th>$Y/D$</th>
<th>$Z/D$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,1}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,2}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,3}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,4}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,5}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,6}$</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,7}$</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JICF,8}$</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,1}$</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,2}$</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,3}$</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,4}$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,5}$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,6}$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,7}$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,8}$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,9}$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,10}$</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,11}$</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{MJICF,12}$</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2: Location of monitor points for the exhaust of nacelle anti-icing system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P_{NAI}</th>
<th>X/D</th>
<th>Y/D</th>
<th>Z/D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_{NAI,1}</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{NAI,2}</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{NAI,3}</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{NAI,4}</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>-3.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{NAI,5}</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.3: Location of monitor points for the exhaust of pre-cooling system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P_{PC}</th>
<th>X/D</th>
<th>Y/D</th>
<th>Z/D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,1}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,2}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,3}</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,4}</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,5}</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,6}</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,7}</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,8}</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,9}</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC,10}</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.4: Nomenclature of the simulations carried out for validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Turbulence model</th>
<th>Meshing strategy</th>
<th>Numerical time step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>DDES</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>ELES</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>URANS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hybrid tetrahedral</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hybrid Cartesian</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 7</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>$0.5\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 8</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>hexahedral</td>
<td>$2\Delta t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.5: Overview of complementing contour plots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.3</td>
<td>Y/D = 0</td>
<td>$U/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.4</td>
<td>Y/D = 0</td>
<td>$W/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.5</td>
<td>Y/D = 0</td>
<td>$\sqrt{u'^2}/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.6</td>
<td>Y/D = 0</td>
<td>$\sqrt{v'^2}/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.7</td>
<td>Y/D = 0</td>
<td>$\sqrt{w'^2}/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.8</td>
<td>X/D = 1</td>
<td>$U/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.9</td>
<td>X/D = 1</td>
<td>$\nabla U/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.10</td>
<td>X/D = 1</td>
<td>$W/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.11</td>
<td>X/D = 1</td>
<td>$\sqrt{u'^2}/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.12</td>
<td>X/D = 1</td>
<td>$\sqrt{v'^2}/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.13</td>
<td>X/D = 1</td>
<td>$\sqrt{w'^2}/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.14</td>
<td>X/D = 7/3</td>
<td>$U/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.15</td>
<td>X/D = 7/3</td>
<td>$\nabla U/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.16</td>
<td>X/D = 7/3</td>
<td>$\nabla U/U_\infty$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.3: Contours of mean $X$-velocity component on symmetry plane $Y/D = 0$
Figure B.4: Contours of mean $Z$-velocity component on symmetry plane $Y/D = 0$
Figures B.5: Contours of RMS value for \( X \)-velocity component on symmetry plane \( Y/D = 0 \)
Figure B.6: Contours of RMS value for $Y$-velocity component on symmetry plane $Y/D = 0$.
Figure B.7: Contours of RMS value for $Z$-velocity component on symmetry plane $Y/D = 0$
Figure B.8: Contours of mean $X$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 1$
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Figure B.9: Contours of mean $Y$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 1$
Figure B.10: Contours of mean $Z$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 1$
Figure B.11: Contours of RMS value for X-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 1$
Figure B.12: Contours of RMS value for $Y$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 1$
Figure B.13: Contours of RMS value for $Z$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 1$
Figure B.14: Contours of mean $X$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 7/3$
Figure B.15: Contours of mean Y-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 7/3$
Figure B.16: Contours of mean $Z$-velocity component on lateral plane $X/D = 7/3$
Étude et analyse numérique d’un jet chaud débouchant dans un écoulement transverse en utilisant des simulations aux échelles résolues

Des méthodes numériques sont présentées qui permettent la simulation de jets chauds débouchants dans un écoulement transverse aux grands nombres de Reynolds et aux rapports de vitesses faibles. Différentes approches pour la modélisation de turbulence, c’est-à-dire URANS, SAS, DDES et ELES, sont validées par comparaison à des données expérimentales pour une configuration générique, soulignant la nécessité de résoudre les différentes échelles turbulentes pour une prévision correcte du mélange thermique. L’analyse de la solution instationnaire permet l’identification de processus dynamiques intrinsèques ainsi que des phénomènes de mélange et l’application de l’analyse en composantes principales révèle l’ondulation latérale du sillage de jet. Du fait du caractère multi-échelles qui se manifeste dans la simulation d’un jet débouchant sur une configuration avion, l’approche séquentielle basée sur le modèle SAS est mise en place. Comme les résultats pour la sortie d’un système de dégivrage de nacelle sont en bon accord avec les données d’essai en vol, cette approche est finalement appliquée à la sortie complexe d’un système de pre-cooler, mettant en valeur sa capacité à être appliquée dans un processus industriel.

Mots clés : Jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse, Modélisation de turbulence avancée, Simulations instationnaires, Aéromécanique, Mélange thermique

Numerical Investigations on a Hot Jet in Cross Flow Using Scale-Resolving Simulations

Numerical methods for the simulation of hot jets in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers and small momentum ratios are presented. Different turbulence modeling strategies, i.e. URANS, SAS, DDES and ELES, are validated against experimental data on a generic configuration, highlighting the necessity of scale-resolution for a correct prediction of thermal mixing. The analysis of transient flow simulations allows the identification of inherent flow dynamics as well as mixing phenomena and the application of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition revealed the lateral wake meandering as being one of them. Due to the multi-scale problem which arises when simulating jets in cross flow on real aircraft configurations, the sequential approach based on the SAS turbulence model is introduced. As results for the exhaust of a nacelle anti-icing system comprising multiple jets in cross flow agree well with flight test data, the approach is applied in a last step to the complex exhaust of a pre-cooling system, emphasizing the capabilities of this methodology in an industrial environment.

Keywords: Jet in Cross Flow, Advanced Turbulence Modeling, Unsteady Simulations, Aerothermodynamics, Thermal Mixing
Ce manuscrit ne constitue qu’un bref résumé des travaux effectués dans le cadre de la thèse. La version anglaise intitulée « Numerical Investigations on a Hot Jet in Cross Flow Using Scale-Resolving Simulations » contient les résultats exhaustifs et doit être consultée pour plus d’informations.
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Chapitre 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

La conception aérothermique de sorties de systèmes d’air est d’un grand intérêt pour l’industrie aéronautique, influant la certification au travers de la réduction de la masse des boucliers thermiques ainsi que la performance globale d’un avion. Dans ce contexte, un défi particulier est la simulation numérique de l’interaction d’un jet chaud dans un écoulement transverse, pouvant apparaître par exemple à la sortie du système de dégivrage de la nacelle. Même si des configurations génériques ont été étudiées à la fois expérimentalement et numériquement, des paramètres de similitude fondamentaux comme le nombre de Reynolds ou le rapport des vitesses différent de ceux qui se manifestent pour les problématiques liées à l’avion. De plus, la naissance des structures turbulentes de grande échelle ainsi que le mélange entre le fluide chaud et froid ne sont pas encore entièrement compris et sont toujours en discussion dans la communauté scientifique.

Pour donner un exemple illustratif, un schéma d’un système de dégivrage générique de la nacelle est présenté sur la figure 1.1. Pour éviter la formation de glace à l’extérieur de l’entrée d’air du moteur, l’air chaud circule à l’intérieur du bord d’attaque de la nacelle. Une part de ce fluide chaud est éjectée par une grille possédant un ou plusieurs orifices et interagit avec l’écoulement externe formant un jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse. Les enjeux principaux peuvent être résumés de la manière suivante. Dans un premier temps, l’air chaud impacte directement la paroi en aval de la sortie d’air à cause de la vitesse faible du jet comparée à la vitesse de l’écoulement externe. En considérant des charges structurelles équivalentes, l’utilisation de matériaux composites permet une réduction de la masse comparée aux structures métalliques. L’inconvénient de ces matériaux composites se manifeste dans la sensibilité augmentée lors de l’exposition aux températures élevées. Pour cette raison, la connaissance de la température pariétale derrière l’éjecteur est primordiale pour un design optimisé. La mise en place de simulations fiables et prédictives lors des phases de conception per-
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Fig. 1.1: Système de dégivrage de nacelle générique avec apparition d’un jet débouchant à la sortie

...met de limiter les formes testées lors des essais en vol et de permettre ainsi une plus grande maturité des formes testées. Deuxièmement, l’intégration de tout système d’air peut potentiellement introduire de la trainée parasite. Etant donné que le système de dégivrage présenté peut être activé pendant tout le vol, l’impact sur la performance de l’avion doit être le moins important possible. Cela montre la nécessité d’analyser et de comprendre les phénomènes de mélange entre le jet chaud et l’écoulement transverse ainsi que la nécessité de simuler précisément ce type d’écoulement. Troisièmement, l’intégration d’une sortie d’air dans la conception aérodynamique globale d’un avion induit une problématique multi-échelles. En effet, l’écoulement sur la voilure ou la nacelle, avec un ordre de grandeur de $10^1$ m doit être considéré en même temps que le jet sortant d’un éjecteur avec une taille typique de $10^{-2}$ m.

Finalement, il doit être mis en évidence que la simulation d’un jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse est d’un grand intérêt aussi pour des secteurs industriels autre que l’aéronautique. Un exemple important se présente dans les turbomachines. Pour protéger les aubes d’une turbine contre l’air chaud provenant de la chambre de combustion, un refroidissement par film est appliqué en injectant un réfrigérant dans l’écoulement principal, qui constitue un jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse. De la même façon, du fait de la capacité de mélange renforcée, les jets débouchants dans un écoulement transverse sont couramment utilisés dans des chambres de combustion pour permettre l’injection de carburant. De ce fait, le processus développé dans cette thèse pourra servir de base solide pour simuler aussi ces types d’applications.

1.2 Objectifs et raisonnement

La simulation de ce type d’écoulement induit un problème de mécanique des fluides numérique du fait des structures complexes et tridimensionnelles qui apparaissent lors du mélange, ainsi que leur caractère transitoire et turbulent inhérent. De plus, la
problématique liée au transfert de chaleur doit être considérée en raison de la différence de température entre le jet chaud et l’écoulement transverse froid. Des études ont montré que des approches conventionnelles comme l’application des modèles de turbulence statistiques à deux équations, où même la modélisation des tensions de Reynolds, échouent s’ils sont utilisés dans un calcul stationnaire. D’un autre côté, la « simulation directe » (Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS) ou même la « simulation aux grandes échelles » (Large Eddy Simulation, LES) sur le domaine entier est inaccessible compte tenu des nombres de Reynolds associés à ces applications induisant des besoins de maillages excessivement raffinés et des coûts de calcul prohibitifs.

Pour cette raison et pour répondre à la problématique industrielle, l’approche suivie dans cette thèse est fondée sur l’évaluation et la validation de modèles de turbulence avancés, qui permettent la résolution au moins d’une partie du spectre de turbulence dans la zone d’intérêt et qui sont dénommés « simulations aux échelles résolues » (Scale-Resolving Simulations, SRS). Une simple technique SRS est la solution des équations Navier-Stokes moyennées en fonction du temps (Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes, URANS) en combinaison avec un modèle de turbulence conventionnel comme les différentes variantes du modèle $k - \omega$. Une deuxième approche est l’utilisation de la « simulation aux échelles adaptatives » (Scale-Adaptive Simulation, SAS) qui correspond à une formulation URANS améliorée. Dans ce cadre précis, la longueur de von Kármán est introduite dans l’équation d’échelle turbulente et sert comme senseur pour l’échelle résolue. Contrairement au SAS, où la longueur caractéristique est définie par les caractéristiques de l’écoulement, un groupe d’approches différentes, dérivant de la LES, reçoit l’information de l’échelle de longueur résolue explicitement du maillage numérique. Comme le cas considéré ici ne demande qu’une résolution locale des structures turbulentes dans une zone d’intérêt, deux approches différentes sont étudiées qui combinent la capacité de la LES avec celle du RANS. La première est dénommée « simulation aux grandes échelles encastrée » (Embedded Large Eddy Simulation, ELES), où un calcul de type LES est effectué seulement dans une région spécifiée par l’utilisateur alors que le reste du domaine est simulé par une approche RANS. L’autre approche est connue sous le nom de « Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation » (DDES). Dans ce cadre, une fonction de « shielding » est utilisée pour garder des couches limites attachées dans le régime RANS et la formulation LES est activée dans les régions incluant des instabilités inhérentes à l’écoulement.

Le premier objectif capital consiste à valider les stratégies proposées pour la modélisation de la turbulence au travers de comparaison avec des données expérimentales pour une configuration générique correspondant à un seul jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse. Ces méthodologies induisant aussi des statistiques temporelles du deuxième ordre ainsi que des analyses spectrales, l’évolution temporelle de l’écoulement est validée de la même façon. Cet aspect est primordial car ces simulations en temps réel serviront de base pour l’analyse physique approfondie. Cela mène au deuxième objectif capital de la thèse qui consiste donc à mieux com-
prendre les dynamiques inhérentes d’un jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse aux grands nombres de Reynolds et au rapport des vitesses faibles grâce à l’identification des phénomènes de transport et de mélange. Le troisième objectif consiste à l’adaptation du processus développé sur une configuration simplifiée afin qu’il soit également applicable aux configurations industrielles complexes. Des simulations sont ainsi effectuées pour une application avion et les résultats sont comparés aux données disponibles des essais en vol. Pour finir, la dernière étape de cette thèse concerne l’application de la méthodologie développée à un système réel sur avion afin de montrer sa capacité à être utilisée dans la conception aérothermique des sorties d’air.

1.3 Plan de la thèse

Le plan de la thèse figure ci-dessous. Une étude bibliographique est effectuée dans le chapitre 2 afin d’évaluer l’état de l’art concernant les dynamiques d’écoulement et les phénomènes de mélange associé aux jets débouchants dans un écoulement transverse. Les stratégies de simulation existantes sont aussi données. Les approches pour la modélisation de la turbulence sont présentées dans chapitre 3 ainsi que la procédure de résolution numérique. Dans le chapitre 4 des simulations sont effectuées sur une configuration générique avec un seul jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse et les résultats sont comparés aux données expérimentales. Une attention particulière est prêtée à l’apportabilité des stratégies de maillage pour différentes topologies. L’influence du pas de temps numérique est aussi étudiée. La deuxième partie de ce chapitre est dédiée à une analyse physique afin d’examiner les caractéristiques principales, les phénomènes de mélange et les dynamiques des écoulements étudiés. Des analyses supplémentaires sont menées concernant des conditions aux limites thermiques ainsi que sur une configuration correspondant à plusieurs jets débouchants dans un écoulement transverse. Une stratégie adaptée pour la simulation des applications sur avion est présentée dans le chapitre 5 et des simulations sont effectuées pour la sortie du système de dégivrage de la nacelle, où des résultats numériques peuvent être comparés aux données d’essai en vol. La deuxième partie de ce chapitre aborde la simulation d’un autre système sur avion qui est la sortie du système pre-cooler situé sur le mât du moteur. Finalement, les résultats sont résumés et des perspectives sont présentées pour des recherches ultérieures possibles dans le chapitre 6.
Chapitre 2

État de l’art

Compte tenu que les applications impliquant des jets débouchants sont courantes dans l’ingénierie, des études datent des années 1930 et un grand volume de publications existe sur le sujet. Une vue d’ensemble des activités de recherche jusqu’aux années 1990 est présentée par MARGASON [20]. Le schéma d’un jet débouchant générique est illustré sur la figure 2.1. Le jet est éjecté par un orifice circulaire dans l’écoulement transverse, où il est rabattu à cause de l’écoulement transverse qui agit sur les limites du jet. La trajectoire du jet peut être définie comme la ligne connectant les points de vitesse maximale pour chaque section du jet.

2.1 Paramètres de similitude

L’influence la plus importante sur les caractéristiques de l’écoulement est donnée par le rapport des vitesses, défini comme

\[ V_R = \frac{W_j}{U_\infty} \] (2.1)

avec les vitesses \( W_j \) du jet et \( U_\infty \) de l’écoulement transverse respectivement. Si des fluides avec des propriétés différentes sont concernés, par exemple avec un écart de température, le rapport des quantités de mouvement est plus adapté. Celui est défini comme

\[ C_R = \frac{\rho_j W_j}{\rho_\infty U_\infty} \] (2.2)

avec les masses volumiques \( \rho \) correspondantes. Pour des valeurs de \( C_R < 2 \), la quantité de mouvement du jet est faible et le jet n’est pas capable de pénétrer profondément dans l’écoulement transverse. Dans ce cas, le jet est attaché à la paroi en aval et ne constitue qu’un faible obstacle à l’écoulement principal. Pour des valeurs de \( C_R > 2 \), le jet pénètre profondément dans l’écoulement transverse et l’interaction avec la paroi diminue.

Le développement et les caractéristiques des structures turbulentes dans la région d’interaction dépendent fortement du nombre de Reynolds. Il est donc utile de
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Fig. 2.1: Jet générique débouchant dans un écoulement transverse

construire un nombre de Reynolds $Re_{cf}$, qui est basé sur une longueur caractéristique de l’orifice. Dans le cas d’un orifice circulaire de diamètre $D$ et avec la viscosité de l’écoulement transverse $\nu_\infty$, le nombre de Reynolds $Re_{cf}$ peut être écrit comme

$$Re_{cf} = \frac{U_\infty D}{\nu_\infty}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

Pour des nombres de Reynolds très élevés de l’ordre de $10^5$, qui sont habituellement rencontrés pour les applications avion, la gamme des structures turbulentes, qui apparaissent dans la région d’interaction, est large et leurs influences sur le mélange thermique sont fortes.

Finalement, le nombre de Richardson $Ri_{cf}$ peut être aussi défini pour le jet débouchant, qui est caractérisé par un écart de température $\Delta T$ relatif à l’écoulement transverse. Celui est défini comme

$$Ri_{cf} = \frac{g \beta_T \Delta T D}{U_\infty^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

avec l’accélération par de gravitation $g$ et le coefficient d’expansion thermique $\beta_T$. Pour les cas où $Ri_{cf} \ll 1$, la convection peut être considérée comme forcée.

2.1.1 Considérations géométriques

La forme de l’éjecteur influence fortement la trajectoire du jet. En effet, plus grande est la distance entre les tourbillons contrarotatifs et moins importante est la pénétration du jet. Ce comportement a été étudié par Haven et al. [16] et est illustré sur la
2.2 Dynamiques et structures cohérentes

L’injection d’un jet dans un écoulement transverse représente un écoulement de cisaillement turbulent et libre. La description suivante des structures de tourbillon est basée sur l’approche phénoménologique de FRIC & ROSHKO [14]. Celle-ci est présentée sur la figure 2.3 qui montre les quatre structures principales :

- Tourbillons de la couche cisailée
- Paire des tourbillons contrarotatifs
- Tourbillon en fer à cheval
- Tourbillons de sillage du jet

Il doit être souligné à ce point que les conclusions ont été tirées d’expériences avec des rapports de vitesses allant de 2 à 10 et des nombres de Reynolds correspondants allant

![Diagram showing different jet hole configurations](image)

**Fig. 2.2:** Effet de la forme de l’éjecteur sur la pénétration du jet [16]

De plus, l’utilisation des éjecteurs avec des bords vifs facilite le décollement de l’écoulement et la création de tourbillons, menant à un comportement de mélange amélioré mais aussi à une augmentation de la traînée.


Dans beaucoup d’applications d’ingénierie, le jet débouchant n’apparaît pas isolé mais plusieurs jets sont alignés les uns à côté des autres. Des études expérimentales de ce type de configurations ont été menées par KAMOTAMI & GREBER [23] ainsi que SUGIYAMA & USAMI [40]. Une observation importante était que chaque jet se développe individuellement avant de se mélanger avec les jets voisins dans le champ moyen et lointain. Cela a justifié le fait que les recherches se sont d’abord orientées vers l’étude de jet débouchant isolé.
de 3 800 à 11 400. Dans la littérature, un consensus général existe sur ces structures. Néanmoins, l’origine et l’interaction entre ces structures constituent des sujets de débats controversés et l’élargissement à des rapports de vitesses plus faibles ou des nombres de Reynolds plus importants reste discutable.

2.2.1 Tourbillons de la couche cisaiillée

Un aspect important concernant la formation de structures turbulentes pour un jet débouchant est l’existence d’une couche cisaiillée. Du fait de la ressemblance des deux écoulements, des chercheurs ont essayé de transcrire les observations d’un jet libre à un jet débouchant. Pour un jet libre, les caractéristiques de la couche cisaiillée sont cependant indépendantes de la position angulaire, alors que la couche cisaiillée d’un jet débouchant diffère fortement suivant la zone considérée : amont, aval ou latérale. Contrairement au jet libre, Lim et al. [25] ont montré expérimentalement qu’aucune évidence n’existe pour des tourbillons annulaires. Cela a été confirmé par des simulations numériques effectuées par Yuan et al. [44], Kali et al. [22] and Sau et al. [34, 35].

2.2.2 Paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs

La caractéristique dominante est la formation d’une paire des tourbillons contrarotatifs. Broadwell et Breidenthal [8] voient la raison fondamentale de la formation...

2.2.3 Tourbillon en fer à cheval

L’origine du tourbillon en fer à cheval peut être attribuée au gradient de pression adverse présent à la paroi en amont du jet. Cela pourrait mener à l’hypothèse selon laquelle ce tourbillon est identique à celui qui se forme devant un cylindre dans un écoulement transverse. KELSO & SMITS [24] font référence cependant aux différences relatives à l’entrainement de la couche cisaille, la formation de tourbillons annulaires et le décollement de l’écoulement dans le tuyau d’alimentation menant à un comportement instationnaire qui est différent de celui rencontré pour un écoulement autour d’un cylindre monté sur une plaque plane.

2.2.4 Tourbillons du sillage du jet

Les tourbillons de la couche cisailée, la paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs et le tourbillon en fer à cheval peuvent apparaître même si le rapport des vitesses est faible. Concernant les tourbillons du sillage du jet, le développement des structures dépendra fortement du fait selon lequel le jet est détaché ou attaché à la paroi.

Rapport des vitesses fort

De manière équivalente à la formation d’un tourbillon en fer à cheval, une similitude peut être supposée entre les structures d’un jet débouchant et celles rencontrées dans un écoulement autour d’un cylindre installé sur une plaque plane. Cette analogie a été étudiée par FRIC & ROSHIKO [14]. Des expériences montrent cependant que l’écoulement transverse enveloppe le jet tandis que l’écoulement autour d’un cylindre se détache et forme un sillage ouvert. Comme illustré sur la figure [2.4], des structures turbulentes normales à la paroi se forment dans le sillage du jet, ressemblant à celles qui apparaissent en aval du cylindre du fait du « shedding » de vorticité créée à la paroi. Si on considère l’équation de transport de vorticité $\omega$ dans un écoulement incompressible, aucun terme source n’apparaît. Cela veut dire que la vorticité ne peut être générée qu’à la paroi. Les auteurs ont également montré que les structures normales à la paroi contiennent de la vorticité issue de la couche limite transverse. Cela est complètement différent du « shedding » de vorticité rencontré derrière un cylindre.
Rapport des vitesses faible

Pour des rapports inférieurs à deux, aucune formation des tourbillons normales à la paroi n’est observée. Dans ce cas, l’écoulement rabat le jet contre la paroi. ANDREOPoulos [4] a cependant montré que des structures cohérentes existent dans le sillage du jet pour un rapport de vitesse égal à 0,5. La figure 2.5 montre ainsi les résultats d’un calcul LES de Tyagi [42] et des structures en forme d’arche sont apparentes. Concernant le champ de l’écoulement, ANDREOPoulos & Rodi [5] ont identifié une zone de recirculation directement derrière le jet, ce qui était confirmé par les expériences de GOPALAN ET AL. [?] ainsi que les calculs LES de IOUROKINA & LELE [18].

Fig. 2.4: Enroulement de la couche limite et empreintes des tourbillons de sillage [14]

Fig. 2.5: Structures cohérentes obtenues à l’aide d’un calcul LES à $C_R = 0,5$ et $Re_{cf} = 4 700$ montrant des tourbillons en forme d’arche [42]
2.3 Aspects du mélange thermique

Du fait de l’écoulement très turbulent ainsi que de l’existence des structures cohérentes, le transfert d’énergie créé par le mélange thermique entre le jet et l’écoulement transverse est important. L’identification et la description des phénomènes de mélange en dehors de ceux générés par la paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs ne sont pas documentées et la littérature disponible est limitée. La température derrière l’orifice étant importante pour l’avion, l’efficacité thermique est définie comme

\[ \eta = \frac{T - T_\infty}{T_j - T_\infty} \] (2.5)

avec la température de l’écoulement transverse infini amont \( T_\infty \) et la température du jet \( T_j \). Rappelant le rapport des vitesses, une petite valeur de \( C_R \) mène à un sillage du jet attaché et à une trace thermique importante. D’un autre côté, un nombre de Reynolds élevé implique la formation des structures plus petites induisant un comportement meilleur mélange thermique.

Eriksen [13] a mesuré la température pariétale derrière le jet et la distribution obtenue est montrée sur la figure 2.6 avec la coordonnée latérale \( Y/D \) et la coordonnée \( X/D \) dans la direction de l’écoulement transverse. Dans le champ proche et moyen, le jet a un impact fort sur la température pariétale à cause du faible rapport des vitesses. Même si un gradient fort est visible à la ligne centrale \( Y/D = 0 \) dans la direction de l’écoulement transverse, l’influence de la température reste observable dans le champ lointain. Jusqu’à une distance de 2,5\( D \) de la ligne centrale, la distribution latérale est plutôt importante. Si le nombre de Richardson \( \text{Ri}_{cf} \) est très faible, la température peut être considérée comme une grandeur scalaire passive. Cette analogie permet de transférer des résultats de mélange scalaire dans un jet débouchant à un cas avec un écart de température modéré. L’étude expérimentale de Smith & Mungal [38] montre que l’écoulement transverse pénètre le jet en amont et que cela mène à un mélange fort. En plus, il existe des petites régions avec une concentration scalaire très élevée. En extrapolant ce comportement à un jet débouchant chaud, cela indique que des zones avec une température très élevée peuvent exister dans le sillage, qui peuvent ensuite impacter la paroi.

2.4 Simulations numériques

Outre des modèles empiriques, les premières méthodes numériques pour prédire le comportement d’un jet débouchant étaient des méthodes intégrales comme décrit dans [10]. Dû à l’augmentation de ressources informatiques et aux avancées de la modélisation de la turbulence pendant les deux dernières décennies, la possibilité d’une simulation tridimensionnelle d’un jet débouchant apparaît. Concernant la trajectoire du jet, les calculs RANS de Roth et al. [33] ont permis leur prévision d’une manière
Fig. 2.6: Efficacité thermique pariétale pour un jet débouchant à $C_R = 0,469$ [13]


Dans une série de publications, IVANOVA ET AL. [19, 20, 21] ont présenté des études numériques pour le mélange scalaire dans un jet débouchant. En plus d’un calcul URANS, l’approche SAS a été appliquée, montrant un bon accord avec les données expérimentales pour les valeurs moyennes et fluctuantes. Avec le progrès des sciences informatiques, l’attention des chercheurs s’est porté vers les simulations de type LES et DNS. D’une part, ces simulations permettent la prévision satisfaisante d’un jet débouchant. D’autre part, elles demandent des maillages numériques très raffinés ayant pour conséquence des temps de calcul très longs. De plus, le désavantage de ces approches est leur limitation aux faibles nombres de Reynolds et presque tous les calculs LES publiés ne dépassent pas $Re_{cf} = 10^3$. Ce fait souligne le développement nécessaire des modèles de turbulence avancés, qui permettent de résoudre localement des fluctuations turbulentes.

Pour résumer ce chapitre, le phénomène d’un jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse a été décrit et des paramètres de similitude comme le rapport des vitesses ainsi que le nombre de Reynolds ont été introduits. L’état de l’art sur les phénomènes dynamiques et sur l’apparition des structures cohérentes a été présenté en soulignant le caractère transitoire et turbulent ainsi que le débat en cours sur leurs origines. Une attention particulière est portée sur le mélange thermique et sur les simulations numériques existantes, mettant en évidence le besoin des nouvelles stratégies pour rendre possible la prévision aérothermique des jets débouchants aux grands nombres de Reynolds.
Chapitre 3

Modélisation de la turbulence

L’approche standard pour prendre en compte les effets turbulents est de modéliser leur impact statistique sur l’écoulement moyen par l’intermédiaire d’une viscosité turbulente. Comme il n’est pas possible de couvrir tous les phénomènes turbulents avec un seul modèle universel et du fait du progrès des sciences informatiques, des stratégies de simulation sont apparues, dans lesquelles une partie du spectre de turbulence est résolue dans l’espace et le temps. Toutes les approches qui permettent cette résolution, sont dénommées « simulations aux échelles résolues » (Scale-Resolving Simulation, SRS). L’aspect le plus important pour ce type de calcul repose sur le principe de la cascade d’énergie qui présente un caractère universel lorsque les échelles de turbulences décroissent. L’idée de toutes les approches SRS est donc de résoudre les grands tourbillons, énergétiques et dépendants de la géométrie et de modéliser l’influence des échelles plus petites et universelles. Le concept de SRS peut être élargi à la résolution locale des échelles. Concernant la sortie d’air du système de dégivrage présentée sur la figure [1.1] il serait intéressant de ne résoudre que les fluctuations turbulentes dans la région d’interaction entre le jet débouchant et l’écoulement transverse. En revanche, l’écoulement global autour de l’avion incluant le traitement des couches limites peut être calculé d’une manière efficace en utilisant des approches RANS standards. Deux possibilités existent pour atteindre ce but : l’approche intégrée et l’approche séquentielle.

3.1 Approche intégrée

L’approche intégrée peut être définie comme une stratégie de simulation qui permet la résolution locale des échelles dans une zone d’intérêt, alors qu’en même temps (presque) aucune fluctuation n’est résolue dans le reste du domaine. Encore une fois, il existe deux possibilités différentes pour atteindre cet objectif, dénommées approche hybride et approche zonale. L’approche intégrée hybride s’appuie sur un seul modèle de turbulence qui détermine la résolution des petites échelles au travers du
maillage numérique ou des instabilités inhérentes à l’écoulement. Au contraire, l’approche intégrée zonale repose sur la définition d’un sous-domaine a priori défini dans le domaine de calcul global. Un modèle de turbulence, permettant la résolution des échelles, est utilisé dans le sous-domaine, alors qu’un modèle de turbulence de type RANS est utilisé dans le reste du domaine. La figure 3.1 montre la catégorisation et indique les approches de la modélisation de turbulence utilisées pendant cette thèse.

3.1.1 Simulation URANS

L’approche SRS la plus simple provient de l’idée de résoudre les équations RANS instationnaires avec l’aide d’un modèle de turbulence statistique standard. Le modèle SST [27] est utilisé parce qu’il est capable de prévoir correctement les couches limites turbulentes avec un gradient de pression adverse, qu’on rencontre couramment dans l’aérodynamique externe des avions.

3.1.2 Simulation aux échelles adaptatives

Cette approche, appelée SAS (Scale Adaptive Simulation), s’appuie sur l’introduction d’un terme source supplémentaire basé sur la longueur de von Kármán dans l’équation de transport du taux de dissipation spécifique $\omega$ du modèle SST [12, 28]. Pour des écoulements instationnaires, les dérivées seconde de la vitesse jouent un rôle important car la longueur de von Kármán diminue pour les structures turbulentes déjà résolues. Cette diminution active donc le terme source supplémentaire, induisant une diminution de la viscosité turbulente. Cette caractéristique est importante et différente des modèles de turbulence statistiques standards, où les fluctuations déjà résolues ne sont pas prises en compte et sont amorties par une surestimation de la viscosité turbulente. Néanmoins, l’écoulement simulé doit être intrinsèquement instable pour permettre le déclenchement de l’adaptation des échelles. Une conséquence de cette formulation est l’absence d’une dépendance explicite du maillage numérique. Néanmoins,
come un maillage plus fin permet l’estimation améliorée des dérivées secondes de la vitesse, des structures turbulentes plus fines sont alors résolues.

3.1.3 Simulation aux échelles détachées

En raison du fait qu’une LES sur la totalité du domaine considéré coûte chère (en particulier pour une configuration avion), il est intéressant d’étudier une technique hybride RANS/LES avec une fonction « blending » simple [39], appelée DES (Detached Eddy Simulation). Si l’échelle de turbulence est plus grande que la longueur caractéristique des cellules du maillage, la résolution des fluctuations turbulentes est possible et l’approche LES est utilisée. Si l’échelle de turbulence est plus petite que la longueur caractéristique des cellules du maillage alors, la résolution de fluctuations turbulentes n’est pas possible et l’approche RANS est utilisée. De plus, la fonction « blending » est élargie par une deuxième fonction, qui permet le traitement des couches limites attachées toujours en RANS [29].

3.1.4 Simulation aux grandes échelles encastrée

La dernière approche intégrée consiste à résoudre localement des fluctuations turbulentes en utilisant une approche LES dans un sous-domaine, encastré dans le domaine global qui est traité par une approche RANS conventionnelle. Ce concept, appelé ELES (Embedded Large Eddy Simulation), est illustré sur la figure [32] pour une configuration avec un jet débouchant. Le domaine global encadré par les lignes rouges est divisé en la zone I et la zone II qui sont séparées par les lignes hachurées noires. Comme la zone I est composée en principe de la région d’interaction du jet débouchant dans l’écoulement transverse, des fluctuations turbulentes peuvent être résolues par une approche LES [37, 32]. Constituée d’un écoulement stable incluant de grandes régions de couches limites attachées, la zone II est mieux traitée par une approche RANS en combinaison avec un modèle de turbulence statistique. En introduisant un sous-domaine avec la résolution des échelles, la conversion correcte de l’énergie de turbulence cinétique modélisée aux structures turbulentes résolues doit être respectée aux interfaces RANS—LES. Cela peut être accompli par la méthode de tourbillon proposée par SERGENT [36].

3.1.5 Similitudes structurelles et discussion

Négligeant l’interprétation physique derrière leurs dérivations, les équations de Navier-Stokes moyennées ou filtrées sont mathématiquement identiques. Si le nombre de Prandtl turbulent peut être considéré comme constant, qui est en fait une hypothèse justifiée, la seule influence du modèle de turbulence sur la solution provient de la viscosité turbulente. En résolvant numériquement les équations moyennées et filtrées par une discrétisation temporelle et spatiale, les équations sont filtrées/moyennées à nouveau.
Dans une simulation transitoire, les équations discrétisées peuvent être interprétées comme étant identiques aussi physiquement et le comportement de la simulation est alors uniquement déterminé par le modèle de turbulence.

Effectivement, comme démontré par le modèle SAS, qui est dérivé de l’approche RANS, et par les travaux de Travin et al. ou Fröhlich & von Terzi, des simulations URANS existent, montrant la résolution des échelles turbulentes et soulignant que cette capacité n’est pas une singularité exclusive de l’approche LES. L’approche LES ne doit pas être définie par sa capacité de résoudre des fluctuations turbulentes mais plutôt par le fait que l’estimation de la viscosité turbulente est une fonction du maillage numérique, c’est-à-dire $\nu_t = f(\Delta)$. L’utilisation de maillages très raffinés mène donc à des niveaux faibles de viscosité turbulente et ensuite à la résolution des échelles turbulentes.

### 3.2 Approche séquentielle

Pour l’exemple présenté dans la section 1.1, une simulation consistante de la géométrie complète de l’avion avec seulement une résolution locale des échelles turbulentes n’est pas réalisable pour l’instant. Même l’utilisation de l’approche ELES avec un maillage RANS très grossier mènerait à des coûts de calcul trop élevés. De plus, le traitement instationnaire du domaine RANS n’apporte pas d’intérêt particulier, ne justifiant pas l’effort supplémentaire.

L’approche séquentielle est donc proposée pour résoudre cette problématique et est illustrée sur la figure 3.3. Une configuration basée sur un jet débouchant est considérée.
3.2 Approche séquentielle

(a) Simulation de type RANS du domaine global

(b) Définition d’un sous-domaine et extraction de la solution RANS sur ses limites

(c) Simulation aux échelles résolues seulement dans le sous-domaine

Fig. 3.3: L’approche séquentielle
en haut de la figure avec le domaine global encadré par des lignes rouges. Dans un premier temps, l’approche RANS conventionnelle est utilisée sur un maillage, qui est adapté pour cette tâche, afin d’obtenir une estimation globale de l’écoulement même si le comportement du mélange est mal représenté. Dans un deuxième temps, un sous-domaine est défini, dans lequel une simulation sera effectuée, permettant la résolution des fluctuations turbulentes. Les limites de cette zone sont illustrées par des lignes hachurées noires et la solution RANS est extraite sur ces surfaces. En mettant en œuvre un deuxième maillage numérique adapté pour la résolution spatiale des fluctuations turbulentes, une simulation aux échelles résolues est effectuée avec les conditions aux limites obtenues par la solution RANS. Cette approche permet donc une réduction significative du nombre de cellules du maillage et offre une stratégie possible pour la simulation de grands domaines de calcul en gardant une résolution locale des échelles turbulentes.

En résumé, comme la résolution d’une partie du spectre turbulent est nécessaire pour la prévision aérothermique correcte d’un jet débouchant, des approches intégrées différentes ont été introduites : simulation de type URANS, Scale-Adaptive Simulation, Detached Eddy Simulation et Embedded Large Eddy Simulation. Ces stratégies permettent la résolution simultanée du champ global de l’écoulement et, dans une certaine mesure, la résolution locale des échelles dans la région d’interaction du jet débouchant. Comme seule une résolution des échelles locale est souhaitée, l’approche séquentielle a été introduite. Celle-ci est basée sur un calcul stationnaire du domaine global avec un calcul de type SRS seulement dans un sous-domaine, qui contient le jet débouchant. Ce type d’approche est adapté aux configurations industrielles qui seront traitées dans le chapitre 5.
Chapitre 4

Validation et analyse d’écoulement

4.1 Description du cas test

Les simulations ont été effectuées pour une configuration basée sur la maquette étudiée lors du projet MAEVA\(^1\) [2], qui a été réalisé en coopération entre l’ONERA et AIRBUS Operations S.A.S.. La configuration est présentée sur la figure 4.1. Elle consiste en un profil tridimensionnel avec une sortie d’air intégrée à l’extrados. Le système d’air est composé de deux tuyaux qui alimentent symétriquement un plénum avec de l’air chaud. Le fluide chaud sort par une grille échangeable et le jet débouchant se développe. Parmi les différentes conceptions de grilles étudiées expérimentalement, les deux présentées sur la figure 4.2 sont choisies pour l’étude numérique menée avec le solveur CFD FLUENT [6].

4.2 Stratégie de maillage

La discrétisation spatiale du domaine fluide joue un rôle très important pour la simulation correcte d’un écoulement. Comme les études numériques doivent représenter la configuration expérimentale le plus exactement possible, les limites du domaine global sont équivalentes à la veine d’essai de la soufflerie. Les parties intérieures du système d’air, c’est-à-dire les tuyaux d’alimentation et le plénum, sont incluses pour être consistant avec les essais. Trois stratégies de maillage sont étudiées dans cette thèse pour le cas d’un éjecteur seul :

- Maillage a) maillage hexaédrique basé sur l’approche multi-blocs structuré
- Maillage b) maillage tétraédrique hybride avec des couches de prismes
- Maillage c) maillage cartésien hybride avec des couches de hexaèdres et de prismes

Le maillage hexaédrique généré pour la configuration en éjecteur seul est présenté en haut de la figure 4.3. Une distance de paroi adimensionnée \(y^+\) inférieure à 1 est imposée sur la première maille pour les surfaces extérieures de la voilure. La raison

\(^1\)Modélisation Aéothermique des Écoulements en Ventilation Avion
géométrique de progression du maillage dans la direction normale à la paroi est limité à 1,2. L’éjecteur et la région en aval sont suffisamment raffinés pour permettre la résolution de fluctuations turbulentes. Le maillage réalisé pour l’approche tétraédrique hybride est montré au milieu de la figure. Pour permettre de comparer les maillages, la hauteur de la première maille prismatique à la paroi est identique à celle du maillage hexaédrique. Un nombre total de vingt couches est utilisé pour toutes les parois de la configuration et la raison géométrique de 1,2 est respectée dans la région d’intérêt.

Pour permettre l’augmentation de la densité de mailles dans la région d’interaction du jet et de l’écoulement transverse, deux sources géométriques ont été introduites dans l’algorithme de génération de maillage. Le maillage cartésien est présenté en bas de la figure. Pour permettre la comparaison avec les deux autres stratégies, les caractéristiques des couches de mailles proches de la paroi sont identiques, c’est-à-dire la hauteur de la première maille à la paroi, le nombre des couches et la raison géométrique. Le raffinement local du maillage est forcé avec les mêmes sources géométriques. Les caractéristiques des maillages ainsi que les critères de qualité sont résumés dans tableau 4.1.

**Fig. 4.1:** Configuration expérimentale avec un jet débouchant

**Fig. 4.2:** Les deux grilles d’éjection étudiées
4.2 Stratégie de maillage

(a) Maillage a) maillage hexaédrique basé sur l’approche multi-blocs structuré

(b) Maillage b) maillage tétraédrique hybride avec des couches de prisms

(c) Maillage c) maillage cartésien hybride avec des couches de hexaèdres et de prisms

Fig. 4.3: Présentation de différentes stratégies de maillage
Tab. 4.1: Statistiques de maillages pour la configuration du jet débouchant simple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maillage</th>
<th>Mailles</th>
<th>Angle</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Changement de volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>12,9 · 10⁶</td>
<td>28,1°</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>21,0 · 10⁶</td>
<td>20,0°</td>
<td>7600</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>13,1 · 10⁶</td>
<td>6,0°</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Configuration numérique

Les conditions aux limites numériques ont été choisies conformément aux conditions expérimentales. L’entrée de la soufflerie est modélisée comme une condition d’entrée de vitesses dans le domaine de calcul. Un profil uniforme de la composante longitudinale $X$ de la vitesse égale à 47,18 m/s ainsi qu’une température uniforme de $T = 291$ K sont imposés. La fin de la veine d’essai est représentée dans le domaine de calcul par une condition de sortie à pression imposée avec une valeur constante égale à la pression ambiante de 101 325 Pa. Toutes les parois de la maquette sont modélisées comme des parois visqueuses. Les autres parois de la veine sont traitées par des conditions de glissement. Un débit de 17,71 kg/s et une température totale de jet égale à 351 K sont imposés à l’entrée de chaque tuyau d’alimentation. Comme les équations de transport pour les variables de turbulence sont aussi calculées, un rapport de viscosité turbulente égale à 10 et un taux de turbulence égal à 0,5% sont spécifiés. Le choix du pas de temps numérique est primordial pour un calcul instationnaire parce qu’il impacte directement la résolution des échelles. D’un côté, le pas de temps doit être suffisamment petit pour permettre la résolution temporelle des fluctuations turbulentes, qui sont importantes pour le problème considéré. D’un autre côté, le pas de temps ne doit pas être trop petit pour éviter des temps de calcul trop longs. Le pas de temps de base est choisi ici à $\Delta t = 5 \cdot 10^{-5}$ s. Les paramètres de similitude du jet sont présentés sur la table 4.2.

Tab. 4.2: Paramètres de similitude pour la configuration éjecteur simple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0,69</td>
<td>$9,30 \cdot 10^4$</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>0,21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Validation

Les simulations instationnaires contiennent des informations détaillées de la turbulence et de l’écoulement transitoire. Même si souvent les quantités moyennes sont intéressantes en fin de calcul, l’évolution temporelle de l’écoulement doit être validée...
et les variables dynamiques doivent être aussi analysées. Contrairement aux simulations stationnaires, le jugement concernant la convergence du calcul est complexe par le fait de devoir considérer deux aspects. Le premier aspect concerne la convergence dans chaque pas de temps, c'est-à-dire la convergence intérieure. Le deuxième aspect concerne la convergence des statistiques temporelles, c'est-à-dire la convergence extérieure.

**Influence du modèle de turbulence**

L’évolution des résidus pour toutes les équations de transport sont présentées sur la figure 4.4. Après 150 itérations en stationnaire, la simulation est poursuivie dans un mode instationnaire, comme cela peut être observé d’après le comportement des résidus. Pour chaque pas de temps, les valeurs de résidu décroissent d’un ou deux ordres de grandeur. Pour juger la convergence intérieure, un point de référence est considéré dans le sillage du jet et la valeur absolue de la vitesse ainsi que la température sont tracées en fonction des sous-itérations sur la figure 4.5. À la fin de chaque pas de temps les valeurs au point examiné ne varient peu et la convergence intérieure peut être considérée comme suffisante. Concernant la convergence extérieure, des statistiques du premier ordre pour le même point sont tracées en fonction de temps accumulé $\Delta t_{acc}$ sur la figure 4.6. Il est évident que les statistiques se stabilisent autour de valeurs limites, signifiant une convergence suffisante.

![Fig. 4.4: Evolution des résidus](image)

---

**Fig. 4.4: Evolution des résidus**
Validation et analyse d’écoulement

Pour juger la capacité de résoudre les échelles turbulentes des iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ pour une valeur de $Q_s = 1,0$ sont présentées pour les approches SAS, DDES et ELES sur les figures 4.7(a), 4.8(a) et 4.9(a). Des structures turbulentes de taille et de caractère différents sont clairement visibles dans la région d’interaction du jet débouchant. Le dérèglement de maillage mène à la dissipation de ces structures à partir de 50% de la corde. Des contours de l’efficacité thermique sont tracés pour ces approches sur la paroi en aval de l’éjecteur sur les figures 4.7(b), 4.8(b) et 4.9(b). Un bon accord avec les données expérimentales est visible dans le champ moyen et lointain. La propagation latérale est aussi bien capturée sauf dans le champ proche, où une sous-estimation est visible. Ce comportement est dû à la conduction thermique interne dans la plaque contenant la grille, qui mène au développement d’une couche
limite thermique à l’extérieur et à une propagation latérale plus importante dans le champ proche. La capacité de résoudre des échelles avec l’approche URANS est aussi examinée. Pour ce cas, les iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ doivent être tracées pour une valeur $Q^{*} = 0.5$ pour faire apparaître suffisamment de structures, cf. 4.10(a). Contrairement aux autres approches, seules des structures larges apparaissent dans le champ proche et moyen et aucunes fluctuations turbulentes de petite taille ne sont visibles. La trace thermique sur la paroi est présentée sur la figure 4.10(b) et diffère beaucoup des données expérimentales. En particulier, la propagation latérale est drastiquement sous-estimée. Cette prévision insuffisante du mélange thermique doit être attribuée à l’incapacité de l’approche URANS à résoudre correctement les structures turbulentes à petite échelle.

### 4.4.1 Influence du maillage

Concernant les maillages hybrides, des structures cohérentes d’une taille et d’un caractère différents sont visibles dans le plénium, le champ proche et le champ moyen du jet débouchant, cf. figures 4.11(a) et 4.12(a). Contrairement au maillage hexaédrique, des fluctuations turbulentes sont résolues aussi dans le champ lointain à du fait d’un raffinement plus fort. Pour comparer les approches hybrides, la longueur de maille transverse est identique pour le maillage tétraédrique et le maillage cartésien dans la zone de résolution des échelles. De ce fait, un volume constant est alors discrétisé par des mailles tétraédriques plus petites expliquant l’apparition supplémentaire de structures pour cette stratégie de maillage. D’une manière cohérente avec la résolution des échelles, la distribution de température pariétale est en bon accord avec les données expérimentales, présentée sur les figures 4.11(b) et 4.12(b). L’approche SAS est donc capable de gérer la prévision aérothermique d’un jet débouchant indépendamment de la stratégie de maillage à condition que la zone d’intérêt ainsi que les couches limites soient suffisamment raffinées.

### 4.4.2 Influence du pas de temps

Le calcul SAS avec le pas de temps le plus petit montre l’apparition de plus de fluctuations turbulentes et des structures plus petites dans la région d’interaction du jet débouchant et dans le plénium, cf. figure 4.13(a). L’influence sur la distribution de température pariétale est présentée sur la figure 4.13(b) et peu de différences sont visibles en comparaison au calcul SAS de base. Comme présenté sur la figure 4.14(a), avec le pas de temps le plus grand, un moins grand nombre de fluctuations turbulentes et des structures de grandes tailles sont visibles dans la région d’interaction. Ce comportement est consistant avec les observations précédentes. Néanmoins, le calcul SAS avec un grand pas de temps prévoit malgré tout plus de structures que le calcul URANS avec le pas de temps réduit ainsi qu’une meilleure distribution de température pariétale, cf. figure 4.14(b).
(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 1,0$

(b) Comparaison d’efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

**Fig. 4.7:** Résultats obtenus avec l’approche SAS sur le maillage hexaédrique avec le pas de temps $\Delta t$
4.4 Validation

(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 1,0$

(b) Comparaison d’efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

Fig. 4.8: Résultats obtenus avec l’approche DDES sur le maillage hexaédrique avec le pas de temps $\Delta t$
(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 1,0$

(b) Comparaison d’efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

**Fig. 4.9:** Résultats obtenus avec l’approche ELES sur le maillage hexaédrique avec le pas de temps $\Delta t$
(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 0.5$

(b) Comparaison d'efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

**Fig. 4.10:** Résultats obtenus avec l’approche URANS sur le maillage hexaédrique avec le pas de temps $\Delta t$
Fig. 4.11: Résultats obtenus avec l’approche SAS sur le maillage tétraédrique avec le pas de temps $\Delta t$
4.4 Validation

(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 1,0$

(b) Comparaison d'efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

Fig. 4.12: Résultats obtenus avec l’approche SAS sur le maillage cartésien avec le pas de temps $\Delta t$
(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 1,0$

(b) Comparaison d’efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

**Fig. 4.13:** Résultats obtenus avec l’approche SAS sur le maillage hexaédrique avec le pas de temps $0,5\Delta t$
(a) Iso-surface de critère $Q$ pour $Q^* = 1,0$

(b) Comparaison d’efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ calculée et mesurée

Fig. 4.14: Résultats obtenus avec l’approche SAS sur le maillage hexaédrique avec le pas de temps $2\Delta t$
4.4.3 Étude détaillée

Après la validation qualitative, une vue plus quantitative est donnée pour les différentes simulations listées sur la figure 4.15. La comparaison des profils des composantes de vitesse moyenne est présentée sur la figure 4.16. Les résultats sont en bon accord avec les données expérimentales et l’existence d’une zone de recirculation à $X/D = 1$ pour $Z_w/D < 0,7$ est confirmée. Contrairement au champ de température, la mauvaise prévision de l’approche URANS est moins prononcée pour les champs des composantes de vitesse moyenne. Comme les statistiques temporelles du deuxième ordre sont importantes pour la validation de l’instationnarité de l’écoulement, les valeurs des fluctuations sont présentées pour les composantes de vitesse sur la figure 4.17. Une bonne correspondance avec les données expérimentales est obtenue sauf pour l’approche URANS. Un dernier niveau de validation consiste en l’analyse spectrale des signaux temporels des composantes de vitesses, présenté sur la figure 4.18 pour les points dont les coordonnées sont présentées dans le tableau 4.3. Le nombre de Strouhal peut être calculé comme $St_D = f \cdot D/U$ avec la fréquence $f$. Le pic autour de $St_D = 0,14$ rencontré dans les expériences est confirmé à l’exception de l’approche URANS, qui prédit un pic spectral autour de $St_D = 0,095$ pour les points 1, 2 et 4. Cette sous-estimation peut être attribuée à l’incapacité de l’approche URANS à résoudre proprement des structures turbulentes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modèle de turbulence</th>
<th>Stratégie de maillage</th>
<th>Pas de temps</th>
<th>Symbole</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cas 1 SAS</td>
<td>hexaédrique</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 2 DDES</td>
<td>hexaédrique</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 3 ELES</td>
<td>hexaédrique</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 4 URANS</td>
<td>hexaédrique</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 5 SAS</td>
<td>hybride tétraédrique</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 6 SAS</td>
<td>hybride cartésien</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 7 SAS</td>
<td>hexaédrique</td>
<td>0,5$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cas 8 SAS</td>
<td>hexaédrique</td>
<td>2$\Delta t$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.15: Liste des simulations effectuées pour la validation

Tab. 4.3: Position des points pour l’analyse spectrale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>X/D</th>
<th>Y/D</th>
<th>Z/D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JCF,1}$</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JCF,2}$</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>0,27</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JCF,3}$</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>0,80</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JCF,4}$</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{JCF,5}$</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4.16: Profiles des composantes longitudinale et verticale de la vitesse moyenne, symboles indiqués sur la figure 4.15 avec • : EXP
Fig. 4.17: Profiles des fluctuations des vitesses ; symboles identiques à la figure 4.16
4.4 Validation

(a) Composante de vitesse $V$ au point $P_{JCF,1}$

(b) Composante de vitesse $V$ au point $P_{JCF,2}$

(c) Composante de vitesse $U$ au point $P_{JCF,3}$

(d) Composante de vitesse $V$ au point $P_{JCF,4}$

(e) Composante de vitesse $V$ au point $P_{JCF,5}$

Fig. 4.18: Estimation des densités spectrales ; symboles identiques à la figure 4.16
4.4.4 Approche séquentielle

Le point de départ de l’approche séquentielle est l’utilisation d’une simulation de type RANS avec le modèle de turbulence \( k - \omega \) SST sur un maillage grossier. Ainsi, seulement 1000 itérations ont été effectuées, induisant une solution non-convergée dans la région d’interaction du jet débouchant. Néanmoins toutes les surfaces, où la solution RANS doit être extrait, sont situées à une distance suffisamment grande de cette région, pour que l’impact du jet débouchant soit faible. Les valeurs des composantes de vitesse, de la pression, de la température ainsi que de l’énergie cinétique de turbulence et du taux de dissipation spécifique sont ensuite extraites sur toutes les surfaces extérieures du sous-domaine avec une interpolation du premier ordre. Comme auparavant, la capacité de cette approche à résoudre proprement les fluctuations turbulentes est jugée par des iso-surfaces du critère \( Q \) et aucune différence importante n’est visible comparé au calcul SAS intégré. La comparaison qualitative de la température pariétale est présentée sur la figure [1.19]. A part une différence peu importante dans le champ proche, l’approche séquentielle donne des résultats très conséquents à ceux obtenus grâce à l’approche intégrée. Les effets d’installation sont donc pris en compte et la distribution de la température pariétale est toujours prévisible avec une réduction de temps de calcul de 50%.

Fig. 4.19: Comparaison de l’efficacité moyenne \( \bar{\eta} \) obtenue par l’approche SAS séquentielle avec le pas de temps \( \Delta t \) avec les données expérimentales
4.5 Analyse de l’écoulement

Dans un premier temps, le comportement stationnaire de l’écoulement est présenté sur la figure 4.20. La paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs se développe lorsque le jet enveloppe les bords latéraux de l’éjecteur. Son influence sur le mélange thermique est illustrée par les vecteurs de vitesses dans le plan, qui montrent que le fluide chaud est transporté loin du centre du jet tandis que du fluide froid est entraîné au-dessous en direction du centre. En plus de cette paire de tourbillons, l’iso-surface de critère $Q$ à partir des vitesses moyennes présentée aussi sur la figure montre qu’un seul tourbillon en fer à cheval apparaît devant le jet et qu’il n’est composé que de fluide froid. Compte tenu de son rapport des vitesses faible par rapport à l’écoulement externe, le jet ne constitue
Fig. 4.21: Iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ montrant des tourbillons en forme d’arches dans le sillage du jet

qu’un obstacle de petite taille pour l’écoulement transverse, induisant alors une zone de recirculation importante derrière l’orifice. Comme du fluide chaud s’accumule à cet endroit, l’impact thermique directement en aval de l’éjecteur est relativement fort. Cette zone diffère par la taille et l’intensité selon l’approche utilisée pour la simulation.

L’observation détaillée des iso-surfaces instantanées de critère $Q$ révèle l’existence de structures cohérentes et périodiques dans le sillage du jet, qui se présentent sous la forme de tourbillons en arches et qui sont illustrés sur la figure 4.21. Ces structures ont une influence forte sur le mélange thermique parce qu’elles entraînent du fluide froid profondément dans le cœur du jet. Tandis que l’approche SAS et DDES montrent des pics spectraux pour $St_D$ entre 0,37 et 0,4, les résultats de l’approche LES montrent une variation plus importante.

En comparant les résultats obtenus par l’approche URANS aux trois autres approches SRS intégrées, la sous-estimation drastique de propagation de température latérale est frappante. Pour cette raison, un traitement statistique des données numériques instationnaires peut être utile pour l’extraction de structures cohérentes ou pour révéler la dynamique de l’écoulement. Une technique utile est la décomposition POD comme décrit par BERKOOZ, HOLMES & LUMLEY [7], qui est effectuée ici pour un sous-domaine d’écoulement. L’évolution temporelle du deuxième mode est tracée sur la figure 4.22(a) et un comportement nettement périodique est mis en évidence. Si à la place du nombre d’échantillon d’écoulement $N$ le pas de temps est considéré, une fréquence caractéristique peut être attribuée à cette oscillation. Le nombre de Strouhal est alors de 0,14, identique à celui obtenu de l’analyse spectrale des données numériques et expérimentales. Pour donner une description spatiale du phénomène lié à cette fréquence, le deuxième mode de la composante latérale de vitesse est présentée sur un plan au-dessus de la paroi, cf. figure 4.22(b). Des minima et maxima sont visibles
4.5 Analyse de l’écoulement

(a) Evolution temporelle du deuxième mode

(b) Représentation spatiale du deuxième mode

Fig. 4.22: Résultats de la décomposition POD pour la composante de vitesse \( V \)
derrière l’orifice qui montrent une ondulation du panache du jet avec une fréquence
de \( St_D = 0.14 \). Pour confirmer cette dynamique, le champ de température instantané,
illustré en haut de la figure [4.23] est approximé par ses deux premiers modes en
dés de cette figure. Tandis que le champ instantané n’est pas facilement interprétable,
l’approximation montre nettement l’ondulation du sillage du jet. L’origine peut être
expliquée en rappelant la topologie stationnaire présentée sur la figure [4.20]. Pour
un écoulement instationnaire, la zone de recirculation n’est pas fixe, induisant un
déclenchement du phénomène car l’écoulement transverse est entraîné en alternance
du côté gauche et droit derrière la zone de recirculation. Cette dynamique ressemble
bien au comportement caractéristique des allées de von Kármán et une fréquence
caractéristique basée sur la largeur de la zone de recirculation révèle effectivement
un nombre de Strouhal égale à $St_W = 0.22$ qui est très proche de celui trouvé dans
la littérature. Finalement, l’origine de la sous-estimation de l’approche URANS peut
être attribuée à ce phénomène qui est amorti par une surestimation de la viscosité
turbulente due à l’incapacité de modèle de turbulence standard à prendre en compte
des fluctuations turbulentes déjà résolues.

4.5.1 Conditions aux limites thermiques améliorées

Compte tenu de la conception de maquette, la conduction thermique joue un rôle
important. Notamment la grille d’éjecteur est exposée au fluide froid à l’extérieur et
au fluide chaud à l’intérieur. L’approche la plus simple consiste à prendre en compte
cette caractéristique en spécifiant une température de peau constante et égale à la
valeur moyenne entre le fluide froid et le fluide chaud. Une approche plus complexe
est basée sur une distribution de température pour la plaque obtenue par un calcul
couplé fluide-solide stationnaire. Les résultats sont présentés sur la figure [1,24] et com-
parés aux données expérimentales. Les deux approches permettent donc une prévision
améliorée de la distribution de température latérale dans le champ proche, soulignant
l’importance de la conduction thermique. Même si la température imposée pour la
deuxième approche varie beaucoup, l’influence sur les résultats est faible et favorise
par conséquent l’approche la plus simple.
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Fig. 4.24: Calcul SAS avec des conditions aux limites thermiques améliorées : $T_1$=const. (en haut) et $T_2 = f(x, y, z)$ (en bas) comparés à l’expérience (au milieu)

4.5.2 Éjecteurs multiples

Pour cette configuration, le point de calcul choisi ressemble au cas du jet débouchant simple en ce qui concerne le rapport des vitesses. Les paramètres de similitude sont donnés dans le tableau 4.4. La gamme choisie pour le nombre de Reynolds correspond à la longueur caractéristique obtenue pour l’éjecteur le plus petit et le plus grand. Dans un premier temps, la topologie stationnaire est analysée. Des lignes de courant sont lâchées des entrées des tuyaux d’injection comme présentées sur la figure 4.25. Dans le plénum une zone de circulation est présente et les cinq jets sont rapidement rabattus contre la paroi de la maquette. La distribution de température pariétale est tracée sur la figure 4.26 pour deux calculs SAS avec un pas de temps différent. La fusion de deux jets extérieurs est confirmée et en général un bon accord avec les données expérimentales est visible. Dans un deuxième temps, le champ d’écoulement instantané est examiné sur la figure 4.27. Dans le champ proche les jets se développent individuellement et les caractéristiques d’un jet débouchant simple sont retrouvées : le tourbillon en fer à cheval, la paire de tourbillon contrarotatifs ainsi que des tourbillons en forme d’arches dans le sillage. Des indications concernant l’ondulation du sillage sont obtenues et l’oscillation de la couche cisailée en amont est confirmée. Dans le champ moyen les jets se mélangent et de nombreuses structures turbulentes sont visibles.
Tab. 4.4: Paramètres de similitude pour la configuration à éjecteurs multiples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0,70</td>
<td>3,69 - 5,77 · 10⁴</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>0,19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.25: Lignes de courant pour la configuration à éjecteurs multiples

Pour résumer ce chapitre, les simulations ont été effectuées pour une configuration générique d’un jet débouchant afin de valider les approches proposées. Contrairement à l’approche URANS, une résolution suffisante des fluctuations turbulentes est possible avec les approches intégrées basées sur la SAS, la DDES et la ELES. Comme cela impacte directement la prévision du mélange thermique, les résultats pour les trois dernières approches montrent un bon accord avec les données expérimentales. Une validation supplémentaire du modèle de turbulence SAS a été réalisée à travers l’étude de l’influence du maillage et du pas de temps qui montre également un bon accord avec les expériences. Pour compléter la partie validation, l’approche séquentielle SAS est aussi capable de prévoir suffisamment la distribution de température pariétale avec une réduction de temps de calcul de 50% comparé à l’approche SAS intégrée. L’analyse de l’écoulement a révélé des phénomènes de mélange thermique importants comme les tourbillons en forme d’arches qui se développent autour de la zone de recirculation derrière l’orifice et entrainent du fluide froid vers le cœur du jet chaud. La paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs se forme aux bords latéraux de l’éjecteur avec un impact fort sur le mélange thermique entre le jet et l’écoulement transverse. Le tourbillon en fer à cheval est identifié mais aucune influence sur le mélange thermique n’est visible. Une décomposition POD a été calculée, permettant de révéler l’ondulation latérale du sillage du jet avec une influence forte sur le mélange thermique. L’approche intégrée SAS a été appliquée sur une configuration avec plusieurs jets débouchants. La résolution des
échelles turbulentes est observable et les résultats sont en bon accord avec l’expérience. Dans le champ proche, chaque jet se développe individuellement avant de se mélangen dans le champ moyen et lointain.

Fig. 4.26: Comparaison de l’efficacité moyenne $\bar{\eta}$ avec les données expérimentales pour deux pas de temps différents : $\Delta t$ (en haut) et $0.5\Delta t$ (au milieu)

Fig. 4.27: Iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ montrant des structures cohérentes
Chapitre 5

Application aux géométries complexes

Les résultats prometteurs obtenus sur le cas test générique encouragent l’application des simulations aux échelles résolues aux configurations plus complexes. Dans ce chapitre, des sorties d’air avion sont considérées, comprenant plusieurs jets débouchants avec un faible rapport des vitesses et un impact thermique fort sur les surfaces en aval des grilles d’éjecteurs. Pour rendre accessible ces simulations d’échelles résolues au processus de conception aérothermique, une approche séquentielle adaptée est présentée et ultérieurement appliquée à deux types de sorties d’air qui proviennent du système de dégivrage de la nacelle et du système de pre-cooler du dispositif de contrôle environnemental.

5.1 Approche séquentielle adaptée

L’approche séquentielle adaptée est illustrée sur la figure 5.1. Dans un premier temps, un calcul RANS est effectué pour la géométrie lisse, c’est-à-dire sans prendre en compte la sortie d’air. Cela permet d’obtenir une estimation globale de l’écoulement même si les jets débouchants sont alors négligés. La deuxième étape ne change pas et consiste toujours dans la définition du sous-domaine, où une simulation avec la capacité de résoudre les échelles turbulentes doit être appliquée. La solution RANS est donc extraite aux surfaces limites du sous-domaine qui sont représentées avec des lignes noires hachurées au milieu de la figure. Troisièmement, un nouveau domaine de calcul est défini avec les limites du sous-domaine mais aussi avec la géométrie de sortie d’air, comme représenté avec les lignes rouges en bas de la figure. Des conditions aux limites imposées sur les frontières du sous-domaine sont ensuite fournies par la solution RANS pour une simulation aux échelles résolues. Cette approche permet une réduction significative du coût de calcul en prenant toujours en compte la topologie locale de l’écoulement et des effets d’installation dans la proximité de la sortie d’air.
Application aux géométries complexes

(a) Simulations RANS de la configuration lisse

(b) Définition du sous-domaine et extraction de la solution sur ses frontières

(c) Simulation aux échelles résolues uniquement dans le sous-domaine mais avec géométrie de la grille

**Fig. 5.1:** L’approche séquentielle adaptée à des configurations complexes
5.2 La sortie du système de dégivrage de nacelle

L’approche séquentielle adaptée est appliquée pour la simulation de la sortie du système de dégivrage de la nacelle d’un avion civil. Le système réel est très proche de celui déjà présenté sur la figure 1.1. A partir des données d’essais en vol une phase de vol stabilisée est choisie avec un rapport des vitesses faible afin d’évaluer l’impact thermique du jet chaud sur la structure de la nacelle. Cette phase correspond à une phase d’attente à $Ma = 0.5$ et à une altitude de 10 000 ft. Le jet débouchant est alors caractérisé par les paramètres présentés dans le tableau 5.1.

5.2.1 Simulations et stratégie de maillage

En utilisant le processus industriel existant, la solution RANS obtenue sur l’avion global est obtenue par le solveur CFD elsA [31]. Comme l’approche SAS sera utilisée pour résoudre les fluctuations turbulentes, le modèle de turbulence $k-\omega$ SST est utilisé pour obtenir les conditions aux limites de turbulence correspondant à l’énergie cinétique de turbulence et au taux de dissipation spécifique. La configuration et la distribution de pression sont tracées sur la figure 5.2. Compte tenu des essais en vol, la boîte SRS n’est construite que sur la nacelle intérieure où sont positionnés les capteurs. La figure 5.3(a) montre sa position et sa taille. Evidemment, la topologie locale de l’écoulement ainsi que les effets d’installation doivent être pris en compte dans le choix de la taille de la boîte pour des résultats représentatifs. Le sous-domaine de calcul incluant l’intérieur du système est montré sur la figure 5.3(b). La partie extérieure est constituée de quatre surfaces d’entrée et d’une surface de sortie. La géométrie relativement simple permet la génération d’un maillage hexaédrique basé sur l’approche multi-blocs structurée. Du fait de la grande taille de la nacelle et de la grille d’éjecteurs le domaine est discrétisé avec un nombre total de 36,9 millions de mailles. Pour appliquer la solution RANS comme conditions aux limites fixes pour le calcul SAS, une interpolation du premier ordre est effectuée sur les surfaces externes de la boîte pour les composantes de la vitesse, la pression, la température ainsi que l’énergie cinétique de turbulence et le taux de dissipation spécifique. En plus de la température et du débit du jet, le ratio du débit recirculant et du débit du jet doit être spécifié : $\eta_m = \dot{m}_{rc}/\dot{m}_j$. 

Tab. 5.1: Paramètres de similitude pour la sortie de système de dégivrage de la nacelle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3,11 - 3,62 $\cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 5.2: Distribution de pression provenant d’un calcul RANS stationnaire d’un avion lisse symétrisé

Fig. 5.3: Domaine de calcul pour l’approche séquentielle permettant de simuler la sortie du système de dégivrage de la nacelle

Sur les frontières d’entrée du domaine numérique sont spécifiés les champs surfaciques de vitesse, pression, température et grandeurs turbulentes issus du calcul RANS. De façon analogue, une condition de pression imposée est spécifiée en sortie de domaine en utilisant le champ de pression surfacique du calcul RANS. Les configurations numériques sont presque identiques à celles des configurations précédentes, sauf deux aspects nouveaux qui doivent être pris en compte. Premièrement, les effets de compressibilité n’étant plus négligeables, l’utilisation d’une formulation de gaz parfait doit
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être utilisées. Deuxièmement, la version du solveur couplé pression-vitesse doit être employée pour assurer la convergence intérieure pendant les sous-itérations.

5.2.2 Résultats et comparaison aux données d’essais en vol

Dans un premier temps, la solution stationnaire est présentée sur la figure 5.4 grâce aux lignes de courant colorées par l’efficacité thermique. Les lignes de courant sont lâchées depuis l’entrée de la conduite d’air chaud à l’intérieur de la nacelle et la plupart de ces lignes sortent aussi par la sortie de cette même conduite, du fait de la grande valeur de $\eta_{\text{in}}$. Néanmoins, une partie de l’écoulement circule dans le plénium et sort par les cinq éjecteurs avant d’être en interaction avec l’écoulement externe. Dû au faible rapport de vitesse entre les deux écoulements, les jets sont rabattus fortement contre la surface de la nacelle, induisant un impact thermique fort. Dans un deuxième temps, la capacité à résoudre les échelles turbulentes est examinée par les iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ présentées sur la figure 5.5. De manière similaire à la configuration générique relative aux jets débouchants multiples, chaque jet se développe individuellement dans le champ proche. La paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs est visible ainsi que le tourbillon en fer à cheval devant chaque éjecteur. Il apparaît clairement que des tourbillons en forme d’arches se forment périodiquement dans le sillage. À environ $2 - 3D$ en aval des éjecteurs, le mélange entre les jets voisins a lieu, les tourbillons interagissent alors et perdent leur cohérence.

![Fig. 5.4: Lignes de courants colorées par l’efficacité thermique](image-url)
Les valeurs moyennes de l’efficacité thermique sur la paroi de la nacelle sont présentées sur la figure 5.6. Contrairement à la configuration générique, les deux traces extérieures ne se mélangent pas si rapidement et cinq traces individuelles sont visibles dans le champ proche. De plus, elles ne sont pas symétriques et alignées avec le demi-axe majeur de l’éjecteur correspondant. Cela est dû à la topologie locale de l’écoulement, à la courbure de la nacelle et aux débits différents pour chaque éjecteur. Pour l’acquisition des données durant l’essai en vol, la nacelle était équipée de douze capteurs thermiques, dont les positions $T_i$ sont indiquées également sur la figure. Pour le cas de référence un très bon accord est visible dans le tableau 5.2, c’est-à-dire une différence de moins de $\Delta \eta = 0.02$ pour tous les points sauf $T_7$, $T_8$, et $T_{12}$. La différence maximale est trouvée au point $T_{12}$ avec une valeur de $\Delta \eta = 0.05$. Les points $T_7$, $T_8$ et $T_{12}$ étant situés à l’extrémité de la deuxième et troisième rangée, la propagation thermique latérale est faiblement sous-estimée. Néanmoins, la cohérence entre les données numériques et expérimentales est très correcte, soulignant l’applicabilité de l’approche séquentielle.

**Tab. 5.2:** Comparaison de Efficacité thermique pour la sortie du système de dégivrage de la nacelle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_1$</th>
<th>$T_2$</th>
<th>$T_3$</th>
<th>$T_4$</th>
<th>$T_5$</th>
<th>$T_6$</th>
<th>$T_7$</th>
<th>$T_8$</th>
<th>$T_9$</th>
<th>$T_{10}$</th>
<th>$T_{11}$</th>
<th>$T_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essai</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td>0,21</td>
<td>0,21</td>
<td>0,09</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td>0,07</td>
<td>0,13</td>
<td>0,14</td>
<td>0,14</td>
<td>0,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcul</td>
<td>0,18</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>0,07</td>
<td>0,15</td>
<td>0,14</td>
<td>0,13</td>
<td>0,04</td>
<td>0,11</td>
<td>0,12</td>
<td>0,12</td>
<td>0,08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 La sortie du système pre-cooler

Comme l’approche séquentielle a montré sa capacité à donner des résultats satisfaisants, elle est appliquée en dernier lieu à la prévision aérothermique de la sortie du système de pre-cooler d’un avion civil. Contrairement aux configurations étudiées auparavant, cette géométrie d’éjecteurs est différente car elle consiste en deux rangées de 19 ouïes chacune. Comme ces ouïes sont alignées avec l’écoulement local, les 19 jets simples de chaque rangée se réunissent pour ne former finalement que deux jets débouchants.

Une phase de vol est choisie, définie comme critique par rapport à la température du jet et au rapport des vitesses. Cela correspond à un vol d’attente à $Ma = 0,48$ et à 10 000ft d’altitude et les paramètres du jet sont résumés dans le tableau 5.3.

Tab. 5.3: Paramètres de similitude pour la sortie du système de pre-cooler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_R$</th>
<th>$Re_{cf}$</th>
<th>$Ri_{cf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T/T_{ref,3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0,29</td>
<td>1,90 - 8,29 $\cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$\ll 1$</td>
<td>1,10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1 Simulation et stratégie de maillage

Conformément au processus de design existant, la solution RANS de la géométrie lisse est obtenue avec le solveur CFD elsA. Les limites du sous-domaine pour le calcul SAS contiennent quatre surfaces d’entrées et trois surfaces de sortie, comme présenté sur la figure 5.7(a). La nécessité de prendre en compte la topologie locale de l’écoulement et les effets d’installation est encore plus prononcé pour ce cas. La géométrie entière ainsi que la grille de ventilation du système sont présentées sur la
5.3.2 Résultats

Les lignes de courants obtenues du champ moyen sont lâchées depuis l’entrée du système situé à l’intérieur de la nacelle et tracées sur la figure 5.9. Quand elles passent par les ouïes, chaque rangée forme un seul jet et la paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs est clairement visible. Dû à la topologie locale de l’écoulement, ces tourbillons sont inclinés et détachés de la paroi. Les deux jets impactent ensuite le bord d’attaque de la voilure et une zone d’interaction forte se développe dans la proximité de la jonction de la voilure et du mat. Finalement, les jets passent au-dessus de la voilure, où ils restent proches de la surface. En accord avec les résultats précédents, l’approche SAS permet la résolution des fluctuations turbulentes dans la région d’interaction du jet débouchant...
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(a) Vue globale du maillage surfacique avec raffinement dans la trajectoire du jet

(b) Vue détaillé du maillage surfacique autour de la grille de ventilation

(c) Vue du maillage volumique avec des couches de prismes soulignées en rouge

Fig. 5.8: Illustration du maillage de la sortie du système de pre-cooler
également pour cette configuration. Des iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ sont tracées sur la figure 5.11. La quantité importante de structures turbulentes devient évidente au travers de ces deux vues et l’analyse de l’écoulement en tant que mélange thermique devient plus difficile. Néanmoins, des tourbillons en fer à cheval, qui ne contiennent que du fluide froid, sont visibles devant chaque rangée. De plus, des tourbillons en forme d’arches se développent déjà au début des éjecteurs. Contrairement aux autres configurations, des tourbillons presque annulaires sont visibles car les jets ne sont pas attachés à la paroi du mat. Les caractéristiques similaires au jet libre deviennent plus évidentes.

L’efficacité thermique moyenne est tracée sur la figure 5.11(a) sur des surfaces dans la proximité de la grille. Des contours supplémentaires avec des niveaux plus faibles sont présentés sur la figure 5.11(b) pour des coupes volumiques. Ces images révèlent que seulement le jet gauche impacte le bord d’attaque et la voilure. L’autre jet reste détaché de la surface jusqu’à environ 50% de la corde visible. À ce niveau-là, les deux corps chauds s’approchent ce qui provoque un élargissement de la trace thermique. Les iso-surfaces de critère $Q$ obtenues pour le champ des vitesses moyennes sont présentées sur la figure 5.12(a) montrant une topologie stationnaire de tourbillons. Pour chaque ouie la paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs est visible au niveau des bords latéraux. Ils fusionnent et ne forment qu’une seule paire pour chaque rangée qui est cependant détachée de la paroi. De plus, le tourbillon en fer à cheval est bien visible pour le jet extérieur. De manière similaire au cas précédent, le débit de chaque ouie est différent et dépend de sa position. Les premières ouies sont notamment exposées à un écoulement transverse important. Comme il est visible sur la figure 5.12(b) cela mène à un film
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(a) Vue d’en haut montre l’alignement avec l’écoulement principal

(b) Vue de côté montre l’impact du jet sur le bord d’attaque

Fig. 5.10: Iso-surfaces de critère $Q$

chaud qui se forme devant les premières ouïes en-dessous du tourbillon en fer à cheval. Ce film suit donc la topologie locale de l’écoulement comme indiqué par les vecteurs sur la paroi, expliquant l’impact thermique important du côté externe du mât.

En résumé, une approche séquentielle adaptée a été introduite permettant la résolution locale de turbulence qui est primordiale pour la prévision aérothermique correcte des sorties d’air sur avion. La sortie du système de dégivrage de nacelle, similaire à la configuration générique comprenant plusieurs jets débouchants, a été examinée avec l’approche séquentielle SAS et des structures cohérentes ont été identifiées. Même si les
nombres de Mach et de Reynolds ainsi que la différence de température sont fortement élevés pour les phases de vol réelles, les résultats pour la température pariétale sont en bon accord avec les données d’essais en vol. Finalement, cette approche adaptée basée sur le modèle SAS a été appliquée à la sortie du système de pre-cooler. La résolution des fluctuations turbulentes est atteinte dans la région d’interaction du jet débouchant également pour ce cas complexe, mettant en évidence l’applicabilité de cette approche dans un processus industriel.

Fig. 5.11: Impact thermique de la sortie de pre-cooler sur le mat et la voilure
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(a) Critère $Q$ de l’écoulement moyen montrant la paire de tourbillons contrarotatifs et le tourbillon en fer à cheval

(b) Vecteurs vitesse moyenne montrant le développement d’un film chaud en amont des éjecteurs et en-dessous du tourbillon en fer à cheval

**Fig. 5.12:** Détails de la topologie moyenne
Chapitre 6

Conclusion et perspectives

En raison de la présence d’une grande variété de systèmes qui génèrent de la chaleur, le contrôle de l’environnement thermique de l’avion est primordial pour que son opérabilité soit assuré. Ce contrôle est obtenu grâce à la ventilation des systèmes qui permet l’évacuation de la chaleur générée vers l’extérieur de l’avion. Comme cela introduit des sorties d’air chaud, des problèmes liés à une augmentation de la trainée et au dimensionnement de protections thermiques surgissent. L’intérêt de cette thèse provient de l’incapacité de calculs stationnaires RANS à prévoir correctement le mélange thermique créé entre un jet d’air chaud et un écoulement transverse froid qui sont rencontrés au niveau de ces sorties. Jusqu’à présent, la conception aéothermique n’était basé que sur des modèles empiriques dérivés des essais en soufflerie des configurations génériques. Pour éviter un surdimensionnement et pour réduire la trainée aérodynamique, des calculs instationnaires combinés avec des modèles avancés de turbulence doivent être étudiés pour ce type d’écoulement.

Dans cette thèse des stratégies numériques ont été présentées, permettant une prévision aéothermique correcte des écoulements contenant un ou plusieurs jets dans un écoulement transverse aux grands nombres de Reynolds. Comme la résolution des fluctuations turbulentes est primordiale dans ce contexte, les capacités des différents modèles SRS ont été étudiées. Du fait des grands nombres de Reynolds pour les configurations traitées, des approches de type simulation directe ou même de type simulation aux grandes échelles sont hors de question. En raison de cela, une simulation de type URANS basée sur le modèle de turbulence $k – \omega$ SST ainsi que le SAS, la DDES et la ELES ont été considérées. Comme elles sont utilisées dans le domaine global avec le but de résoudre seulement localement des fluctuations turbulentes dans la zone du jet débouchant, elles font partie des approches dites intégrées. Les trois premières méthodologies font partie des approches hybrides, c’est-à-dire qu’aucune interface fixe n’existe entre la turbulence modélisée et résolue et la transition de l’une à l’autre s’appuie sur l’instabilité inhérente à l’écoulement. La quatrième méthodologie est caractérisée comme une approche zonale avec la définition, a priori, d’une zone, dans laquelle la résolution des échelles turbulentes est souhaitée. Contrairement aux
autres approches, ce type de méthodologie permet d'imposer la conversion de la turbulente modélisée à la turbulence résolue sans s'appuyer sur des instabilités inhérentes à l'écoulement. Comme des applications cibles sont des sorties de système d’air sur avion, l’approche séquentielle a été introduite pour maîtriser la problématique de multi-échelle, c’est-à-dire la différence de plusieurs ordres de grandeur entre la longueur caractéristique de l’éjecteur et celle de l’avion. Cette approche est basée sur un calcul de type RANS stationnaire du domaine global avec un calcul SRS subséquent seulement dans un sous-domaine avec des conditions aux limites fixes, qui ont été obtenues par la solution RANS. Cela permet de prendre en compte des effets d’installation avec un coût de calcul réduit comparé aux méthodes dites intégrées.

Le premier objectif capital consistait dans la validation de modèles de turbulence proposés pour une configuration générique et dans l’analyse de leurs capacités à résoudre des échelles turbulentes. La configuration choisie est basée sur une maquette contenant un jet chaud carré sortant dans un écoulement transverse pour un grand nombre de Reynolds, se formant à l’extrados d’un profil tridimensionnel. En raison d’un rapport de vitesses faible, l’écoulement est caractérisé par un panache de jet attaché, avec un impact thermique fort sur la structure en aval de l’orifice. Des simulations transitoires ont été effectuées et les résultats comparés aux données expérimentales. La capacité de résoudre des fluctuations turbulentes a pu être quantifiée par des isosurfaces instantanées de critère $Q$. Comme le jet débouchant est globalement instable pour le nombre de Reynolds considéré, les approches SAS et DDES permettent la résolution de fluctuations turbulentes dans la région d’interaction ainsi que dans le panache du jet. Des structures similaires sont également résolues dans la zone spécifiée pour l’approche ELES. L’incapacité de l’approche URANS à résoudre les fluctuations turbulentes est mise en évidence par le fait que seules les plus grosses structures ainsi que des fluctuations non-physiques sont résolues. Cela influe directement sur la distribution de la température pariétale résultante, qui est bien prévue par les approches SAS, DDES et ELES alors que l’approche URANS produit une propagation latérale drastiquement sous-estimée, soulignant la nécessité d’une correcte résolution des échelles.

Par la suite, des statistiques temporelles de vitesses du premier et deuxième ordre ont été comparées aux données expérimentales avec une bonne correspondance. Seule la simulation de type URANS sous-estime les grandeurs fluctuantes. Pour le dernier niveau de validation, des analyses spectrales ont été calculées et les résultats des calculs SAS, DDES et ELES confirment la présence d’un pic spectral dans le panache pour un nombre de Strouhal $St_D = 0,14$. À l’inverse, l’approche URANS révèle une fréquence dominante de l’ordre de $St_D = 0,095$. La prévision aérothermique n’est donc possible qu’avec une résolution de fluctuations turbulentes correcte, qui peut être atteinte, contrairement à la simulation URANS, par les approches SAS, DDES et ELES.

Ensuite, l’influence du maillage numérique et du choix du pas de temps sur les calculs SAS ont été évalués. En plus du maillage hexaédrique, qui a servi pour la validation de différentes modèles de turbulence, la stratégie hybride tétraédrique et
la stratégie hybride cartésienne ont été considérées. Comme une résolution spatiale suffisante est assurée dans la région d’interaction du jet et de l’écoulement transverse, les fluctuations turbulentes sont résolues avec succès. La validation de la distribution de la température pariétale ainsi que du champ de l’écoulement démontre l’applicabilité de ces approches, qui peuvent devenir inévitable si des géométries plus complexes seront considérées. L’impact du pas de temps numérique a été étudié par deux simulations supplémentaires avec le pas de temps standard doublé et diminué de 50%. En raison de la corrélation de la résolution spatiale et temporelle, des structures cohérentes plus fines sont résolues avec le pas de temps le plus petit, ce qui conduit à une meilleure prévision du mélange aérothermique. Cette tendance persiste jusqu’à ce que la limite de résolution spatiale du maillage numérique soit atteinte. La dernière partie d’étude de la validation sur la configuration générique avec le jet simple était consacrée à l’approche séquentielle avec le modèle de turbulence SAS utilisé dans le sous-domaine. Des conditions aux limites pour le sous-domaine ont été extraites d’un calcul RANS stationnaire du domaine global en utilisant le modèle de turbulence $k - \omega$ SST. Le calcul SAS effectué dans le sous-domaine a montré sa capacité à résoudre les grandes échelles. Des différences dans la distribution de température pariétale entre l’approche SAS intégrée et séquentielle ont été quantifiées par rapport aux données expérimentales, soulignant l’applicabilité de cette approche.

Pour compléter la validation, le deuxième objectif principal consistait en l’analyse du champ d’écoulement stationnaire et transitoire ainsi qu’en l’identification des phénomènes de mélange thermique. Tout d’abord, la topologie d’écoulement montre l’existence d’une zone de recirculation derrière l’orifice, où du fluide chaud s’accumule. Un tourbillon en fer à cheval, composé seulement de fluide froid, apparaît en amont du jet. Concernant l’impact thermique, la distribution de la température latérale montre une auto-similitude. Comme le jet ne présente qu’un faible obstacle pour l’écoulement principal, des tourbillons en forme d’arches se développent autour de la zone de recirculation avec une fréquence caractéristique de $St_D = 0.4$. Ils sont convectés en aval et influent fortement le mélange thermique car du fluide froid est entraîné dans le centre chaud du jet. Des tourbillons de la couche de cisaillement ne sont prévus que par l’approche SAS pour la partie amont, alors que les résultats des approches DDES et ELES montrent un amortissement rapide de ce phénomène. Ensuite, une analyse en composantes principales pour les composantes de vitesse et pour la température était effectuée dans un sous-domaine d’écoulement. Le deuxième mode a révélé l’existence d’une ondulation du panache latéral derrière l’orifice avec une fréquence caractéristique de $St_D = 0.14$, déjà rencontrée dans la partie de validation. Cette dynamique montre un impact fort sur le mélange thermique et ce mécanisme est mal prévu par l’approche URANS, induisant une distribution latérale fortement sous-estimée.

Concernant la configuration générique, deux études complémentaires ont été réalisées. Dans un premier temps, les hypothèses de conditions aux limites ont été reconsidérées parce que la distribution thermique à proximité de l’éjecteur n’était
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pas satisfaisante. Du fait de la conception de la maquette, la plaque d’éjecteur qui sépare le fluide chaud et le fluide froid, est exposée à la conduction thermique interne, menant au développement d’une couche limite thermique au niveau de l’écoulement principal. Ce fait a été pris en compte par une condition aux limites isotherme avec soit une température constante soit une distribution de température obtenue par un calcul couplé fluide-solide stationnaire. Cette approche mène à une prévision de la température pariétale dans le champ proche fortement améliorée. Deuxièmement, la configuration générique a été modifiée en échangeant la grille pour étudier plusieurs jets débouchants. Des simulations utilisant le modèle de turbulence SAS ont été effectuées pour deux pas de temps différents. Chaque jet se développe individuellement dans le champ proche et des structures cohérentes caractéristiques comme le tourbillon en fer à cheval et les tourbillons en forme d’arches ont été identifiés. Dans le champ moyen une interaction forte a lieu entre les jets voisins. Les résultats satisfaisants obtenus pour la distribution de température pariétale soulignent donc la capacité de ce modèle.

Le troisième objectif capital consiste dans l’application de la méthodologie proposée aux sorties d’air complexes sur avion pour des conditions de vol réalistes. Compte tenu des contraintes imposées par les ressources informatiques et de la nécessité de respecter le processus de design aérodynamique courant, une approche séquentielle adaptée a été introduite. Contrairement à l’approche séquentielle initiale, un calcul stationnaire de type RANS a été effectué sur l’avion lisse, c’est-à-dire en négligeant la géométrie de sortie, permettant donc l’utilisation des calculs et des maillages numériques déjà existants. Cette solution RANS est ensuite spécifiée comme conditions aux limites fixes sur le sous-domaine. Comme sa capacité était validée sur des maillages différents ainsi que sur la configuration générique avec plusieurs jets débouchants, seule l’approche SAS a été considérée.

Deux configurations complexes ont été étudiées. Premièrement, une sortie de système de dégivrage de nacelle (SDN) d’un avion civil a été considérée parce que la conception de la grille est proche de la configuration générique avec plusieurs jets débouchants et parce que des données d’essais en vol étaient disponibles pour la validation. Une phase de vol a été choisie, présentant une différence de température importante entre le jet débouchant et l’écoulement transverse ainsi qu’un rapport des vitesses faible. Contrairement au cas générique les nombres de Reynolds et de Mach sont très élevés. La topologie d’écoulement et l’apparition de structures cohérentes étaient similaires à celles observées pour la configuration générique avec plusieurs jets débouchants. Les résultats numériques et les données des essais en vol sont en accord, soulignant l’appliquabilité de l’approche séquentielle adaptée. Deuxièmement, la méthodologie a été appliquée à la sortie de système de pre-cooler (SPC). Du fait de la complexité de la géométrie, la stratégie d’un maillage tétraédrique hybride a été menée. Un point de vol a été choisi, critique quant à la différence de température et au rapport des vitesses. De manière similaire à la configuration précédente les nombres de
Fig. 6.1: Vue ensemble des simulations effectuées

Reynolds et de Mach élevés sont rencontrés dans ce cas. La méthodologie en place a permis la résolution des échelles turbulentes dans la région d’interaction entre les jets débouchants et l’écoulement transverse assurant ainsi une bonne prévision du mélange thermique. Contrairement aux autres configurations étudiées dans cette thèse, des tourbillons presque annulaires ont été observés car le jet est relevé par l’écoulement local. Du fait des forces importantes de l’écoulement transverse, un film chaud s’est formé devant les premières ouïes. Ce film a suivi la topologie locale de l’écoulement à proximité de la sortie, menant à un impact thermique fort sur le côté du mat moteur. Enfin, ces résultats ont été livrés à un nouveau programme de développement d’un avion Airbus, où ils servent comme nouvelle base pour le processus de conception aéothermique.

Finalement, la figure 6.1 récapitule les simulations effectuées et leurs niveaux de validation. Compte tenu de ces résultats, il est évident que les approches SRS intégrées sont capables de prévoir le mélange aéothermique pour un ou plusieurs jets débouchants dans un écoulement transverse pour des domaines de petite taille. Cependant pour les domaines plus larges, la stratégie relative « un RANS global et une SAS locale » est plus adéquate. L’ordre successif des études doit également être mis en évidence, permettant de maîtriser la simulation des sorties complexes comme celles du système de pré-cooler. Du fait des résultats satisfaisants et prometteurs, des nouvelles configurations sont en train d’être étudiées grâce aux méthodes proposées, mettant en évidence l’incorporation de simulations avancées dans le processus industriel et par conséquent l’impact de la thèse.
En principe, cette stratégie peut être appliquée à toute problématique provenant d’un écoulement instationnaire sur avion tant que deux conditions sont satisfaites : Premièrement, le couplage entre le phénomène, qui doit être étudié, et la solution RANS préliminaire d’un avion doit être faible. Deuxièmement, le phénomène lui-même doit être intrinsèquement instable. Cela est effectivement le cas pour la plupart des sorties de système d’air. Par contre, pour des problématiques avec une forte interaction avec l’écoulement principal, l’approche séquentielle ne fournirait plus de résultats satisfaisants car un changement de la topologie d’écoulement révélé par un calcul instationnaire ne sera pas pris en compte. Par exemple, le déploiement des destructeurs de portance ne sera pas capturé proprement avec une approche séquentielle. Dans ce cas-là, une approche hybride globale comme le SAS ou la DDES peut être appliqué car la transition de la turbulence modélisée à la turbulence résolue est déclenchée par la géométrie. Pour des problématiques plus sensibles comme le décrochage dû au gradient de pression adverse, ces modèles ne sont plus adaptés à cause du développement retardé des structures turbulentes. Des approches zonales comme la ZDES ou la ELES devraient être préférées à cause de la résolution des échelles turbulentes imposée dans des zones primordiales.

Trois aspects pourraient être examinés plus précisément dans des études ultérieures. Dans un premier temps, l’évaluation de la trainée d’installation, qui est introduite par chaque sortie d’air, devrait être considérée. Même si une relation réciproque entre l’impact thermique et la trainée aérodynamique peut être attendue, des études supplémentaires sont nécessaires pour quantifier ce comportement et une relation optimale devrait être obtenue pendant la conception aérothermique. Le deuxième aspect concerne le mauvais comportement des simulations ELES, qui montraient une excellente comparaison dans le champ de l’écoulement avec les données expérimentales, mais une mauvaise prévision de la distribution de température pariétale dans le champ proche. Le maillage et le pas de temps sont deux facteurs importants mais d’autres paramètres peuvent être étudiés. Le troisième aspect consiste en l’étude des dynamiques d’écoulement pour des nombres de Mach encore plus élevés. En croisière des régions d’écoulement transsoniques peuvent apparaître et interagir avec le jet débouchant. L’approche séquentielle actuelle doit alors être modifiée afin de permettre un traitement des chocs qui traversent les limites du sous-domaine.
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Résumé

Des méthodes numériques sont présentées qui permettent la simulation de jets chauds débouchants dans un écoulement transverse aux grands nombres de Reynolds et aux rapports des vitesses faibles. Différentes approches pour la modélisation de turbulence, c’est-à-dire URANS, SAS, DDES et ELES, sont validées par comparaison à des données expérimentales pour une configuration générique, soulignant la nécessité de résoudre les différentes échelles turbulentes pour une prévision correcte du mélange thermique. L’analyse de la solution instationnaire permet l’identification de processus dynamiques intrinsèques ainsi que des phénomènes de mélange et l’application de l’analyse en composantes principales révèle l’ondulation latérale du sillage de jet. Du fait du caractère multi-échelles qui se manifeste dans la simulation d’un jet débouchant sur une configuration avion, l’approche séquentielle basée sur le modèle SAS est mise en place. Comme les résultats pour la sortie d’un système de dégivrage de nacelle sont en bon accord avec les données d’essai en vol, cette approche est finalement appliquée à la sortie complexe d’un système de pre-cooler, mettant en valeur sa capacité à être appliquée dans un processus industriel.

Mots-Clés : Jet débouchant dans un écoulement transverse, Modélisation de turbulence avancée, Simulations instationnaires, Aérotérmodynamique, Mélange thermique

Abstract

Numerical methods for the simulation of hot jets in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers and small momentum ratios are presented. Different turbulence modeling strategies, i.e. URANS, SAS, DDES and ELES, are validated against experimental data on a generic configuration, highlighting the necessity of scale-resolution for a correct prediction of thermal mixing. The analysis of transient flow simulations allows the identification of inherent flow dynamics as well as mixing phenomena and the application of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition revealed the lateral wake meandering as being one of them. Due to the multi-scale problem which arises when simulating jets in cross flow on real aircraft configurations, the sequential approach based on the SAS turbulence model is introduced. As results for the exhaust of a nacelle anti-icing system comprising multiple jets in cross flow agree well with flight test data, the approach is applied in last step to the complex exhaust of a pre-cooling system, emphasizing the capabilities of this methodology in an industrial environment.

Keywords : Jet in Cross Flow, Advanced Turbulence Modeling, Unsteady Simulations, Aerothermodynamics, Thermal Mixing